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Abstract 

Controlled auto-ignition (CAI) combustion – also described as homogeneous charge 

compression ignition (HCCI) combustion – was investigated. The primary experiments 

concerned a direct-injection single-cylinder gasoline engine equipped with a poppet-

valve combustion system. This engine was operated with both the two-stroke working 

cycle and the four-stroke cycle. 

The engine experiments were used to establish combustion characteristics and the 

envelope of operation for CAI combustion, and to investigate the influence of a number 

of engine parameters including engine speed and load, air-fuel ratio, intake-air heating 

and exhaust-port throttling. Results from one-dimensional fluid-dynamic calculations 

were used to support the main data set and to develop hypotheses concerning CAI 

combustion in practical gasoline engines. 

Images from parallel investigations using an equivalent optical-access engine, and 

three-dimensional fluid-dynamic calculations, were used to supplement the results 

generated by the author and to further develop and test understanding of gasoline CAI 

processes. Finally practical implementation of CAI combustion in passenger vehicles 

was considered, including possible routes to series production of CAI engines. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Early in the twenty-first century internal combustion engines remain the dominant 

means of propulsion for road vehicles, and seem likely to occupy this position for many 

years to come. Advancement of engine technology has been driven largely by limits 

imposed on pollutant emissions from vehicles, beginning with the introduction of 

legislation in the 1960s. Although there is little harmony among the different legislative 

regions, the severity of legislated limits has steadily increased in all markets. For new 

European passenger cars introduced after 2005, regulations require a level of emissions 

that is one hundred times lower than that from pre-legislation models (Daniels 1999). 

Over the last few years, the need to reduce both the consumption of hydrocarbon fuels 

and emissions of carbon dioxide has also become an increasing preoccupation. There is 

now a consensus, beyond reasonable dispute, that carbon emissions are contributing to 

global climate change. After a decade of voluntary CO2 targets for passenger cars in 

Europe – having fiercely contested effectiveness (ACEA 2007, Dings 2008) – the 

European Parliament has imposed CO2 limits on all carmakers for 2012 – 2015, with 

tougher targets to follow in 2020 (COM (2007) 856 final
1
). In the United States, the 

Energy Independence and Security Act signed into law by President Bush in December 

2007 also sets an ambitious target for the average vehicle fuel economy in 2020; this is 

the first change to federal legislation in this area since 1985 (National Highway Traffic 

Safety Administration 2008). 

All of this means that alternatives to conventional engine combustion processes that 

offer improved fuel economy, reduced emissions, or both, merit serious investigation. 

The overwhelming majority of current passenger-car engines fall into two categories. 

Engines using gasoline fuel employ spark ignition and a propagating turbulent flame 

consumes the fuel-air mixture. Engines using diesel fuel operate by compression 

                                                 
1
 Full citations for European Union documents are given in the References chapter 
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ignition and the charge is consumed by a diffusion flame. An alternative to the 

dominant combustion types has emerged, generally described as either Homogeneous 

Charge Compression-Ignition (HCCI) combustion or Controlled Auto-Ignition (CAI) 

combustion. HCCI/CAI engines operate by the controlled auto-ignition of fuel-air 

mixture, and – in theory at least – could use any hydrocarbon fuel. HCCI/CAI engines 

promise reductions in both fuel consumption and engine-out noxious emissions, and are 

consequently subject to great scrutiny. 

Although usage still varies widely among the relevant organisations, a recent consensus 

seems to have emerged concerning the application of the terms CAI and HCCI for 

gasoline engines. CAI is used to describe residual-promoted auto-ignition with a 

stoichiometric or near-stoichiometric air-fuel mixture. CAI engine specifications are 

very similar to those of the conventional spark-ignited gasoline engine, with the 

important exception of the valvetrain used. The term HCCI is then reserved for engines 

where auto-ignition of the gasoline-air charge results from a high compression ratio, 

intake air heating, or a combination of the two. Very lean mixtures are used to control 

rate of heat release in the HCCI engine. 

An experimental and theoretical investigation of CAI combustion has been undertaken, 

seeking to provide further illumination of CAI processes and overcome some of the 

obstacles preventing CAI engines reaching series production. 

1.2 Programme Approach and Objectives 

The principal objective of the work described in this thesis was to investigate CAI in 

realistic direct-injection gasoline engines. 

The work undertaken by the author has formed part of a larger study on gasoline CAI 

combustion carried out at Ricardo UK Ltd. and at the University of Brighton. The larger 

study has employed the following techniques: 

� Single-cylinder engine testing 

� Optical engine testing 

� One-dimensional gas-dynamics modelling 

� Three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics modelling 
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The work carried out by the author is focused on the first and third of these techniques. 

The origins of HCCI/CAI combustion research lie with two-stroke cycle gasoline 

engines, and in this programme two-stroke CAI operation has been revisited, but in this 

case with a poppet-valve combustion system. Using both experiments and modelling 

techniques, CAI combustion in the two-stroke engine was characterised. A four-stroke 

CAI engine was subsequently designed and constructed. 

The overall programme objective was translated into the following specific objectives 

by the author: 

� Design and construct a two-stroke direct-injection gasoline single-cylinder engine. 

� Commission a engine testing laboratory for measuring the performance, fuel economy and 

emissions characteristics of this engine. 

� Establish CAI combustion with the two-stroke engine and investigate the effect of 

parameters including engine speed, engine load and air-fuel ratio. 

� Create numerical models of the two-stroke engine and characterise CAI combustion 

through a combination of experimental and model data. 

� Design and construct a four-stroke direct-injection gasoline single-cylinder engine. 

� Establish CAI combustion with the four-stroke engine and investigate the effect of 

parameters including engine speed, load and valve timing. 

These objectives formed the basis for the doctoral programme described in this thesis. 

1.3 Thesis Structure 

This thesis comprises six main chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the literature concerning 

gasoline HCCI/CAI combustion, and is divided into five sections. Firstly a general 

description of HCCI/CAI is given, covering the fundamentals of the process. Secondly 

the literature detailing the auto-ignition of hydrocarbon fuels is reviewed, as this is the 

basis for HCCI/CAI. The third and fourth sections review the experimental studies 

undertaken with two-stroke and four-stroke cycles engine respectively. Finally, attempts 

to create numerical models of HCCI and CAI combustion are reviewed.  

Chapter 3 describes the detailed design of the two-stroke and four-stroke cycle single-

cylinder engines used in this study.  

Chapter 4 describes the engine laboratory established at the University of Brighton and 

the equipment and techniques used to test the single-cylinder engines.  
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Chapter 5 details the simulation of the CAI engines by one-dimensional gas dynamics 

modelling.  

Chapter 6 attempts to characterise gasoline CAI combustion using results from the 

experimental and modelling studies. 

The role of CAI in future gasoline engines is addressed in Chapter 7, in which practical 

implementation of the technology is addressed. 

The conclusions drawn from the programme, its limitations, and recommendations for 

further work are presented in Chapter 8.  

The appendices contain additional information that relates to the various chapters: 

Appendix A contains a record of the publications made by the author on the basis of this 

research programme, Appendix B contains details of the cam profiles used in the single-

cylinder engines, Appendix C contains a range of material relating to the engine testing 

process, Appendix D contains an example of a Ricardo WAVE program file and 

Appendix E presents results from mass spectrometer tests. 
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2. Review of the Literature 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of the literature concerning HCCI and CAI combustion. 

Firstly the basic characteristics of HCCI and CAI combustion are reviewed, as 

described in the literature. Secondly the fundamentals of auto-ignition and oxidation of 

hydrocarbon fuels are considered, as these processes have great relevance for 

HCCI/CAI combustion. Next the experimental studies on HCCI/CAI combustion are 

reviewed, starting with studies on two-stroke cycle engines. The larger body of work on 

four-stroke engines is then evaluated. Finally, computer-modelling studies of 

HCCI/CAI combustion are reviewed, considering the modelling approach taken and the 

relevance of the findings for understanding HCCI and CAI combustion. 

2.2 Fundamentals of HCCI and CAI Combustion 

Controlled auto-ignition (CAI) combustion is best regarded as a mode of internal 

combustion engines distinct from the conventional spark ignition (SI) and compression 

ignition (CI) operating modes. In a CAI engine, a homogeneous mixture of air, fuel and 

residual gases is compressed until auto-ignition occurs at sites distributed throughout 

the combustion chamber. The charge is then consumed by controlled auto-ignition 

reactions. There is little or no occurrence of the propagating flame front that 

characterises SI combustion or the diffusion burning that characterises CI combustion. 

HCCI/CAI combustion has been ‘discovered’ a number of times, and a wide range of 

names and abbreviations have been applied to the phenomena as described in Table 2.1. 

There remains much that is not well understood concerning HCCI/CAI combustion, but 

in recent years an increasingly sophisticated understanding of the basic principles has 

emerged. There is a consensus that the chemistry of HCCI/CAI is closely related to the 

chemistry of knock in SI engines (Aceves et al. 2001a). It has been suggested that 

activated radicals present in the exhaust gases play a critical role in the stimulation of 

CAI. There is still debate on this subject, but many researchers now agree that only a 
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very small concentration of such radicals could survive the exhaust and intake strokes, 

and consequently they play only a limited role in CAI combustion (Aceves et al. 

2001a). 

Table 2.1 Alternative Designations for HCCI/CAI Combustion 

Name Reference 

Activated Radical (AR) Ishibashi and Asai (1996) 

Active Thermo-Atmosphere Combustion (ATAC) Onishi et al. (1979) 

Compression-Ignited Homogenous Charge (CIHC) Najt and Foster (1983)  

Controlled Auto-ignition (CAI) Duret and Venturi (1996) 

Controlled Combustion (CC) Law et al. (2001) 

Compression and Spark Ignition (CSI) Fraidl et al. (2002) 

Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) Thring (1989) 

Optimised Kinetic Process (OKP) Yang et al. (2002) 

Premixed Charge Compression Ignition (PCCI) Aoyama et al. (1996) 

Toyota Soken (TS) Noguchi et al. (1979) 

 
Once the temperature in the cylinder of a CAI engine reaches a critical value (governed 

by the mixture properties of the charge), auto-ignition reactions commence. The 

progress of CAI reactions is then controlled largely by chemical kinetics: reaction rates 

are not governed by the propagation of a flame or by the diffusion of a heterogeneous 

mixture alone (Milovanovic and Chen 2001; Najt and Foster 1983). The rate of a CAI 

reaction is therefore governed by the fuel type, the mixture strength, the fraction of 

residual gases and critically by the temperature distribution in the combustion chamber. 

Willand et al. (1998) proposed the term thermo-kinetic explosion to describe CAI 

combustion. This is distinguished from thermal explosion phenomena by feedback 

loops of both temperature and concentration. 

CAI combustion in IC engines potentially offers benefits compared with both SI and CI 

combustion. Indeed, it may be seen to combine the advantages of the two conventional 

combustion modes. Through the use of very dilute mixtures a CAI engine could operate 

unthottled at part load – reducing pumping losses – as the diesel engine does. The 

overall burn rates of CAI combustion are typically fast (Christensen et al. 1997), and if 

correctly phased in the cycle could approximate the ideal Otto cycle. 
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The distributed reactions that characterise CAI combustion are found to produce 

significantly lower temperatures than those inside the reaction zone of an SI engine 

(Najt and Foster 1983). As a result the NOx emissions from CAI engines are much 

reduced, typically approaching ultra-low levels (Christensen et al. 1997). The unburned 

hydrocarbon emissions from CAI engines are a subject of sustained debate, but many 

workers have reported HC emissions to be higher than for comparable CI and SI 

engines. 

2.3 Auto-Ignition and Oxidation of Hydrocarbon 

Fuels 

2.3.1 Fundamentals of Auto-Ignition 

Considering an idealised simple combustion system comprising a static homogeneous 

mixture of fuel and oxidant, two basic combustion phenomena exist. If the mixture is at 

a temperature at which the fuel and oxidant react, but the rate at which heat is released 

by the reaction does not exceed the rate at which heat can be transferred away from the 

mixture, a steady state is established. The reaction proceeds slowly to completion and 

the phenomenon is described as slow combustion. 

However, under certain conditions the rate of energy release by chemical reaction will 

exceed the rate at which heat can be transferred away from the system. When this 

occurs, the temperature of the mixture will rise and in consequence the rate of reaction 

and rate of energy release will also increase. As reaction rates vary exponentially with 

temperature and heat transfer rates have linear temperature dependence, self-

acceleration of the reaction will occur and the reaction rate will increase until the 

reactants are exhausted. This behaviour is termed a thermal explosion.  

All combustion phenomena can be described with reference to these two categories, 

slow combustion and explosion. As the interactions of diffusion, heat transfer and mass 

flow are included, the full range of complex combustion phenomena such as flames and 

detonations are revealed. 

The state at which self-acceleration of a reaction occurs is termed ignition. If the 

ignition process is not initiated by any external ignition source then it is termed auto-

ignition. For a specific hydrocarbon-air mixture, explosion limits define the boundaries 
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between slow combustion and explosion, in terms of pressure and temperature. Most 

hydrocarbons (excluding methane and ethane) display explosion limits in the form 

shown in Figure 2.1. The shape of Figure 2.1 can be used to explain the different types 

of behaviour observed during ignition of a hydrocarbon fuel. 

Temperature

P
re

s
s
u

re

P

T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4

Explosion

Slow 

combustion

 

Figure 2.1  Explosion limit diagram for a hydrocarbon-air mixture 

If one considers an idealised combustion system at a fixed pressure P, explosion will 

occur at temperatures T2 and T4, and slow reaction will occur at T1 and T3. Taking into 

account the possible transitions between the different regions, four ignition modes can 

be observed 

      Temperature 

1. Slow reactions (no ignition)      T1 

2. Single or multiple cool flames      T1 → T2 → T3 

3. Two-stage ignition (cool flame followed by hot flame)  T1 → T2 → T3 → T4 

4. Single-stage ignition       T4 

For a system initially at T1, if part of the mixture is raised to T2 it will start to react 

quickly. Due to the exothermic nature of the reaction, this zone will quickly be heated to 

T3, where reaction is slow. The zone does not therefore proceed to explosion. 

Neighbouring regions will be initiated and will behave in the same way. As there is 

some chemiluminescence during the initial reaction stages, a cool flame is said to 
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propagate across the mixture. After the passage of a cool flame, the mixture temperature 

may drop back to T2 and the process repeat itself. Conversely, a cool flame may be 

followed by transition to T4 and ignition. This process is termed two-stage ignition. 

2.3.2 The Role of Auto-Ignition in SI Engines 

Combustion knock describes an audible abnormal heat-release process occurring under 

certain operating conditions in spark-ignition engines. Knock is found to be an inherent 

constraint on SI engine performance and efficiency since it limits the maximum 

compression ratio that may be used with a particular fuel. The theory that the auto-

ignition process is responsible for combustion knock was first proposed by Ricardo 

(1922), and following the use of optical techniques to demonstrate auto-ignition 

behaviour in engines (Heywood 1988), the theory has gained widespread acceptance. 

Auto-ignition begins in the unburned charge ahead of the flame-front, usually described 

as the end-gas. End-gas is heated by radiation from the flame-front and is compressed 

as a result of the difference in density between burned and unburned mixture. If the 

pressure and temperature of the end-gas exceeds the explosion limit of the particular 

fuel-air mixture being used, then auto-ignition reactions will commence. If the unburned 

charge is subsequently oxidised at a sufficient rate to create in-cylinder pressure 

differentials, and the resulting pressure waves are transmitted to the cylinder walls, then 

knocking combustion has occurred. 

2.4 Experimental Studies with Two-Stroke 

Cycle Engines 

The first modern treatment of a CAI-like combustion process was presented by Onishi 

et al. in 1979. The process was termed Active Thermo Atmosphere Combustion 

(ATAC), and was introduced as a new lean combustion concept for two-stroke cycle 

engines. For some time researchers in Japan had been investigating combustion 

abnormalities encountered under part load conditions in two-stroke cycle engines. These 

had generally been regarded as weaknesses of the two-stroke SI engine concept (Jo et 

al. 1973). Onishi and his colleagues were the first researchers to highlight the benefits 

of the new combustion process for stabilising lean combustion, reducing exhaust 

emissions, and lowering fuel consumption. 
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The original ATAC study was broad in scope, including conventional engine testing and 

Schlieren photography with an optical engine, along with treatment of some of the 

theoretical aspects of the process. Using the conventional engine, a small piston-ported 

single-cylinder engine, the ideal operating regime for ATAC was identified: part-load 

conditions where significant residual gas fractions and peak mean charge temperatures 

occurred. Significant reductions in fuel consumption, NDIR-measured unburned 

hydrocarbon emissions and cycle-to-cycle variability were recorded in the ATAC 

region. It was noted that larger cylinder displacements were favourable for ATAC, as 

the lower surface area /volume ratio results in lower heat losses. 

Using the high-speed Schlieren photographs, the absence of a propagating flame front 

for the ATAC process was identified. Instead there were a large number of points where 

dissociation occurs with gradual combustion reactions, producing a fine pattern of 

small-scale density variations. Ideal conceptual models were proposed for SI and ATAC 

combustion. In the SI case local heat release occurs rapidly, and a flame propagates 

through the chamber dividing the burned and unburned mixture. In the ATAC case by 

contrast, combustion reactions occur spontaneously at many points but combustion 

proceeds slowly. 

Later in the same year, a second study on a CAI combustion process was presented by 

researchers at Toyota and Nippon Soken (Noguchi et al. 1979). The self-ignited 

combustion process developed in a uniflow-scavenged opposed-piston engine was 

termed TS (Toyota-Soken) combustion. Under similar operating conditions to the 

ATAC engine, dramatic reductions in fuel consumption and HC emissions were also 

observed compared with SI operation. The Toyota-Soken study focused on flame 

photography and detection of intermediate products (radicals) by a spectroscopic 

technique. Flame photographs confirmed that the TS process was significantly different 

to SI combustion, with ignition occurring at a large number of points across the 

chamber and flame spreading rapidly in all directions. 

The observations of radical concentrations by spectroscopy also identified very different 

behaviour to SI combustion. With conventional spark ignition combustion the radicals 

OH, CH, C2, H, CHO HO2 and O were all observed at approximately the same point in 

the cycle. By contrast, with TS combustion the CHO, HO2 and O radicals were 
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observed first, followed by CH, C2 and H, and finally the OH radical. Formation of OH 

was correlated with the ignition point, and it was concluded that the CHO, HO2 and O 

radicals serve as ignition kernels for TS combustion. 

Interest in two-stroke cycle CAI engines was revived in the latter-half of the 1990s by 

researchers at Keio University, Honda R&D Company, and the Institut Français du 

Petrole. The objectives of the investigations carried out included further fundamental 

research on the two-stroke CAI process, application of alternative fuels, and the 

development of practical two-stroke CAI engines for the marketplace. 

Iida (1994) investigated ATAC-type combustion in an unusual single-cylinder engine 

with two alternative cylinder heads, one constructed conventionally from aluminium 

alloy, the other using silicon nitride (Si3N4). When the ceramic cylinder head was used, 

the result was termed a low heat rejection (LHR) engine. The use of methanol fuel was 

found to expand the ATAC operating region compared with gasoline, and in the LHR 

build the regime was further expanded compared to the aluminium alloy cylinder head. 

At higher loads with the LHR engine, surface ignition phenomena were encountered 

that prevented stable engine operation. 

Iida also conducted a spectroscopic study of radical formation under ATAC operating 

conditions. The conclusions drawn were slightly different to those of Noguchi et al.: 

peak OH radical luminescence was found to precede peak CH luminescence by around 

30 ºCA when gasoline fuel was used. With methanol fuel no CH radical luminescence 

was recorded. In common with the earlier studies, Iida concluded that OH radicals play 

an important part in initiation CAI combustion. The total luminescence was observed to 

be much reduced for CAI combustion compared with conventional flame propagation. 

Later work by the same author and colleagues covered the use of methane, propane, 

ethanol and dimethyl ether (DME) in the same engine (Iida 1997; Oguma et al. 1997). 

With alkane fuels, CAI operation was not possible. With oxygenated fuels significant 

CAI operating were recorded and the lean limits were extended compared with gasoline 

fuel. 

Duret and Venturi (1996) introduced two unwieldy new abbreviations to the field of  

two-stroke CAI combustion. The IAPAC engine (Injection Assistée Pour Air 
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Comprimé) was used to achieve a fluid dynamically controlled combustion process 

(FDCCP). The engine featured crossflow scavenging and the addition of a special valve 

allowing the area of the transfer ports to be varied. Self-ignited combustion was applied 

at part load, termed controlled auto-ignition (CAI), and acknowledged to be similar to 

the ATAC process. The expected benefits of FDCCP for fuel consumption, HC 

emissions and combustion stability were recorded. 

The main objective of the study undertaken was to demonstrate the suitability of the 

IAPAC engine for use in a passenger car. A 1230cc three-cylinder engine including an 

FDCCP calibration was fitted to a PSA 309 vehicle. When tested over the normal 

European drive cycle, the IAPAC engine showed benefits in all engine-out emissions 

and in fuel economy compared with a 1360cc four-cylinder four-stroke SI engine. The 

peak torque was also greater than its four-stroke counterpart. 

A further development of the system was presented the following year, with the cam-

driven IAPAC valve replaced by a diaphragm-actuated valve (Dabadie et al. 1997). The 

resulting technology was named SCIP: simplified camless IAPAC. The later work 

included only minimal references to the auto-igniting combustion process. 

Other researchers at IFP also collaborated with the Universita di Pisa to revisit the 

original ATAC experimental studies (Gentili et al. 1997). Using a NiCE-10GC single-

cylinder engine manufactured by the Nippon Clean Engine Research Institute (identical 

to that used in the earlier studies by Iida), the objective was to provide a more complete 

understanding of the ATAC mechanism. An optical version of the engine was also used 

for flame visualisation. The work concluded interestingly that ATAC required 

incomplete mixing between fresh and residual gases, and also that ATAC visualisation 

was characterised by red-yellow spots in contrast to the uniform blue luminosity of 

spark-ignited combustion. 

It might be argued that a research and development team at the Honda R&D Company, 

led by Yoichi Ishibashi, have taken CAI combustion closer to widespread practical use 

than any others. A Honda motorcycle including an auto-igniting combustion process 

competed in the Granada-Dakar rally in 1996, and subsequently Honda motorcycles and 

scooters employing the same principle have been available in the market in limited 

production volumes. 
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The Honda Activated Radical (AR) combustion engine employs a Schnurle scavenge 

design with a modified exhaust valve to assist auto-ignition. The valve is used to vary 

the exhaust opening area and its phasing in the cycle. A significant operating envelope 

for AR combustion was recorded, across the entire speed range and up to a load of 4 bar 

BMEP (Ishibashi and Asai 1996). At engine speeds above 5000 rev/min AR combustion 

was possible at zero load, while at lower speeds irregular combustion was encountered 

at the lowest loads. A 250cc AR engine was tested using a production motorcycle on a 

chassis dynamometer. Reductions of over 50% were recorded for both HC emissions 

and fuel consumption at a 50km/h cruise condition. Further development of the AR 

engine included the addition of pneumatic direct injection (Ishibashi et al. 1997; 

Ishibashi and Asai 1998). Using a low-pressure injector, fuel is admitted into a chamber 

that is isolated from the cylinder by a rotary valve. At the end of the scavenging the 

rotary valve opens to a special mixture port and a pneumatic injection event occurs. 

This method of mixture preparation reduces HC emissions to a level comparable with a 

four-stroke engine by avoiding the short-circuiting of fuel to the exhaust, while the CO 

and NOx emissions were significantly lower. 

A thorough experimental and modelling investigation of the AR engine was later 

presented (Ishibashi 2000). The single-cycle gas-exchanging model developed by Blair 

and his colleagues (Sweeney et al. 1985) was used to estimate the in-cylinder gas 

temperature at the end of compression. By this method, the required auto-ignition 

temperature was identified as being in the range 1000 – 1100 K. Higher temperatures at 

the end of compression were found to advance the auto-ignition timing. 

2.5 Experimental Studies with Four-Stroke 

Cycle Engines 

The first treatment of CAI combustion in a four-stroke cycle engine was presented by 

Najt and Foster in 1983. Noting the work that had been undertaken in Japan with two-

stroke engines, they set out to replicate the combustion processes with a four-stroke 

cycle single-cylinder engine. Their work also addressed many of the theoretical aspects 

of CAI combustion, attempting to investigate the mechanisms governing the 

combustion process and the engine operating parameters. 
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Subsequently, experimental work in four-stroke engines has been presented by 

researchers in a wide range of locations and institutions. Work has intensified in recent 

years. The approaches taken to achieve CAI combustion have varied widely but the 

objective has been the same: achieve the in-cylinder conditions necessary for auto-

ignition and an ensuing controlled combustion process. Table 2.2 summarises the details 

of the four-stroke engines used in early studies on CAI combustion. 

This section will address three key issues, the characteristics of CAI combustion 

reported in the literature, the effect of air-fuel mixture properties on HCCI, and the 

effect of engine operating and control parameters. The following topics will be 

considered: 

 Characteristics of HCCI     Heat release 
         Efficiency 
         Formation of NOx emissions 
         Formation of HC emissions 
 
 Air-fuel mixture properties    Residual and EGR rate 
         Intake air temperature 
         Air-fuel ratio 
         Fuel type 
 

Engine operating and control parameters  Compression ratio 
        Valve opening events 
        Engine speed 
 

2.5.1 Characteristics of CAI combustion 

2.5.1.1 Heat release 

Almost all literature on the subject of CAI has reported rates of heat release faster than 

found with SI combustion. Christensen et al. (1997) found that peak rates of heat release 

for CAI combustion were up to 3 times higher than for SI combustion in the same 

engine. Law et al. (2001) reported peak heat release rates with CAI operation over four 

times higher than SI operation. 

Ignition timing and ignition characteristics encountered with CAI have varied widely. 

Christensen et al. (1997, 1998) and Law et al. (2001) reported single-stage ignition in a 

CAI engine. Richter et al. (1999), Stanglmaier and Roberts (1999), Iida and Igarashi 

(2000), Tanaka et al. (2003) and Shibata et al. (2004) reported two-stage ignition. 
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Table 2.2  Survey of Early Experimental Studies with Four-Stroke Cycle CAI Engines 

Reference 
Manu- 

facturer 
Cyl. 

Bore 
[mm] 

Stroke 
[mm] 

EGR 
[%] 

CR 
EVO 

[°°°°BBDC] 

EVC 

[°°°°ATDC] 

IVO 

[°°°°BTDC] 

IVC 

[°°°°ABDC] 
Valve-gear Fuel 

Intake air 
temp [°C] 

Max. load 
for CAI [bar 

IMEP] 
Lambda 

Najt and 
Foster (1983) 

Waukesha 
CFR 

1   35 - 55 
7.5 – 
10.0 

    Std. 70 RON PRF 327 – 537   

Thring (1989) Labeco CLR 1 97 95 14 - 33 8      Gasoline Diesel 300 - 400   

Aoyama et al. 
(1996) 

Toyota 1 102 112  17.4     Std. Gasoline  6 1 – 5 

Christensen et 
al. (1997) 

Volvo 1 120.7 140  21 39 -10 -5 13 Std. 

Isooctane, 

ethanol, 

natural gas 

40 - 120 5  

Law et al. 
(2001) 

Lotus 1 80.5 88.2  10.5 Variable EHL Gasoline 25 5  

Kontarakis et 
al. (2000) 

Ricardo 1 80.6 88  10.3 9 -72 -72 3 Std. Gasoline  3.8  

Lavy et al. 
(2000) 

PSA 1    10.9     Std. Gasoline 40 5  

Lavy et al. 
(2000) 

 1    9.5     Side Gasoline 180   

Flowers et al. 
(2000) 

CFR 1 82.5 114  16     Std. 
Propane, 

DME-methane 
130 –175 5 2 – 4 

Kaahaina et 
al. (2001) 

Waukesha 
RDH 

1 97 92   Variable EHL Propane  5  

Kaneko et al. 
(2001) 

Subaru 1 96.9 75  12 – 18 50 -75 -75 50 Std. 
Gasoline, 

50 RON PRF 
 5  

Kong et al. 
(2001) 

Caterpillar 1 137.2 165.1  16          

Au et al. 
(2001) 

VW TDI 4 79.5 95.5  18.8 28 -19 -16 25 Std. 
Propane, 

butane 
115 – 145 3  
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Kaneko et al. (2001) reported both single-stage and two-stage ignition in the same 

engine under different operating conditions. Law et al. (2001) demonstrated that the 

ignition timing of CAI combustion could be varied by varying the proportion of residual 

retained in the cylinder. 

2.5.1.2 Efficiency 

An important feature of CAI combustion is potential for very high efficiency. The use 

of very dilute mixtures in CAI engines allows unthrottled operation at part-load 

conditions, reducing pumping losses. The distributed low temperature reactions that 

characterise CAI result in low heat losses. If it possible to correctly phase the rapid heat 

release, good cycle efficiency will result. Very good combustion stability also aids good 

fuel economy. 

Reported conclusions regarding the efficiency of CAI combustion have been greatly 

influenced by the engine chosen for comparison. As reported in section 2.3, when the 

baseline was a two-stroke motorcycle engine, dramatic improvements in efficiency were 

observed with HCCI. Christensen et al. (1997) found large difference in efficiency 

between CAI operation and stoichiometric SI operation with no EGR. The improvement 

in efficiency was attributed to unthrottled operation, the lean mixture applied, the high 

compression ratio used and the reduced heat losses. Lavy et al. (2000) observed an 

improvement of 3-4%, again comparing SI and CAI for stoichiometric mixtures. 

The potential for excellent fuel economy in CAI engines is undermined by the measures 

that must be employed to produce appropriate in-cylinder conditions for auto-ignition. 

Thring (1989) noted that if the 7.2kW heater used to heat the engine intake air in his 

experiments was taken into account, the specific fuel consumption for CAI combustion 

would be very high. Similarly with the numerous internal EGR approaches taken to 

produce HCCI, a significant penalty in pumping work may be paid. 

2.5.1.3 Formation of NOx emissions 

Perhaps the single largest attraction of CAI combustion for application in future 

automotive powertrains is very low emissions of oxides of nitrogen. All researchers 

have reported NOx emissions to be dramatically lower for CAI combustion than both SI 

and CI operation. Aoyama et al. (1996) observed NOx emissions of only a few parts per 
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million. Christensen et al. (1997) observed ISNOx values ranging between 0.001 and 

0.1 g/kWh. 

The explanation for low NOx formation in CAI engine given by most authors is the 

much reduced combustion temperatures by comparison with the reaction zone of an SI 

engine (Aoyama et al. 1996, Christensen et al. 1997, Stanglmaier and Roberts 1999).  

2.5.1.4 Formation of HC emissions 

Emissions of unburned hydrocarbons from CAI engine are a subject of sustained debate. 

Conclusions as to the qualitative effect of CAI on HC emissions have differed in the 

literature, and as with thermal efficiency, the baseline used for comparison is critical. 

In 2001, a consensus seems to have been reached that HC emissions from CAI engines 

are higher than those from modern four-stroke gasoline and diesel engines. Li et al. 

(2001), investigating CAI in a gasoline four-stroke multi-cylinder engine, reported 

BSHC emissions between 50 and 160% higher than for the baseline SI engine. 

Attention has therefore turned to the sources of HC emissions in CAI engines. Hultqvist 

et al. (2001a) investigated the possibility that wall interaction was responsible for HC 

emissions. However, they concluded that such interactions were unlikely, and that 

delayed reactions in the thermal boundary layer presented a more plausible explanation. 

2.5.2 Air-fuel mixture properties 

2.5.2.1 Residual and EGR rate 

Combustion products may be introduced into the cylinder by two routes. In the case of 

exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), part of the exhaust stream is directed by external ducts 

back into the engine intake system. Alternatively, products may be retained directly as 

residual at the end of a combustion cycle, by incomplete scavenging of the cylinder. 

Direct residual is often termed internal EGR. 

The residual rate is one of the key controlling parameters for CAI combustion, as it is a 

straightforward means of raising the temperature of the charge prior to compression. As 

mentioned in section 2.1, it has also been suggested that radical species in retained 

exhaust play a key role in initiating CAI combustion. 
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Najt and Foster (1983) reported that the thermal energy of the exhaust gas is relied upon 

to produce the high initial charge temperature necessary for successful ignition. It was 

found that the elementary reaction kinetics controlling the ignition process were 

sensitive to temperature changes due to varying EGR rate. Law et al. (2001) reported 

direct correlation between increasing internal EGR and advancing ignition point for 

CAI combustion. Similarly, heat release rates were found to increase with increasing 

internal EGR. 

2.5.2.2 Intake air temperature 

Like the use of EGR, heating the intake air has been used as a means of attaining the 

charge temperatures required for auto-ignition. Thring (1989), using an external EGR 

circuit and gasoline fuel, reported that CAI combustion could only be achieved at intake 

temperatures above 360°C. Using different combinations of the engine and mixture 

controlling parameters, other researchers such as Law et al. (2001a) and Kontarakis et 

al. (2000), have demonstrated CAI combustion with ambient temperature intake air. 

One interesting result is that reported by Oakley et al. (2001), who found that with an 

intake temperature of 320°C, CAI combustion was possible with zero EGR rate. This is 

an important piece of evidence in disproving the activated radical theory of CAI 

combustion. 

2.5.2.3 Air-fuel ratio 

Najt and Foster (1983) reported that changes in the air-fuel ratio alter the CAI 

combustion process through changes in the concentration of the fuel in the reacting 

mixture. The chemical kinetics that control both the ignition and energy release 

processes were found to be enhanced by increased fuel concentrations. As the air-fuel 

ratio was decreased towards a stoichiometric mixture, the point of ignition was found to 

advance and the rate of energy release to increase. Christensen et al. (1997) found that if 

the mixture was too rich, the rate of combustion would be too fast, and knock-related 

problems would result. 

2.5.2.4 Fuel type 

As understanding of HCCI and CAI combustion has matured, research into suitable 

fuels for HCCI/CAI engines has become a major focus of activity. Adopting the 
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premise that the auto-ignition chemistry of CAI combustion is closely related to that of 

knock in SI engines, a lower octane number fuel would be expected to ignite more 

readily in an HCCI/CAI engine. Many authors have indeed reported this to be the case. 

Najt and Foster (1983), assessing a number of primary reference fuels, explain that less 

EGR and lower initial charge gas temperatures are required for successful CAI with a 

lower MON fuel. Christensen et al. (1997) investigated CAI with isooctane, ethanol and 

natural gas, which have octane numbers of 100, 107 and 120 respectively. They found 

that CAI was progressively harder to achieve (required more intake air heating) with 

higher octane fuel. 

Jeuland and Montagne (2004) concluded that the conventional indices research octane 

number (RON) and motor octane number (MON) are unsatisfactory for characterising 

HCCI/CAI fuels. Instead a Controlled Auto-ignition Number (CAN) is proposed. The 

CAN index compares the area of operation for CAI that is possible with a particular fuel 

to the corresponding area for a reference fuel. The operating envelope for CAI is 

divided into four-zones, from low speed-low load to high speed-high load, and for each 

of these zones the operating area is measured. This then gives four ratios that make up 

the CAN. The use of four indices was found to give a more sophisticated representation 

of CAI fuels, but is also likely to limit its usefulness in practice.  The impact of different 

aspects of fuel chemistry on the CAN was also assessed. 

A number of other detailed studies on fuels for HCCI/CAI engine have been 

undertaken. Bunting (2006) used 13 different fuels to assess the effects of fuel 

properties and chemistry on spark-assisted HCCI. The fuels varied in RON between 80 

and 100 and comprised a wide range of differing chemistry and sensitivity. Octane 

sensitivity was found to have the most significant influence on engine performance. 

High sensitivity fuels behaved as lower octane fuels, igniting earlier or more readily, 

and combusting more rapidly. Kalghatgi and his co-researchers at Shell have produced a 

significant body of work on the development of fuels for HCCI engines. Kalghatgi 

asserts that the auto-ignition quality of a sensitive fuel can be described by an octane 

index (OI) 

OI  =  (1 – K)(RON)  +  K(MON) 
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where K is a parameter that depends on the physical conditions inside the engine 

(Kalghatgi et al. 2003). This approach was initially developed for spark-ignition engines 

(Kalghatgi 2001a,b), but is also found to be useful for describing HCCI engines. It is 

claimed that K represents the difference in auto-ignition chemistry between primary 

reference fuels and non-PRF fuels at different thermodynamic conditions (Risberg et al. 

2003). For a given operating condition and RON, fuels of higher sensitivity were found 

to expand the operating range of an HCCI engine. Furthermore, at constant RON and 

MON Farrell and Bunting (2006) reported that fuel composition affected combustion 

phasing. 

2.5.3 Engine operating and control parameters 

2.5.3.1 Compression ratio 

The compression ratio of a HCCI/CAI engine determines the increase in pressure and 

temperature of the charge that takes place during compression. However, Najt and 

Foster (1983) assessed two different compression ratios, 7.5 and 10.0, in their 

experimental work. It was noted that as the compression ratio increases, the 

concentration of the active chemical species increases as well as the peak compression 

temperature. Increased compression ratio was found to produce advanced ignition and 

significantly increased energy release rates. 

Table 2.2 indicates, perhaps unsurprisingly, that the compression ratios applied in four-

stroke gasoline HCCI/CAI engines are typical of those used in either conventional 

gasoline engines, or conventional diesel engines. For typical gasoline engine 

compression ratios (9 – 11), stoichiometric mixtures were more frequently used with 

high rates of internal EGR to trigger auto-ignition. With typical diesel engine 

compression ratio (17 – 21), lean mixtures were normally required to avoid excessive 

heat release rates. 

Researchers in the field of HCCI/CAI combustion have also employed variable 

compression ratio (VCR) engines to investigate the characteristics of HCCI/CAI 

combustion. At Lund Institute of Technology a five-cylinder 1.6 L Saab Variable 

Compression (SVC) prototype engine was used to conduct HCCI experiments. The 
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original compression ratio range of 8 – 14:1 was modified to 9 – 17:1 (Haraldsson et al. 

2002) and then to 9 – 21:1 (Hyvönen et al. 2003a,b; Haraldsson et al. 2003). 

Haraldsson et al. (2002) reported that variable compression ratio was effective in 

controlling combustion phasing for HCCI combustion, and that high compression ratio 

could be used to substitute for intake air heating. Operating ranges for HCCI 

combustion were also explored, although the usefulness of this work was undermined 

by the unrealistic fuels used (gasoline with a RON of 40 for example).  

2.5.3.2 Valve opening events 

The motion of the intake and exhaust valves plays a controlling role in any engine thus 

equipped. Valve timing can be used to vary the composition and mass of the trapped 

charge, and indirectly its temperature. The valve events also dictate the effective 

compression ratio of the cylinder. 

In studies on CAI combustion, the key function of the valvetrain has been to influence 

the proportion of residuals retained in the cylinder. A survey of Table 2 indicates that 

many of the valve timings reported in CAI work are dramatically different from those 

that would be expected in passenger car four-stroke engines, both gasoline and diesel. 

There is also a growing volume of work reporting CAI studies in ‘camless’ engines, 

utilising electromagnetic or electrohydraulic control of the valves. 

The design of a fixed camshaft valvetrain in a four-stroke engine is developed in order 

to scavenge the cylinder as effectively as possible. If the opposite objective is sought – 

to retain a substantial proportion of residual – then there are several different 

approaches to valve event timing. 

The first of these cases has been termed sequential trapping by Law et al. (2001), and 

might also be described as a negative overlap approach. The exhaust valves are closed 

early before TDC, and the intake valves are opened late, after TDC. A proportion of the 

combustion products are trapped in the cylinder at TDC(NF) and then mixed with fresh 

intake air and fuel during the intake stroke. This approach has been applied by 

Christensen et al. (1997), Willand et al. (1998), Kontarakis et al. (2000), Kaneko et al. 

(2001), Milovanovic et al. (2004), Standing et al. (2005), Cairns and Blaxill (2005a) and 

Leach et al. (2005). 
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Kaahaina et al. (2001) noted a drawback of the negative overlap approach: a 

considerable penalty in terms of pumping work may be paid by throttling the intake and 

exhaust streams and compressing residual at TDC(NF). Using a single-cylinder engine 

equipped with a fully flexible electrohydraulic valvetrain, they suggested the alternative 

of exhaust reinduction, where products are re-inducted from the exhaust port during the 

intake stroke. Three exhaust reinduction strategies were investigated during the course 

of the work: i) Late EVC – exhaust valve left open during a portion of the intake stroke. 

ii) Exhaust valve left open throughout intake and IVO delayed. iii) Combination of late 

EVC and late IVO. Exhaust reinduction or re-breathing was also applied by Caton et al. 

(2003), Thirouard and Cherel (2006) and Reuss et al. (2008). 

Law et al. (2001) reported a similar approach with two exhaust valve opening events, 

with the exhaust valve re-opening during the intake stroke to allow reinduction from the 

exhaust system. This approach was termed simultaneous trapping. 

2.5.3.3 Engine speed and load 

A fundamental feature of HCCI and CAI engines to date is that their operating 

envelopes as defined by engine speed and load have been significantly restricted 

compared with conventional engines. HCCI/CAI engines have operated satisfactorily 

under part-load conditions, but it has not been possible to achieve HCCI/CAI 

combustion at full load, at high engine speed, or at idle. This presents a significant 

problem for the practical implementation of HCCI/CAI engines. One outcome has been 

the proposal of dual-mode HCCI/CAI engines that are able to switch between 

HCCI/CAI and SI or CI depending on the particular speed and load required. Another 

outcome has been the focusing of effort on expanding the operating envelope for 

HCCI/CAI combustion. 

Cairns and Blaxill (2005b) used a multi-cylinder DI gasoline engine to assess the effect 

of turbocharging and external EGR on the operating envelope for CAI. They found that 

both techniques were successful in producing a small increase in the upper load limit for 

CAI combustion. Yap et al. (2005) also explored the impact of boosting on HCCI/CAI 

combustion. Using a boost pressure of 1.4 bar gauge, HCCI operation at 7.6 bar IMEP 

was reached. Relationships between air-fuel ratio, boost pressure, combustion phasing 

and emissions were developed. 
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Milovanovic et al. (2005c) investigated the influence of engine coolant temperature on 

the HCCI operating envelope. Increasing the coolant temperature was successful in 

expanding the lower operating limit. Reducing the coolant temperature had a more 

modest effect in expanding the upper operating limit. 

2.5.3.4 Spark ignition 

A number of researchers have investigated the influence of a spark discharge on 

HCCI/CAI combustion. The use of spark ignition has been proposed as a method for 

expanding the operating envelope for HCCI/CAI, and the resulting combustion mode is 

termed spark-supported or spark-assisted HCCI/CAI (Hyvönen et al 2005, Urushihara 

et al. 2005, Reuss et al. 2008, Yun et al. 2009). 

Wang et al. (2006) found that spark ignition provides additional energy input to trigger 

HCCI combustion, but does not lead to flame propagation. At the boundary of the HCCI 

operating envelope, spark ignition was found to stabilise combustion, reducing fuel 

consumption and emissions formation. The use of spark ignition was also found to 

stimulate HCCI combustion outside the conventional HCCI region. 

2.6 Modelling HCCI/CAI Combustion 

2.6.1 Overview of HCCI/CAI modelling studies 

As is the case in many other fields, attempts to model HCCI/CAI combustion 

phenomena have shed light on the physical and chemical processes taking place. Up 

until the late 1990s, the vast majority of work published on HCCI/CAI combustion 

concerned experimental investigations. Since 1999 however, there has been an 

explosion in the volume of literature published concerning HCCI/CAI modelling. 

The approaches taken in the modelling of HCCI/CAI combustion can be distinguished 

by the degree of complexity used in representing the physical processes, and by the 

degree of complexity used in representing the chemical reactions. For the physical 

processes, at one end of the complexity range are single-zone models, where the entire 

cylinder is assumed to have a constant temperature, pressure and composition. These 

models are also described as zero-dimensional, lumped, and well-stirred reactor 

models. At the other end of the range are full computational fluid dynamics simulations, 
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where the cylinder is represented by many thousands of cells, each having specific 

properties. 

For the chemical processes, a similarly large range of complexity exists. Generalised 

chemical kinetic models apply generic reactant, intermediate and product species. In 

contrast, detailed kinetic mechanisms attempt to represent all of the species and 

reactions occurring in the oxidation of a hydrocarbon fuel. 

The most accurate representation of HCCI/CAI engines should clearly be achieved by 

combining the most complex physical and chemical models: computational fluid 

dynamics with full chemical kinetic mechanisms. This would appear to be the long-term 

goal of researchers working in the field, but to date limitations on computer processing 

time have normally dictated a compromise in one element. 

2.6.2 Modelling methodology 

2.6.2.1 Detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms 

Detailed kinetic models represent the molecular interactions that occur when chemical 

bonds are broken and then reformed to produce new compounds. In theory, a detailed 

chemical kinetic mechanism for a particular process should describe all of the chemical 

species that are present, along with representations of all possible elementary reactions 

between these species (Dryer 1991). In practice it is necessary to focus only on 

reactions that have rates of magnitude sufficient to influence the system under 

observation. In developing detailed kinetic models for the oxidation of hydrocarbon 

fuels, a hierarchical process is employed where each mechanism is built on a foundation 

of validated reaction mechanisms for simpler molecules. Sensitivity analysis is then 

undertaken, a formal procedure that is used to determine quantitatively how the solution 

to a model depends on certain parameters (Lutz et al. 1987). Generally these parameters 

are the elementary reaction rate constants. 

Although great progress has been made, some serious difficulties in developing and 

applying detailed kinetic mechanisms remain. Detailed mechanisms have generally been 

developed and validated for a relatively small number of simple fuel molecules: normal 

and iso-alkanes, ethane and ethyne. Significant difficulties have been encountered in 
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constructing models for oxidation of the larger alkenes and for other fuel structures such 

as aromatics. 

The detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for n-heptane oxidation developed by Curran 

et al. (1998) includes 550 chemical species and 2450 elementary reactions. The 

equivalent mechanism for iso-octane (Curran et al. 2002) includes 860 species and 3600 

reactions. These statistics provide an insight into the tremendous difficulties associated 

with developing detailed models for practical automotive fuels, which are mixtures of 

large numbers of different hydrocarbon molecules.    

2.6.2.2 Single-zone models 

The first attempt to model HCCI combustion was proposed by Najt and Foster in 1983. 

Their approach combined the generalised Shell auto-ignition model (Halstead et al. 

1977) with a single-zone model of the compression stroke, applying initial charge 

conditions. The model was used to predict the ignition angle with varying initial 

conditions, and to aid understanding of experimental HCCI results. 

Christensen et al. (1998) presented a single-zone model coupled with a detailed 

chemical kinetic mechanism that had originally been developed to simulate knock in SI 

engines. The modelled results were compared with both shock tube experiments and 

experimental data from a single-cylinder HCCI engine. Measured engine peak pressure 

values were predicted reasonably well by the model, but there was poor agreement for 

ignition delay time and rate of heat release. 

Flowers et al. (2000) developed a single-zone model employing the HCT 

(Hydrodynamics, Chemistry and Transport) chemical kinetics code. Two reaction 

mechanisms were employed to model natural gas auto-ignition (179 species and 1125 

reactions) and methane and dimethyl ether auto-ignition (102 species and 463 

reactions). 

Fiveland and Assanis (2000) used the CHEMKIN code to model HCCI combustion 

within a zero-dimensional framework. CHEMKIN libraries for hydrogen and natural 

gas oxidation chemistry were coupled with zero-dimensional turbulence and heat 

transfer models and one-dimensional valve flow models for full engine cycle 

simulation. The hydrogen scheme was a reduced chemical kinetic mechanism 
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comprising 11 species and 23 reactions. The natural gas mechanism considered 53 

species and 325 reactions, including NOx chemistry. The heat transfer model used was 

a subset of the k-ε model which accounts for the effects of mean piston speed, mean 

charge motion and turbulence intensity on the heat transfer coefficient. The authors 

contend that this approach is a significant improvement over the Woschni heat transfer 

correlation for CAI engine application. 

Yamasaka and Iida (2000) also used CHEMKIN to simulate HCCI engine combustion, 

in this case with n-butane fuel. Two reaction schemes for n-butane oxidation chemistry 

were compared, one proposed by Warth et al. (1998) and the other by Kojima (1999). 

The reaction schemes were firstly compared with shock tube experiments, and the 

authors concluded that the Kojima scheme was more accurate. The CHEMKIN 

mechanism was then used to investigate the effects of parameters including engine 

speed, equivalence ratio, intake air temperature and compression ratio on HCCI engine 

operation, with a zero-dimensional adiabatic engine model. 

Olsson et al. (2001) developed an engine system simulation using MATLAB. The 

engine cylinder and manifolds were represented by connected zero-dimensional models, 

but the valves were considered using a one-dimensional plug-flow model. Heat release 

was represented by fitting a curve to experimental data. The simulation was used to 

predict various engine temperatures and pressures, although the authors were frank in 

acknowledging the deficiencies of the approach. 

2.6.2.3 Multi-zone models 

The logical next step from single-zone models is to increase the number of elements 

representing the cylinder – to apply a multi-zone model. The first researchers to use this 

approach were Salvador Aceves and his colleagues at the Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory, who applied the KIVA code for solution of the fluid mechanics, then 

divided the mass in the cylinder into 10 zones for chemical kinetics analysis using the 

HCT code. Sequential use of the two codes, as opposed to direct linking, was 

undertaken in order to limit the computational intensity. The approach was first used to 

model natural gas HCCI (Aceves et al. 2000a), and subsequently with propane fuel 

(Aceves et al. 2000b) and iso-octane (Aceves et al. 2001b). In the last case, using the 

original sequential solution method with long-chain hydrocarbons resulted in 
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unacceptably long computation times. (The detailed chemical kinetic mechanism for 

iso-octane contained 859 species and 3606 reactions.) The solution was to further 

decouple the chemical kinetics analysis and representation of the transport processes. A 

new segregated solver found a solution separately for each of the 10 zones during each 

time step. The results for the individual zones were then adjusted according to overall 

cylinder conditions before moving to the next time interval. 

Fiveland and Assanis (2001) developed their earlier work by proposing a two-zone 

combustion model comprising two interacting regions, an adiabatic core and a thermal 

boundary layer. 

A study by Easley et al. (2001) also applied the CHEMKIN code with a multi-zone 

methodology. Six zones were used to represent the crevices, boundary layers, inner core 

and outer core. The inner core zones were considered to be adiabatic and of constant 

mass, while the outer core, boundary layer and crevice zones were able to exchange 

mass and energy. 

2.6.2.4 Computational fluid dynamics 

Complete integration of detailed chemistry and CFD computations represents the next 

stage in HCCI/CAI engine modelling beyond single-zone and multi-zone models. In the 

work on multi-zone models the detailed flow field is not considered and the chemical 

reactions are assumed to be unaffected by flow turbulence. Kong et al. (2001) 

successfully coupled the CHEMKIN chemistry solver with KIVA-3V CFD code. The 

KIVA code provides CHEMKIN the species and thermodynamic information for each 

computational cell, and the CHEMKIN utilities return the new species information and 

energy release after solving for the chemistry. 

2.6.3 Accuracy of simulation 

Aceves et al. (2000a) identified drawbacks of single-zone models, including over-

prediction of peak cylinder pressure, over-prediction of NOx emissions, under-

prediction of burn duration, and inability to predict HC and CO emissions. In a 

subsequent paper however, it was acknowledged that single-zone models remain a 

reasonable way of predicting start of combustion, peak cylinder pressure, indicated 
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efficiency and NOx emissions with relatively little computational cost (Aceves et al. 

2001a). 

For all of the different HCCI engines and fuels modelled by Aceves et al., the multi-

zone approach produced accurate predictions for combustion parameters including peak 

cylinder pressure, burn duration and combustion efficiency. HC and CO emissions were 

predicted less well, with CO being underpredicted by an order of magnitude in some 

cases. 

The two-zone approach developed by Fiveland and Assanis (2001) produced more 

accurate predictions for peak pressure than the single-zone computations. 

Inclusion of mixing effects in the work by Kong et al. (2001) was found to produce a 

significant improvement in the accuracy of predictions of heat release rates. 

2.6.4 Key findings of HCCI/CAI modelling 

2.6.4.1 Engine operating parameters 

A single-zone modelling approach was used to propose and evaluate a thermal control 

system for a natural gas HCCI engine (Martinez-Frias et al. 2000). The concept engine 

featured complex intake and exhaust systems including an EGR circuit, supercharger, 

intercooler and intake air heater. This system allowed the intake air temperature, 

pressure and EGR rate to be varied independently. The detailed chemical kinetics code 

was connected to an optimiser in order to determine operating conditions for HCCI 

combustion with best thermal efficiency. The authors concluded that using this system 

an HCCI engine could be successfully operated over a wide range of conditions with 

higher brake thermal efficiency than obtained with diesel combustion. 

2.6.4.2 Emissions formation 

The multi-zone methodology developed by Easley et al. (2001) was used to model 

methane HCCI combustion, and interesting results concerning emissions formation 

were presented. As expected, NOx was formed in the core regions where the 

temperatures were highest. HC emissions resulted from fuel leaving the crevice and 

boundary layer regions that was not oxidised. CO emissions were predominantly 
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formed by the partial oxidation of unburned fuel-air mixture flowing from the boundary 

layers and crevice zones into high temperature zones during the expansion stroke. 

2.6.4.3 HCCI/CAI oxidation chemistry 

The success of the multi-zone model developed by Aceves et al. allowed hypotheses 

concerning HCCI ignition to be evaluated. In general terms, it is suggested that HCCI 

ignition occurs when hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) that has been accumulating in the 

reactive mixture begins to decompose at a significant rate, producing two hydroxyl 

(OH) radicals for each H2O2 that decomposes: 

H2O2   ( + M )  ⇒  OH  +  OH  ( + M ) 

where M is any third body involved in the reaction. Most of the OH radicals react with 

fuel molecules producing water and heat, increasing the temperature of the reacting 

mixture and continuing the chain branching sequence. 

RH  +  OH  ⇒  R  +  H2O 

The temperature at which the rate of decomposition of H2O2 becomes fast can be 

associated with HCCI ignition, and is found to be in the range 1050 – 1100 K. The 

processes are identical to those observed in auto-ignition of end-gas under knocking 

conditions in spark ignition engines. 

2.7 Conclusions 

At the end of 2009 two alternative approaches to HCCI/CAI combustion are dominant, 

and the HCCI/CAI research and development community has become increasingly 

divided into two distinct groups. 

In the first approach the charge temperatures required for auto-ignition are achieved by 

intake air heating, high compression ratio or a combination of the two. In order to avoid 

excessive rates of heat release very lean mixtures are used, with excess air factor (λ) 

values in the range 2 – 6. A number of fuels have been used with this approach, 
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including standard gasoline, diesel, and natural gas. The approach yields very promising 

results for NOx emissions and fuel economy, but HC emissions are more problematic 

and there are significant obstacles to practical implementation in passenger car engines. 

Lund Institute, Lawrence Livermore and Sandia National Laboratories, University of 

California-Berkeley and Ford Research Laboratories are some of the proponents of this 

approach. 

In the second approach the thermal energy for auto-ignition comes from burned gases 

and high rates of residual are trapped or re-inducted. Dilution by combustion products 

reduces heat release rates so that a stoichiometric or near-stoichiometric mixture may be 

used. This approach has been heavily focused on standard gasoline fuel, and is often 

termed Controlled Auto-Ignition (CAI). (The use of this abbreviation in the industry has 

been complicated by the trademarked owned by the Institut Français du Petrole.) The 

benefits of this approach for NOx emissions and fuel economy are more modest, 

although – particularly in the case of NOx – they may still be significant. The approach 

faces relatively few obstacles to implementation in passenger car engines, requiring 

mainly valvetrain changes, and is well suited to a two-mode CAI-SI switching engine. 

Proponents of this approach include IFP, Brunel University, Lotus Engineering and 

Volvo Cars. The approach taken by the author falls into this category. 

Despite the significant advances made in understanding both the fundamentals of CAI 

combustion and the issues involved in implementing it, the appearance of a CAI 

passenger car in the market place does not seem significantly closer in late 2009 than it 

did ten years ago. While the benefits of HCCI and CAI combustion seem clear to a 

number of universities, research companies and national laboratories, car companies 

themselves remain largely unpersuaded. 
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3. Engine Design 

3.1 Introduction 

The heart of the present study was the design, construction and testing of single-

cylinder engines. Engines using two-stroke and four-stroke operating cycles were 

designed, and a number of different engine configurations were tested in each case. It is 

customary to use single-cylinder engines in research investigations, particularly when 

studying advanced combustion concepts. The advantages of single-cylinder engines in 

this type of work are outlined by Stone (1999), and include the absence of cylinder-to-

cylinder manufacturing, assembly and air-fuel mixture variations, and reduced fuel 

consumption. 

The gas exchange processes in the two-stroke and four-stroke engines are dramatically 

different. However the design differences between the engines were limited – being 

confined to the valvetrain and to the piston – and the number of substitute components 

was therefore small. This chapter will hence open with a description of the base engine 

design covering the areas common to both engines. Sections on the design details that 

are specific to the two- and four-stroke engines follow. 

The engine designs used for this research programme have a complicated heritage, as 

aspects were drawn from a number of previous Ricardo research programmes in the 

fields of direct-injection gasoline combustion systems, poppet-valve two-stroke engines 

and gasoline engine downsizing. In 1990 a two-stroke single-cylinder engine was 

designed using donor components from a Suzuki Swift 1.3 L four-cylinder engine 

(Hundleby 1990; Stokes et al. 1992). A four-stroke version of this engine with the same 

bore and stroke was later developed, with a new stratified-charge direct-injection 

combustion system (Jackson et al. 1997; Lake et al. 1998). 

It is therefore important to clarify the new design features applied for this CAI research 

programme, and the contributions made by the author. The design phase of the present 

study comprised the following tasks for the author: 
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� Selection of piston geometries for the CAI engines 

� Selection of appropriate compression ratios for two-stroke and four-stroke CAI 

operation 

� Selection of cam profiles and phasing for the two-stroke CAI engine 

� Design of new cam profiles for the four-stroke CAI engine 

� Selection of fuel injector spray geometry 

� Selection of spark plug specification (for spark-assisted CAI operation) 

All other components were selected and carried over from the earlier research 

programmes. 

 

Figure 3.1 The Ricardo Hydra four-valve gasoline single-cylinder engine 
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3.2 Base Engine Design 

3.2.1 Ricardo Hydra single-cylinder engine 

A Ricardo Hydra engine has been used in this study. Ricardo UK Ltd. manufactures a 

range of single-cylinder engines among which the Hydra – for light-duty cylinder sizes 

– is the most well known and widely used. The Hydra is modular in construction, with a 

large crankcase to accommodate a wide range of cranktrains. 

The engines used in this study were very similar in configuration to the promotional 

photograph shown in Fig 3.1. The differences that do exist relate to the cylinder head, 

intake system, and direct-injection fuel system, and are discussed in detail in the 

subsequent sections. 

3.2.2 Basic engine layout 

The subject engine was of the conventional piston–connecting-rod–crankshaft type. 

Modern automotive practice was applied in almost all design decisions, and so the 

engine has four overhead valves, dual overhead camshafts, is water-cooled and is 

constructed from conventional materials. Unusual features are the disposition of the 

intake ports, and the in-cylinder fuel injector. 

Table 3.1 Base engine specification 

Bore 74.0 mm 

Stroke 75.5 mm 

Number of valves 4 

Camshafts DOHC 

Cam-followers Bucket tappets (direct attack) 

Timing drive Synchronous belt 

Lubrication Pressure-fed 

Fuel Standard unleaded gasoline (BP 95 RON) 

 

3.2.3 Cylinder head design 

The valves are inclined to form a pent-roof combustion chamber, with a relatively large 

included valve angle of 54˚. The exhaust ports are of the normal cross-flow type, but the 

intake ports are inclined vertically (Figure 3.2). The spark plug is at the centre of the 
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combustion chamber and the fuel injector is at the edge, mounted between the intake 

valves. 

 

Figure 3.2 Cylinder head machining showing vertical intake ports 

3.2.3.1 Port flow characteristics 

The flow of working fluids through the ports and past the valves was characterised 

using a steady-state flow rig. In this apparatus air flow is measured using the Alcock 

Viscous Flow Air Meter developed at Ricardo in the 1930s. Considering air flow past 

the intake valves, a general flow coefficient C can be defined 

flow mass ideal

flow mass actual
=C  

area reference

area flow effective
=  

If the valve seat area is selected as the reference area then the flow coefficient is 

designated Cf. If the valve curtain area or orifice area is selected as the reference area 

then the flow coefficient is identified as a discharge coefficient and is denoted Cd. The 

discharge coefficient gives a good indication of the flow performance at low valve lift, 

while the flow coefficient compares the actual port performance with that of a 
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theoretically unrestrictive port. The measured flow and discharge coefficient 

characteristics are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4, plotted against the non-dimensional 

valve lift L/D, the ratio of the valve lift to the valve diameter. 
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Figure 3.3 Inlet port flow characteristic 
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Figure 3.4 Inlet port discharge characteristic 
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The steady-state flow rig is also used to characterise the large-scale air motion in the 

cylinder. Two types of air motion are considered: swirl is rotational flow about the 

cylinder axis, while tumble motion is directed about an axis perpendicular to the 

cylinder axis. 

Tumble and swirl motion are measured using an impulse swirl meter (ISM), which 

operates on the principle of flow rectification. In the ISM a low-mass honeycomb 

structure, supported by a low-friction air bearing, is used to straighten the flow. The 

change in angular momentum of the flow applies a torque to the honeycomb, which is 

measured by the ISM. The swirl or tumble is proportional to that torque.  

A non-dimensional rig swirl coefficient is defined as 

Bvm

T
N

o

s

8

&
=  

where T is the torque measured by the swirl meter, vo is the characteristic velocity 

derived from the pressure drop across the valve using an incompressible flow equation, 

m& is the air mass flow rate and B is the cylinder bore diameter (Heywood 1988). The 

non-dimensional rig tumble coefficient is defined in an identical manner but with torque 

measuring tumble motion. 
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Figure 3.5 Inlet port swirl characteristic 
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The measured swirl and tumble results for the CAI single-cylinder engine are shown in 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6, again plotted against non-dimensional valve lift. As would be 

expected for a cylinder head with symmetrical intake ports there is little swirl motion, 

with Ns remaining below 0.05 for all valve lift conditions. The tumble results observed 

are more significant, with Nt ranging from –0.1 at low valve lift to +0.37 at high lift. 

The sign convention used here is that positive Nt indicates anti-clockwise air motion 

away from the exhaust valves (Section 3.3.1). An overall tumble ratio is defined 

πN
R

2

t
t

ω
=  

where ωt is the solid-body rotational speed of the intake flow and 2πN is the angular 

rotational speed of the engine (Heywood 1988). For the present engine the tumble ratio 

was calculated as 0.3. 
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Figure 3.6 Inlet port tumble characteristic 

3.2.4 Cranktrain design 

The crankshaft is manufactured from forged steel and features two main journals, a 

single crankpin, and two balance weights to reduce vibration. The crankshaft is 

hardened by nitriding all over except for the ends and the balance weights. An angled 

oil drilling feeds oil from one of the main bearings to the big end bearing, via two cross-

drillings. The timing drive pulley is located on the front end of the crankshaft using a 25 

mm Woodruff key. 
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The connecting rod comes from the Suzuki Swift 1.3 l four-cylinder engine (Autocar 

1986). The rod is a conventional ‘I’ section forging with a floating piston pin. A bush 

with 1 mm wall thickness was pressed into the small end.  

3.2.5 Valvetrain design 

The valvetrain was of the direct-attack type, with a synchronous belt driven from the 

crankshaft, two overhead camshafts and bucket tappets actuating the poppet valves. The 

valvetrain was designed for a maximum camshaft speed of 3250 rev/min, which 

imposed a maximum engine speed of 6500 rev/min for the four-stroke engine and 3250 

rev/min for the two-stroke engine. The cold clearance between the camshafts and 

tappets was maintained at 20 µm using steel shims fitted into the underneath of the 

tappets. 

Table 3.2  Engine materials selection 

Component Material 

Crankcase Cast iron BS1452 260 

Cylinder barrel Aluminium alloy HE30TF (6082TF) 

Cylinder liner Centrifugally cast grey iron (Centricast mark 11) 

Cylinder head Aluminium alloy BS1490 LM25TF 

Piston Aluminium alloy BS1490 1970 LM13TF 

Connecting rod Steel 

Crankshaft Alloy steel BS970 722M24 (EN40B) hardened and nitrided 

Camshafts Alloy steel BS970 635M15 (EN351) case hardened 

Cylinder head gasket Copper sheet 

Tappets Steel 

Inlet valves Stainless steel BS970 401545 (EN52) 

Exhaust valves Stainless steel BS970 349552 (head) and 401545 (tip) 

Inlet valve seat insert Brico sintered LAR44MHT 

Exhaust valve seat insert Brico sintered XW35DHT 

Valve spring retainers Titanium alloy IMI318 (Ti-6Al-4V) 

 

3.2.6 Materials selection 

Standard automotive practice has been applied in materials selection, with steel, 

aluminium alloys and cast iron the primary metals used. Steels are used for the 

connecting rod, crankshaft, camshafts and valve components where strength and 
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toughness are needed. Aluminium alloys are used for the cylinder head, cylinder barrel 

and piston where low mass is desirable. A spheroidal graphite cast iron is applied for 

the cylinder liner for its bearing properties. Further details of the materials used for each 

component are given in Table 3.2. 

3.2.7 Fuel system 

The engine was fitted with a direct-injection gasoline fuel system. This system used 

low-pressure and high-pressure fuel circuits operating at 4 bar and 100 bar respectively. 

The high-pressure circuit incorporated the following components: 

� High-pressure pump 

� Fuel rail 

� Fuel pressure sensor  

� Pressure-control valve 

� Fuel injector 

The high-pressure pump was of the three-barrel type with the pistons equally spaced by 

120˚. The rotation of an eccentric element provides the lifting motion for a plunger 

inside each barrel. When the high-pressure pump is in operation, the fuel also acts as the 

cooling and lubricating medium. In production vehicles the engine camshaft drives this 

type of pump, but in this case the pump was driven by the crankshaft using a toothed 

belt. 

A production multi-cylinder engine fuel rail was used – a simple cast aluminium tube 

featuring fittings for the pressure sensor, pressure-control valve and fuel injector(s). 

The pressure-control valve was located between the fuel rail and a return pipe to the 

low-pressure side of the three-barrel pump. The valve’s function is to regulate the 

pressure in the rail through the controlled release of fuel. The valve contains a coil that 

is energised by a pulse-width modulated (PWM) signal from the engine control unit. 

Depending on the duty factor of this signal the coil opens or closes the valve, changing 

its effective flow area. The PWM signal is determined using the pressure sensor in the 

rail and a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. The pressure-control valve 

also contains an integrated pressure-limiting function to protect the components against 

excessively high rail pressures. 
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The final component in the fuel system was the high-pressure injector. The type of 

injector used was a Bosch HDEV1 (from the German: Hochdruck Einspritzventil) 

injector (Fig. 3.7). This injector contains a long needle that is lifted against a spring by 

an energised solenoid. The needle opens an injector outlet passage allowing fuel to be 

injected into the combustion chamber. When the energising current to the solenoid 

ceases, the spring forces the needle back down against a seat and injection stops. 

 

Figure 3.7 Bosch HDEV1 fuel injector 

The injector selected for the programme and used for the majority of test work was a 

swirling type injector having a cone angle of 70º. The axis of the spray cone was 

aligned with the axis of the injector body itself (in other words the spray had no offset 

angle) and the static flow-rate of the injector was 12.5 cm3/min. In addition to this base 

injector two other injectors were used for a small number of tests. The first had a 

smaller spray cone angle of 50°; the second was a ‘multi-hole’-type injector with a 

nozzle having six holes, instead of the swirling type. 

A special module, the HDEV driver stage, is used to convert the digital signal that 

signifies the injection duration into the complex current characteristic that is required to 

repeatably open and close the injector. A high current is required at the start of injection 

in order to lift the needle very quickly. Once maximum needle lift is achieved a much-

reduced current is required to maintain the needle in a stationary open position. 
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3.2.8 Ignition system 

The ignition system fitted for engine operation in spark-ignition mode was taken from 

the Mitsubishi Carisma vehicle. This unit adopts the coil-on-plug (COP) design with 

compact primary and secondary windings, the ignition driver stage and the spark-plug 

housing combined in one unit. 

 

Figure 3.8 Coil-on-plug ignition system 

The COP device receives a simple logic signal from the engine control unit that defines 

the ignition timing and dwell period. At the firing point the ignition driver stage 

interrupts the current through the primary winding; the rapidly collapsing magnetic field 

induces a high voltage in the secondary winding. This voltage then produces an arc 

between the spark plug electrodes. 

The spark plugs used were NGK BPR 6EV plugs. These are standard air-gap type spark 

plugs with a single ground electrode, but have platinum centre electrodes for improved 

performance. 

3.2.9 Throttle body 

A standard Ricardo Hydra throttle body was used. The throttle body comprised a cast 

aluminium housing, to which a motor, gearbox, spindle and a 32 mm butterfly plate 

were mounted. The motor used was an 11 W miniature ironless rotor DC motor 

manufactured by Portescap UK Ltd. 
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3.3 Two-Stroke Cycle Engine 

3.3.1 The Flagship engine concept 

The Flagship engine concept was developed at Ricardo between 1989 and 1992 to 

provide a two-stroke engine design having a high degree of commonality with modern 

four-valve four-stroke gasoline engines (Hundleby 1990; Stokes et al. 1992). Eschewing 

the conventional piston-ported two-stroke arrangement, the Flagship engine employs 

poppet valves along with a central spark plug and side-mounted fuel injector. 

The key to the successful realisation of a two-stroke cycle engine with poppet valves is 

the disposition of the ports. The exhaust ports follow conventional design practice, but 

the intake ports are directed vertically, approaching the valves from above the cylinder 

rather than from the side. The ports are designed to produce a tumbling bulk air motion 

that is directed away from the exhaust valves and is hence termed reverse tumble. Fresh 

charge air flows down the cylinder wall nearest the intake valves, across the piston and 

up the opposite cylinder wall, pushing combustion residuals out of the exhaust valves. 

The result is a loop-scavenging two-stroke process. The scavenge events predicted by 

Hundleby (1990) for the Flagship concept are shown in Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.9 Predicted scavenge events for the Flagship concept (Hundleby 1990) 
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3.3.2 Valve lift profiles and timing 

In order to achieve auto-ignition, a high residual fraction and hence a poorly scavenging 

two-stroke engine were actually sought. Relatively short period direct-attack cam 

profiles were selected, and these were timed to give less overlap than would normally 

be applied. The valve lift profiles used are shown in Figure 3.10, and a valve-timing 

diagram in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.10 Intake valve lift profile for two-stroke engine 
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Figure 3.11 Valve timing diagram for two-stroke engine 
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3.3.3 Piston design 

The two-stroke engine used a flat top piston, a standard component from the Suzuki 

Swift vehicle. The relatively steep pent roof combustion chamber produces a large 

clearance volume, and hence a low compression ratio with a flat piston. Using the 

Suzuki piston with the piston-head clearance reduced to a minimum resulted in a 

compression ratio of 9.07:1. 

Three piston rings were used: two compression rings and one oil control ring.  

3.4 Four-Stroke Cycle Engine 

3.4.1 Valvetrain design 

Successful experiments and modelling of the two-stroke engine enabled criteria for CAI 

to be established. These were applied in designing the four-stroke engine, and in 

particular the design of the valvetrain. 

The objective in valvetrain design was the maximum retention of residuals, and the 

different possible approaches may be considered systematically with reference to a 

simple conceptual model, or schematic, of the engine (Figure 3.12). 

1
Cylinder

2
Exhaust 
system

4
Intake 
system

3 EGR circuit

 

Figure 3.12 Conceptual model of the CAI engine 

For exhaust products to be present in the cylinder at the start of a cycle, there are five 

possible routes: 

1. Combustion products remain in cylinder throughout exhaust stroke 

2. Combustion products expelled into exhaust system, and then re-inducted into 
cylinder 
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3. Combustion products expelled into intake system, and then re-inducted into 
cylinder 

4. Combustion products expelled into exhaust system, and then externally routed into 
intake system – exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) 

5. Combustion products expelled into intake system, and then externally routed into 
exhaust system and inducted into cylinder 

 
Experimental work has focused on the first of these routes, the trapping of exhaust 

products at the end of a cycle, and subsequent mixing with fresh intake air. In order to 

achieve trapping, the negative overlap approach described in Section 2.4.3.2 was 

applied. Cam profiles with short opening periods are needed to allow the early closing 

of the exhaust valves and the late opening of the intake valves. 

The cam profiles designed were based on the standard direct attack cams described in 

Section 3.3.2. An opening period exactly half as long as that used by the standard cams 

was selected as an outcome from gas-dynamics simulation. The maximum valve lift was 

then dictated by the maximum acceleration allowable by the valvetrain. 
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Figure 3.13 Intake valve lift profile for the four-stroke engine 

To design the actual cam profiles, the Multipol method developed at Ricardo was 

applied. This is a more versatile development of the general polynomial method, which 

provides continuous smooth variation of the cam acceleration throughout the valve open 

period (Heath 1988). In the Multipol method the cam acceleration curve is divided into 

five segments: three segments for the positive acceleration (flank) phase and two 
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segments for the negative acceleration (nose) phase. In each segment the valve lift is 

defined by a polynomial in the cam angle with terms up to the power 5. 

 

Figure 3.14 Four-stroke engine camshafts 

3.4.2 Piston design 

The piston used for the four-stroke CAI engine was a Ricardo direct-injection design. 

This piston features a crown including a large bowl, and was designed for stratified 

charge engines (Figure 3.15). The bowl directs the fuel to the piston when late injection 

timings (e.g. towards the end of the compression stroke) are used. 

 

Figure 3.15 Piston crown geometry 
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This raised piston crown also increased the compression ratio to approximately 11.7:1 – 

typical of a modern DI gasoline engine. The higher compression ratio is useful in a 

four-stroke CAI engine, helping to overcome the disadvantage of reduced firing 

frequency compared with the two-stroke engine. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter has described the design of the single-cylinder engines used in the present 

investigation. The general characteristics of the Ricardo Hydra engines have been 

outlined, including the cranktrain and valvetrain designs and fuel and ignition systems. 

The differences between the two-stroke and four-stroke CAI engines were then 

described, most notably the valve lift profiles and piston designs. 

The key design tasks undertaken by the author have been identified, including selection 

of compression ratios for the CAI engines, adoption of piston geometries and fuel 

injector specifications and design of cam profiles for CAI combustion. 
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4. Engine Testing 

4.1 Introduction 

Investigating the characteristics of an engine requires a sophisticated laboratory, with 

complex apparatus needed to both control the engine and measure its behaviour. The 

engine data described in this thesis was gathered using a new engine test facility 

established in the School of Engineering at the University of Brighton; this facility was 

developed for the author’s doctoral programme. 

The laboratory is divided into two rooms: the engine testcell houses the engine itself 

along with the dynamometer and much of the instrumentation, while the engine control 

and data logging equipment is located in the adjacent control room (Figure 4.1). 

The equipment in the test facility may be classified as either apparatus needed to operate 

and control the engine for the purposes of experimentation, or as the instruments that 

measure and record the characteristics of the engine. Some systems undertake both of 

these functions. The equipment that fulfils these two roles is described in detail in the 

subsequent sections.  

 

 

 

Test cell 

 

 
 

Control room 

Figure 4.1 Engine test facility 
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4.2 Engine Control 

The engine is equipped with an array of sensors and actuators that are coupled with an 

electronic engine control unit. 
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Figure 4.2 Engine test facility schematic – Control and operation 

Table 4.1 Engine sensors and actuators 

Engine Parameter Sensor Actuator/System 

Engine speed Tachometer 

Flywheel pick-ups 

Dynamometer 

Air mass flow  Throttle 

Boost air supply 

Fuel flow Fuel rail pressure sensor Fuel injector 

Fuel pump 

Fuel rail pressure regulator 

Ignition  Ignition coil 

Spark plug 

Exhaust gas stoichiometry Lambda sensor  

Oil temperature Thermocouple Three-way thermostatic valve 

Coolant temperature Thermocouple Three-way thermostatic valve 

Crankshaft position Shaft encoder  

Camshaft position Optical sensor  
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4.2.1 Engine speed 

At the heart of the test facility, the engine is coupled by a shaft to a dynamometer – a 

device used to control the speed of the engine and the load applied to it. A direct-current 

(DC) dynamometer was employed, based on a DC generator. The strength of the 

electromagnetic field within the generator is used to vary the resistance to engine shaft 

rotation. An important feature of the DC dynamometer is that its function may be 

reversed and the generator used as an electric motor. In this way the engine can be 

‘motored’ for starting and running without combustion. 

The dynamometer was fitted with a tachometer that measures the speed of the 

dynamometer shaft by a simple generator, producing a voltage proportional to the 

speed. The tachometer signal was used to control the engine speed, and was the value 

recorded in the test log. 

The engine was also fitted with speed pick-ups to detect ‘pips’ on the edge of the 

flywheel. The engine speed information derived from the flywheel pick-ups was used 

for safety purposes only, as a comparison with the measured dynamometer speed. If the 

engine and dynamometer speeds differ this may indicate a broken shaft and would lead 

to an engine shutdown. 

4.2.2 Boost air supply 

As described in the previous chapter, the intake manifold pressure – and hence air mass 

flow rate – is controlled using a throttle actuator. In order to raise the intake manifold 

above ambient pressure when needed, the testbed was also equipped with a compressed 

air supply. Compressors maintain a large reservoir at a pressure of approximately 8 bar 

for use in all of the engine laboratories. A series of pressure regulators then supply air at 

a suitable pressure to the engine. The final regulator is set by a PID controller to target a 

value of intake manifold pressure specified by the user.  

4.2.3 Engine coolant and oil temperature 

Unlike a passenger car engine, a single-cylinder research engine is typically equipped 

with external circuits to manage the temperature of the coolant and oil. In both circuits 

three-way thermostatic valves coupled with temperature sensors and PID controllers 

control the temperature. Oil and coolant were controlled to a temperature of 90 ºC. 
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The oil used in this study was Mobil One 20W/50, and the coolant was a 50% water, 

50% glycol mix. 

4.2.4 Lambda sensing 

Using results from the Horiba emissions analyser described below it is possible to 

calculate the overall engine air-fuel ratio. However the emissions analyser responds 

relatively slowly, and the AFR calculation relies on all of the individual analysers 

functioning correctly, so it is useful to have a lambda sensor also fitted in the exhaust 

system. 

An ETAS Lambda Meter LA3 was fitted which uses a Bosch Universal Exhaust Gas 

Oxygen (UEGO) sensor. Zirconium oxide is employed to measure the oxygen content 

of a gas mixture. When heated to approximately 600 °C, zirconium oxide acts as a solid 

electrolyte, allowing oxygen ions to move through it. A layer of zirconia is sandwiched 

between platinum electrodes; one side is then exposed to the exhaust gas and the other 

to a reference gas. The difference in oxygen concentration between the two gases leads 

to the movement of oxygen through the zirconia and a potential difference between the 

two electrodes. The potential difference can then be related to the oxygen content of the 

exhaust stream. 

Exhaust gas

Reference gas

Heater

Ip

Icp

 

Figure 4.3 Wide-range lambda sensor (UEGO) (after Bauer 1996) 

In order to sense over a wide range of air-fuel ratio, the UEGO sensor comprises three 

solid zirconia substrates (Figure 4.3). Exhaust gas is drawn between the first and second 

substrates, while a reference gas is contained between the second and third substrates. 
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The first substrate is described as the pumping cell, and the second as the sensing cell. A 

very small constant current Icp is supplied to the sensing cell, and the pumping current Ip 

is controlled to keep the oxygen concentration in the sensing gap at a constant level. 

With lean exhaust gas the pumping cell moves oxygen from the measuring gap to the 

outside. When the engine is running rich oxygen is pumped into the measuring gap from 

the surrounding exhaust gas. The pumping current is proportional to the oxygen 

concentration or oxygen requirement. An integrated heater maintains an operating 

temperature of at least 600 ºC (Bauer 1996). 

4.2.5 Shaft encoder 

A shaft encoder was fitted to the nose of the crankshaft. The encoder contains an optical 

disk that produces a signal pulse every 0.5 crank degrees, along with a once-per-

revolution pulse. The crankshaft position information is used both in the timing of 

events such as fuel injection and ignition, and also in the recording of certain signals 

including cylinder pressure. 

4.2.6 Engine control unit 

The operation of the sensors and actuators described above is coordinated by an 

electronic engine control unit developed within the University. The control unit is PC-

based, with the primary program written in Visual Basic 6. The VB6 program 

communicates with external devices via RS232 serial links, using the PC’s four COM 

ports. Three types of device are communicated with in this way. Firstly there is an array 

of self-contained NUDAM modules that may read or set voltages, read or set relays and 

read thermocouple temperatures. These modules deal with the PID controllers for the oil 

and water temperatures, the throttle actuator, and all of the readings for temperatures, 

pseudo-static pressures and exhaust emissions readings. 

Secondly, an engine timing control unit was constructed using five Z8 microcontrollers. 

This unit is used to make changes in real time to the crank-angle referenced parameters 

such as ignition and injection timing. In addition, a separate microprocessor is used to 

control the fuel rail pressure by a PI program. 

Finally the VB6 program communicates directly via RS232 protocol with the AVL 415 

smoke meter and AVL 733 fuel meter discussed below. 
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Figure 4.4 Engine control unit graphical user interface 

Figure 4.4 shows the graphical user interface for the engine control unit. The GUI 

allows the operator to input the control parameters such as engine speed, throttle 

position, spark timing and injection duration, and also allows monitoring of 

measurements such as temperatures and exhaust emissions. 

4.3 Engine Instrumentation 

4.3.1 Engine torque 

The torque generated by the engine is measured by means of a load cell attached to the 

dynamometer. The dynamometer is mounted in bearings, and would be free to move but 

for the presence of a moment arm. At the end of the moment arm is the load cell, and 

this measures the force required to stop the arm rotating. 
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Table 4.3 Engine instrumentation 

Engine Parameter Instrumentation 
Calibrated 

measurement 
range 

Calibrated 
accuracy 

Intake air temperature K-type thermocouple 0 – 200 °C ± 2.0 °C 

Intake manifold pressure Druck transducer 0.2 – 3 barabs ± 0.005 bar 

Intake air humidity Humidity probe 0 – 80 %RH ± 3.0 %RH 

Intake port pressure 
(dynamic) 

Kistler 4045 piezoresistive 
transducer 

0 – 3 bar ± 1.0 %BSL
1
 

Cylinder pressure Kistler 6125 piezoelectric 
transducer 

0 – 100 bar ± 0.75 %BSL 

Fuel mass flow AVL 733 gravimetric fuel flow 
meter 

0 – 150 kg/h 0.12 % 

Engine torque Load cell and moment arm -16 – 68 Nm ± 0.20 Nm 

Exhaust manifold 
temperature 

K-type thermocouple 
0 – 1200 °C ± 5.0 °C 

Exhaust manifold pressure Druck transducer 0.2 – 3 barabs ± 0.005 bar 

Exhaust port pressure 
(dynamic) 

Kistler 4045 piezoresistive 
transducer 

0 – 3 bar ± 1.0 %BSL 

Exhaust gas smoke 
content 

AVL 415 variable sampling 
smoke meter 

0 – 10 FSN ± 0.05 FSN 

Exhaust gas emissions Horiba MEXA 8120 emissions analyser 

Volume fraction 
CO2 

Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) 
gas analyser 

0 – 16% ± 0.5 %FSD
1
 

Volume fraction CO Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) 
gas analyser 

0 – 8% ± 0.5 %FSD 

Volume fraction 
NOx 

Chemiluminescent analyser 
0 – 2500 ppm ± 13 ppm 

Volume fraction O2 Magneto-pneumatic analyser 0 – 25% ± 0.5 %FSD 

 

Volume fraction 
total hydrocarbons 

Flame ionisation detector (FID) 
0 – 2000 ppmP ± 10 ppmP 

Note 1 BSL (best straight line), FSD (full scale deflection) and related terminology is 
described in Appendix C 
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Figure 4.5 Engine test facility schematic – instrumentation 

4.3.2 Cylinder pressure 

The instantaneous in-cylinder pressure was measured using a piezoelectric transducer 

mounted in the cylinder head (Fig. 4.6). A standard automotive Kistler 6125 transducer 

was used. 

 

Figure 4.6 Kistler 6125 piezoelectric pressure transducer 

The pressure transducer measures the in-cylinder pressure by employing the 

piezoelectric effect: the electrical charge on a quartz crystal is directly proportional to 

the force acting on the crystal (Zhao and Ladommatos 2001). The transducer is 

connected to a charge amplifier by a low noise coaxial cable. The amplifier converts the 

electrical charge yielded by the piezoelectric sensor into a proportional voltage signal. 
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The transducer, cable and charge amplifier are calibrated collectively using a 

deadweight rig. 

Piezoelectric transducers output a charge referenced to an arbitrary ground. To yield an 

absolute pressure value, the transducer output is correlated with the pressure at a 

particular point in the cycle, and this process is termed ‘pegging’. In this case the 

cylinder pressure signal has been pegged to the static inlet manifold pressure value for 

each cycle. For the four-stroke engine the pegging occurred at intake BDC, for the two-

stroke cycle engine at the intake valve closing (IVC) point. 

4.3.2.1 Crank-angle referencing of cylinder pressure signals 

Accurately relating the transducer signals to the crank position of the engine is a critical 

part of recording in-cylinder pressure data. The encoder TDC pulse will never exactly 

coincide with the true engine TDC position, and small errors in the TDC reference can 

produce large errors in derived combustion parameters. 

Using a motoring dynamometer, it is possible to find the position of the motored peak 

cylinder pressure. However, motoring peak pressure will not exactly coincide with true 

TDC as a result of heat and mass transfer from the combustion chamber during the 

compression process. The difference between the motored peak pressure and true TDC 

is termed the thermodynamic loss angle (Ricardo 2000). 

In this study the thermodynamic loss angle of the engine was measured using a 

capacitive probe technique. A probe is inserted into the combustion chamber via the 

spark plug hole. The engine is then motored and the capacitive signals generated in the 

probe by the motion of the piston are recorded. Comparison of the cylinder pressure 

trace and the capacitive probe trace yields the loss angle for that engine speed. Each 

time the engine build is changed and the encoder is refitted, a motored pressure trace 

and the loss angle value are used to accurately fix the TDC position. For an engine 

speed of 2000 rev/min, the thermodynamic loss angle for the single-cylinder engine was 

measured as 0.8 °CA. 

4.3.3 Exhaust emissions 

Measurement of the composition of the engine exhaust stream represents one of the key 

sources of information in the engine research process. A Horiba MEXA 8120 emissions 
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analyser was used in this study. The MEXA system incorporates instruments to measure 

the concentrations of CO, CO2, O2, nitrogen oxides and total hydrocarbon content along 

with gas handling and preparation apparatus.  

A portion of the exhaust gas is sampled at a distance of approximately 2 m from the 

engine, and is passed through an initial filter. The exhaust gas is then divided in two: 

one portion is conducted to the analyser in plastic ducting, the other in a heated line 

maintained at 180 °C. On arriving at the MEXA unit, the heated line feeds gas directly 

into the HC analyser. The other sample line passes through further filters and a 

refrigeration unit to remove water vapour, before entering the CO, CO2, O2 and NOx 

analysers. The HC concentration is thus termed ‘wet’, while the other analysers produce 

‘dry’ measurements. The operating principle of each of the instruments is briefly 

described below. 

4.3.3.1 Nondispersive infrared (NDIR) gas analyser 

Concentration of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) are measured using 

a nondispersive infrared (NDIR) analyser. The principle of NDIR operation is that CO 

and CO2 gases absorb infrared radiation, at 4.6 and 4.2µm respectively (Zhao and 

Ladommatos 2002). 
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Figure 4.7 NDIR analyser (after Horiba 1980a) 

The structure of an NDIR analyser is shown in Figure 4.7. Two absorption cells are 

used: the sample cell contains the gas to be analysed, whilst the reference cell is filled 

with a non-absorbing gas (nitrogen). A diaphragm that moves between the plates of a 

capacitor separates the two cells. Each cell is fitted with heated filaments that emit black 

body radiation. Differences in absorption between the sample cell and the reference cell 

produce deflection in the diaphragm, and hence a detectable change in the capacitance. 

4.3.3.2 Flame ionisation detector 

The total concentration of unburned hydrocarbons in the exhaust is measured using a 

flame ionisation detector (FID). The FID unit contains a hydrogen flame into which the 

sample gas is introduced (Figure 4.8). Hydrocarbons in the flame produce ions, and 

these are detected as an electric current between two electrodes. The current is then 

correlated with the number of carbon atoms present. 
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Figure 4.8 Flame ionisation detector (after Horiba 1980a) 

The FID used in the Horiba MEXA 8120 reports hydrocarbons as ppm C3H8, which is 

then converted to ppm carbon. 

4.3.3.3 Chemiluminescence analyser 

The concentration of nitric oxide (NO) in the exhaust gas is measured by 

chemiluminescence – light emission from a molecule whose electrons are excited by a 

chemical reaction. Nitric oxide reacts with ozone (O3) to produce nitrogen dioxide in an 

activated state (NO2*), which then emits light as it returns to its normal state: 

photonONOO*NOONO 22223 ++⇒+⇒+  

4.3.3.4 Magneto-pneumatic analyser 

Emissions of oxygen from the engine do not pose any environmental problem, but it is 

nonetheless useful to measure the O2 concentration to allow calculation of the overall 

air-fuel ratio and as a diagnostic tool. 

The Horiba MEXA 8120 employs a magneto-pneumatic analyser that makes use of the 

paramagnetic property of oxygen – the molecules possess a permanent magnetic 

moment. The analyser incorporates two magnetic pole pairs, which are used to create a 
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disproportional magnetic field (Horiba 1980a). The paramagnetic oxygen molecules are 

then attracted to the stronger magnetic field, causing the pressure in that field to rise. 
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Figure 4.9 Magneto-pneumatic oxygen analyser (after Horiba 1980a) 

The pressure elevation ∆P is expressed by 

XCHP
2

2
1=∆  

where H is the intensity of the magnetic field, X is the magnetic susceptibility of the 

paramagnetic substance, and C is the concentration of that substance. 

The pressure change is converted into an electrical signal by a condenser microphone 

when the electromagnets are alternatively magnetised. 

4.3.4 Exhaust smoke 

Smoke in the exhaust stream consists primarily of graphitic carbon generated during 

combustion (AVL 1993). Smoke levels from port fuel-injected gasoline engines are 

negligible, but for direct-injection engines they can be significant, so an AVL 415 
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variable sampling smoke meter was fitted to the test facility. With this meter a 

controlled volume of exhaust gas is drawn through a filter paper. Blackening of the 

paper is then measured by a reflectometer head. A filter paper with no reflection 

corresponds to a filter smoke number (FSN) of 10, whilst a clean paper is assigned an 

FSN of 0. 

4.3.5 Mass spectrometry 

In addition to the bulk gaseous emissions measurements described above, a series of 

tests were undertaken with a mass spectrometer instrument. Mass spectrometers identify 

individual species in the exhaust stream, including the different nitrogen oxides, sulphur 

oxides and individual hydrocarbon components. 

The basic principle used in mass spectrometry is that if a compound is ionised, 

accelerated to a known velocity and then subjected to a magnetic field, the deflection 

that occurs will depend on the mass of the molecule. Ions are formed from the sample 

gas molecules by subjecting them to either a stream of electrons, or in this case to a 

well-defined primary ion beam. 

 

Figure 4.10 Basic principle of a quadrupole mass analyser 

A schematic of the V&F Airsense 500 instrument used is shown in Figure 4.10 

(Villinger et al. 1996). In the Pre-Ionisation region a primary gas A, for example Xenon, 

is fed to a primary source chamber and an ion beam A
+
 is formed by electron impact 

ionisation. In the Interaction region, the sample gas B is introduced to a gas cell. 

Secondary ions B
+
 are formed due to collisions with the primary ions; the condition in 

the gas cell is maintained such that only single collisions between primary ions and 
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sample gas molecules may occur. In the Mass Selection region the secondary ions are 

subjected to magnetic fields which produce stable and unstable trajectories of the ions 

according to their mass. Only ions in stable trajectories reach the detector, where 

electrical pulses are generated and counted. 

Different molecules may have the same molecular weight, and two techniques are used 

to distinguish such molecules. The first technique uses the fact that each molecule has 

an individual energy for the removal of an electron, the ionisation potential. 

Considering the molecules N2 and CO, having identical mass, the former has an 

ionisation potential of 14.2 eV, while for the latter the value is 13.7 eV. These two 

molecules can be distinguished using a krypton beam with 13.9 eV energy (Villinger et 

al. 1996). 

The second technique relies on the formation of well-defined fragment ions, which 

depends on the energy of the primary ion beam used. For example, with the molecule 

C4H8O2, if an ion beam of 9.54 eV is used then only the primary ion is observed in the 

spectrum. However, ion beams of higher energy, such as 10.44 eV and 12.13 eV, reveal 

different secondary ions that identify the particular molecule. 

4.3.6 Fuel flow 

Fuel flow to the engine was measured using an AVL 733 dynamic fuel flow meter. This 

meter uses a gravimetric principle, measuring the weight of fuel in a measuring vessel 

over a period of time. 

A capacitive sensor is used to detect the change in vertical displacement of a 900 g 

vessel according to the fuel mass contained. The engine is supplied with fuel solely 

from the vessel, and valves are used to control refilling of the vessel when it contains a 

minimum fuel mass. The fuel vessel is suspended by a measuring beam that is 

supported by flat blade springs, and has the displacement sensor and a hydraulic damper 

attached to it; it is claimed that this flexible mounting approach reduces friction and 

hysteresis (AVL 1995). 

In this study the change in mass of the vessel over a period of 30 s was used to calculate 

the fuel consumption. 
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4.3.7 Engine duct temperatures 

Gas temperatures were measured at three locations in the intake system and at two 

locations in the exhaust system using type-K thermocouples. This type of thermocouple 

is constructed from two wires, one nickel-chromium and one nickel-aluminium. The 

wires are joined at each end: one junction is at the point at which the temperature is to 

be measured and the other is the reference junction or ‘cold junction’. Owing to the 

difference in temperature of the junctions, a thermoelectric EMF is generated whose 

magnitude is related to the temperature difference. Since the reference junction itself is 

at a varying ambient temperature, electronic cold-junction compensation is used to 

ensure correct measurements (Leigh 1988). 

4.3.8 Engine duct pressures 

The pseudo-static pressure in the intake and exhaust manifolds was measured using 

Druck pressure transducers. 

4.3.9 Intake air humidity 

The humidity of the intake air affects the performance and emissions behaviour of the 

engine, and so the relative humidity (RH) of the intake charge was measured. A 

Rotronic hygrometer was used, which operated by a capacitive principle. Two flat 

electrodes are separated by an insulating, hygroscopic dielectric. The dielectric absorbs 

water present in the air and with increasing air humidity the capacity of the device 

increases. The hygrometer also incorporates a temperature sensor. 

The Rotronic I-2000 system used employs the C-90 humidity sensor. The measurement 

ranges of the device were 0 – 100% RH and -50 – 200ºC. The manufacturers claim an 

accuracy of ±1.5% RH between 10 and 95% RH. 

It should be noted that hygrometers operating by a capacitive principle do not measure 

relative humidity in any fundamental sense, and that careful calibration is required 

(Stevens et al. 2000). 
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4.4 Data Recording and Processing 

The measurements taken in this study fall into two broad categories: quasi-steady 

parameters where a single value is sufficient to represent a test condition, and crank-

varying parameters which require several hundred cycles of high resolution crank-angle 

referenced data. These two types of data have significantly different logging 

requirements. 

4.4.1 Quasi-steady data acquisition 

The quasi-steady measurements – which include temperatures, duct pressures and 

exhaust emissions – were logged by averaging values over a 30 second period, with data 

sampled every 2 seconds. This data was logged to a text file, with column headers 

giving names for each parameter, and a row of data for each test point. 

4.4.2 High-speed data acquisition 

High-speed data in this study comprised measurements of cylinder pressure, intake port 

pressure and exhaust port pressure, all recorded using Kistler pressure transducers as 

described above. These measurements were logged using a Baseline CAS (Combustion 

Analysis System) manufactured by MTS Powertrain. 

 

Figure 4.11 MTS Baseline CAS unit 

The CAS is based around a V4344 real-time processor and controller module that 

digitises signal channels, stores digitised data and performs combustion calculations in 

real time (MTS 2000). The V4344 also processes the engine encoder input. The real-

time processor is coupled to a V2816 analogue input module that performs the 

analogue-to-digital conversion. 
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The CAS hardware is controlled using a PC and the proprietary ADAPT-CAS software, 

via an ethernet connection using the standard TCP/IP protocol. Connections to the CAS 

system are shown in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 High-speed data input signals 

Measured parameter Signal type 

Crank-angle Encoder signals: 

Crank division markers (CDM) 

Pulse per revolution (PPR) 

Cylinder pressure Analogue voltage from Kistler charge amplifier 

Intake port pressure Analogue voltage from Kistler charge amplifier 

Exhaust port pressure Analogue voltage from Kistler charge amplifier 

Intake manifold pressure Analogue voltage from Druck pressure transducer 

 

4.4.2.1 ADAPT-CAS software description 

The ADAPT-CAS software was used to configure logging of the high-speed data 

channels along with displaying real-time and processed results to assist with engine 

testing. Figure 4.12 shows the ADAPT-CAS graphical user interface (GUI) as 

configured by the author. This screen shows a cylinder pressure trace and PV diagram, 

along with calculations of parameters such as IMEP, coefficient of variation of IMEP 

and angle of 50% mass fraction burned. 
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Figure 4.12 APAPT-CAS graphical user interface 

4.5 Combustion Analysis 

The central principle of combustion analysis is that the heat release process produces a 

rise in cylinder pressure above that which would result from the motion of the piston 

alone. Hence careful analysis of the cylinder pressure measurements described in 

Section 4.3.2 allows information about combustion to be derived. 

In this study the approach developed by Rassweiler and Withrow (1938) has been used 

to calculate the mass fraction burned (MFB). After combustion has started, the pressure 

rise in a particular crank-angle interval is composed of two parts: the pressure charge 

due to volume change ∆pv and the pressure rise due to combustion ∆pc: 

∆p  =  ∆pv  +  ∆pc 

It is assumed that the pressure change resulting from changes in volume can be 

modelled as a polytropic process where 

constant=
npV  
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The pressure rise due to combustion is referred to a datum volume, typically the 

clearance volume: 
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It is then assumed that the mass fraction burned is proportional to the referred pressure 

rise due to combustion, so 
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where N increments defines the end of combustion when the pressure rise due to 

combustion becomes zero. 

This method relies on using an appropriate value of the polytropic index, n. In this case 

the polytropic exponent is calculated from the compression process for each cycle. 

4.6 Engine Testing Methodology 

In the testing of engines all usual experimental principles apply, but in addition many 

particular approaches and techniques have been developed. The type of testing used is 

described as steady-state because – in theory at least – it is possible to maintain all 

engine conditions constant for long enough to gather sufficient test data. A typical test 

run might consist of between 5 and 7 test points during which one engine parameter 

would be varied to cover the range of interest. All other engine parameters would 

ideally be held constant, although it is not possible to maintain all input parameters and 

all output parameters constant at the same time. For example, if the ignition timing is 
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varied and the engine speed, throttle position and fuel injection mass are kept constant, 

the engine load will vary during the test. Alternatively the engine output can be kept 

constant, which will require changes in air mass flow and fuelling as the ignition timing 

changes. The type of test applied will therefore depend on the phenomena being 

investigated. 

The following types of test were used in this investigation: 

� Ignition timing response test 

� Air-fuel ratio response test 

� Start of injection (SOI) timing response test 

� Load range test 

� Speed range test 

A complete record of the tests carried out is presented in Appendix C. 

4.7 Health and Safety 

An engine testing facility is a hazardous workplace, with risks posed by rotating and 

reciprocating machinery, flammable vapour, compressed gases and noxious emissions, 

amongst others. A comprehensive system of safety features was adopted to ensure safe 

operation. 

Foremost among these measures is the division of the laboratory into two rooms, the 

engine test cell and the control room. The primary hazards are contained within the test 

cell, and it is not permitted for the operator to enter the test cell while the engine is 

running, other than at very low speed and load.  

Inside the testcell, guards were fitted to cover the moving parts of the front end of the 

engine, the dynamometer shaft and the complete exhaust system. An explosive vapour 

detector was fitted in the testcell, and a CO detector in the control room, which housed 

the emissions analysis equipment. The laboratory was equipped with standard fire 

safety apparatus including heat detectors and extinguishers, and a ventilation system. 

The engine control unit featured a number of safety features: 

� Automatic engine shutdowns: 

− Coolant over-temperature 

− Oil over-temperature 
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− Dynamometer over-temperature 

− Low coolant level 

− Low oil level 

− Difference between engine and dynamometer speed 

� Warning lamp in testcell for live ignition 

� Emergency stop buttons in cell and control room 

 

The Safe Operating Procedure developed for use of the facility and a Risk Assessment 

are included in Appendix C. A detailed safety inspection was also carried out by 

Ricardo as part of the commissioning process for the laboratory. 

4.8 Summary 

This chapter has described the experimental facilities and methods used in testing 

controlled auto-ignition engines. A new single-cylinder engine testing laboratory was 

established at the University of Brighton for the purposes of this programme. The 

characteristics of this laboratory have been described, including the apparatus needed to 

operate and control the engine, and the instrumentation used to record combustion and 

emissions data. The approaches used to record and process test data have been 

described, as have the testing techniques used. Finally the safety measures employed in 

the laboratory have been outlined. 
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5. Gas-Dynamic Engine 
Modelling 

5.1 Introduction 

Heywood (1988) describes modelling a process as ‘developing and using the 

appropriate combination of assumptions and equations that permit critical features to be 

analyzed’. The computer-aided simulation code WAVE developed by Ricardo has been 

used by the author to model the engines described in the preceding chapters. The 

objectives of the modelling study were twofold. Firstly, in simulating specific test cases 

the engine models allowed in-cylinder parameters such as residual gas fraction and 

mean charge temperature to be estimated. Such values are extremely difficult to 

determine experimentally. Secondly the models were used as an aid to the engine design 

process described in Chapter 3. For example, particular combinations of valve timing 

events were analysed and optimised using the one-dimensional code before proceeding 

to hardware. 

5.2 Overview of Model Formulation 

WAVE provides an integrated treatment of time-dependent fluid dynamics and 

thermodynamics (Ricardo 2002a). Simulation is based on solving the governing 

equations for unsteady compressible flow with a finite difference technique. The 

thermodynamic properties of the fluids are described by the perfect gas equations for air 

and hydrocarbon-air mixtures, and by the real gas equations for exhaust gases. 

5.2.1 Governing equations and solution 

The one-dimensional mass, energy and momentum conservation equations are given by 

the WAVE user manual as follows (Ricardo 2002a). Modelling the cylinder, intake and 

exhaust systems as open thermodynamic systems, conservation of mass is expressed as: 

 ∑= m
dt

dm
&  (5.1) 
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while the first law of thermodynamics for the open system is expressed as: 

 ∑ += sourceshm
dt

dme
&  (5.2) 

where e is specific energy and h is specific enthalpy. Considering unsteady one-

dimensional flow through a control volume, conservation of momentum is given by: 

 ∑ −+−= lossesumdx
dx

dp
A

dt

dmu
&  (5.3) 

where u is specific internal energy, dx is the length of the control volume and A is the 

cross-sectional area. 

The solution of the governing equations is obtained by a finite difference technique. The 

conservation equations are rearranged and written in vector form as 

 H
x

G

t

F
=

∂

∂
+

∂

∂
 (5.4) 

where F, G and H are matrices whose terms describe the properties of the fluid and the 

control volume. Equation (5.4) is developed in a Taylor series with respect to time, and 

the time/space derivatives are approximated by central differences around the mesh 

point. In order to ensure stability in the integration process, the timestep is governed by 

the Courant condition: 

 1)( <
∆

∆
+=

x

t
aUC  (5.5) 

where C is the Courant number, U is the local fluid velocity and a is the local speed of 

sound. 

5.2.2 Representation of engine geometry 

The engine is represented in WAVE as a network of ducts that are connected by 

junctions. A duct is used to represent all sections of a pipe network where the flow may 

be treated as one-dimensional. Simple junctions connect ducts to each other; more 

complex junctions represent the engine cylinder and duct terminations. 
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The basic duct is described by a diameter at each end, an overall length and a 

discretisation length (Figure 5.1). 

Overall length

Discretisation length

Left end 
diameter

 

Figure 5.1 WAVE duct description 

The wall temperature of each duct may be specified for heat transfer calculation. 

Y-junctions are volumes to which more than two ducts are connected. These are 

modelled geometrically as a subvolume with openings, which are connected to ducts. 

Each Y-junction is solved in the same way as any other subvolume in the system. 

An annotated example of the overall geometric representation of the single-cylinder 

CAI engine is shown in Figure 5.2 (overleaf), and the geometry is specified in 

Appendix D. 

5.2.3 Basic organisation of a WAVE simulation 

The WAVE code reads a model from a main input file that contains all of the data 

required for a simulation. This main data file includes the engine geometry, initial 

conditions for the flow field, and the necessary control data. An example input file is 

given in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.2 WAVE engine geometry 

A WAVE run is the entire set of simulations contained in a main input file, and may 

comprise a number of cases. A case typically represents a single quasi-steady operating 

condition or test point. Each case begins from a specified initial state and proceeds, 

integrating explicitly in time, over a specified total time or total number of cycles. A 

case is run until it reaches convergence, with the flow field at a steady state and all 

thermodynamic variables at constant values. To integrate the system equations, each 

case consists of individual timesteps. The timestep size is adjusted automatically during 

a run to achieve minimum run time. 

5.3 Detailed Models 

5.3.1 Combustion 

The WAVE basic engine model is a time-dependent simulation of in-cylinder processes 

based on solution of the conservation equations for mass and energy. From the first law 

of thermodynamics 

 ∑ ++=
i

ii WQhmE &&&&  (5.6) 
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 ∑ −+=
i

ii VpQhm &&&  (5.7) 

where E&  is the rate of change of energy, Q&  is the total heat transfer rate into the system 

and W&  is the work transfer rate into the system. When the piston is displaced, the work-

transfer rate equals – Vp & . 

Here the complete cylinder is treated as a single region – a single-zone model is applied. 

For both SI and CAI combustion the WAVE SI combustion model was used. This is 

based on a Wiebe function relationship that describes the rate of mass burned. The 

cumulative mass fraction burned x as a function of crank angle is given by 

( )1mexp1x +−−= ay    (5.8) 

where  
vz

z
y =      (5.9) 

and z is the time from the beginning of combustion, and zv is the total burning duration 

of the fuel (Wiebe 1959, Frick 1960). The parameter a is internally derived in order that 

the combustion duration and conversion efficiency are consistent, and the Wiebe 

exponent m is defined by the user. In WAVE there are three user-defined parameters, 

wexp and bdur are m and zv respectively, and the location of 50% mass fraction 

burned (MFB) is defined using the parameter thb50. 

In the simulation cases thb50 and bdur (the duration in crank-angle degrees of 10-

90% mass fraction burned) were taken directly from the experimental combustion data. 

The Wiebe exponent was then selected in order to fit the experimental heat release 

curve. This approach considers net heat release; wall heat transfer is considered in the 

next section. 

For simulation of the two-stroke engine a value of 3.5 was used for wexp in all cases. 

For the four-stroke CAI engine a Wiebe exponent of 2.5 provided the best fit to the 

experimental data. Figure 5.3 illustrates the effect of setting the Wiebe exponent at 2.5 

and 3.5, with nominal thb50 and bdur values of 10 ºCA ATDC(F) and 20 ºCA in 

both cases. 
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Figure 5.3 Wiebe heat release characteristics with the exponents used in the two-
stroke and four-stroke CAI simulation studies 

In choosing thb50 and bdur values for the predictive cases the approach used was to 

select the equivalent parameters from experimental cases at similar engine speeds and 

loads. The semi-empirical approach used here is one of the key shortcomings of this 

type of 1-D simulation used in a predictive manner (Knobbe and Stapersma 2001, Borg 

and Alkidas 2009). Nevertheless, in the simulation cases it is a powerful tool for 

investigating CAI in-cylinder conditions; the predictive data has been used with an 

appropriate measure of caution. 

5.3.2 Heat transfer 

Heat transfer has a central role in the operation of internal combustion engines, and it is 

therefore important to represent heat transfer processes as accurately as possible in 

engine modelling. Convective, conductive and radiative heat transfer all occur in the 

engine combustion chamber or structure. Considering heat transfer from the working 

gases in the cylinder through the combustion chamber wall to the coolant flow as shown 

in Figure 5.4, heat flux into the wall has both a convective and a radiative component. 

The heat flux is then conducted through the wall and convected from the wall to the 

coolant.  
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Figure 5.4 Engine heat transfer 

The heat flux q& = Q& /A is described by the following equations at each location: 

Cylinder side ( ) )( 4

,

4

,, gwggwggcrcv TTTTqqq −+−=+= σεα&&&  (5.9) 

Cylinder wall 
( )

w

cwgw

cn
t

TTk
qq

,, −
== &&  (5.10) 

Coolant side ( )ccwcccv TTqq −== ,,α&&  (5.11) 

where α is the heat transfer coefficient at the surfaces, k is the thermal conductivity of 

the material, ε is the emissivity and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The radiative 

term in equation (5.9) is normally negligible in SI engines, and is neglected in WAVE. 

In WAVE, the combustion chamber is represented as a simplified thermal resistance 

network, in which the piston, cylinder head and cylinder liner are each made of a single 

material (Figure 5.5). The cylinder head and liner are treated as one-dimensional 

thermal resistances: heat is transferred from the working fluid to the structure via the 

gas-side surface, and then to the coolant via the coolant-side surface. The piston is a 

thermal junction, where heat is transferred both to the oil-cooled lower surface and to 
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the piston skirt. A contact thermal resistance is assumed between the piston skirt and the 

liner, but the cylinder head is thermally isolated from the liner. 

Cylinder head

Piston Liner

Qh

Qp

Ql

 

Figure 5.5 Simplified thermal resistance network 

5.3.2.1 Heat transfer coefficients 

Equations (5.9), (5.10) and (5.11) are used as the basis for calculating the instantaneous 

heat flux during the engine cycle. Dimensional analysis is used to develop a correlation 

that describes the gas-side heat transfer coefficient. In WAVE, the correlation 

developed by Woschni (1967) for the instantaneous spatially averaged heat transfer 

coefficient is applied. 

Woschni assumed a relationship of the form 

 mRe035.0Nu =  (5.12) 

where Nu is the Nusselt number αB/k and Re is the Reynolds number ρvB/µ. 

So  

m

1m

c,g
µ

ρv
0.035kBα 








= −  (5.13) 

where B is the bore diameter, ρ is the density, v the characteristic velocity and µ is the 

dynamic viscosity. Assuming that k ∝ T
0.75

, µ ∝ T
0.62

 and p = ρRT, then 

 1.62m0.75mm1m

c,g TvpCBα
−−=  (5.14) 

where C is a constant. With the exponent equal to 0.8 
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 0.530.800.800.20

c,g TvpCBα
−−=  (5.15) 

The characteristic velocity is the sum of the mean piston speed and an additional 

combustion-related velocity that depends on the difference between the cylinder 

pressure and the pressure that would exist under motoring conditions. 
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where vm is the mean piston speed, Vr is a reference volume, Pr is a reference pressure, 

Tr is a reference temperature, Vc is the clearance volume, VD is the displacement and 

IMEP is indicated mean effective pressure. C1 is a dimensionless quantity that is given 

by 

Valves open 
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m

s

v

v
C 417.018.61  (5.17)  

Valves closed 
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s

v

v
C 308.028.21  (5.18) 

where vs is equal Bωp/2 and ωp is the swirl velocity as measured by the rotational speed 

of a paddle wheel. C2 is a constant that is equal to 3.24 × 10
-3

 during combustion, and is 

zero at all other times. 

The implementation of equation 5.15 in WAVE includes an additional scaling 

multiplier that may be adjusted by the user. Values of this multiplier between 1 and 1.5 

were used for open-cycle heat transfer (with valves open) and between 1 and 2 for 

closed-cycle heat transfer. The large range of heat transfer multipliers required to 

achieve correlation is a limitation of the present study, and reduces the ability of the 

models to be used in a predictive manner. 

Fractions of the engine friction loss are added as heat to the piston skirt and liner gas-

side surfaces. 
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5.3.3 Port and valve flows 

Valve motion is described in WAVE by an open area schedule as a function of cycle 

degrees. A curve of lift against crank angle for each valve is supplied by the user. 

The flow rig data discussed in section 3.2.3.1 is also used, in the form of an array of 

non-dimensional lift and rig flow coefficients. Instantaneous valve flows are then 

calculated assuming isentropic compressible orifice flow. 

The isentropic velocity for a given pressure ratio is expressed as 
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where R is the gas constant, γ is the ratio of specific heats, p0 is the upstream total 

pressure, T0 is the upstream total temperature and p is the downstream static pressure. 

For air with γ = 1.4 
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The effective area of the valve is 

 
is
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F
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=  (5.21) 

where F&  is the volumetric flow rate. Discharge coefficient Cd based on the valve 

curtain area and flow coefficient Cf based on the inner seat area (as discussed in Section 

3.2.3.1) are then given by 
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where D is the reference diameter. 

5.3.4 Cylinder scavenging 

WAVE has several different approaches to cylinder scavenging. A perfect mixing 

approach has been used for the four-stroke cycle engine, while scavenging 

characteristics derived from CFD calculations were used in modelling the two-stroke 

engine. 

Scavenging is defined by the composition of the mass flow through the exhaust valve as 

a function of the cylinder contents. The burned mass fraction of the cylinder contents is 

close to 1.0 after combustion, and it decreases towards zero as fresh air enters through 

the intake valves. The instantaneous composition of the exhaust flow is then determined 

according to the scavenging model used. Possible models for scavenging are shown in 

Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6 Scavenging models 

When the composition of the cylinder is 100% combustion products, then the exhaust 

stream must also be 100% products. Equally, if the cylinder is filled completely with 
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air, then the exhaust stream must also be purely air. Any scavenge curve of the type 

shown in Figure 5.5 must therefore go from the top right corner (1,1) to the origin.  

In the perfect displacement scavenging model any air entering the cylinder displaces 

combustion products, so the exhaust stream always has a combustion products fraction 

of 1. In the perfect short-circuit scavenging model air entering through the intake valves 

immediately exits through the exhaust valves, and the combustion products are trapped 

in the cylinder: the exhaust stream has a combustion products fraction of 0. In the 

perfect mixing model the exhaust stream has the same composition as the average 

composition of the combustion chamber: the exhaust stream combustion products 

fraction is equal to the cylinder products fraction. 

5.3.4.1 Two-stroke engine scavenge curves 

CFD analysis was used to derive scavenge curves for four different operating conditions 

tested with the two-stroke CAI engine (Li et al. 2003a). The four different cases were as 

follows: 

� HRA13800 2250 rev/min and 1.86 bar IMEP 

� HRA13804 2750 rev/min and 2.61 bar IMEP 

� HRA13806 3250 rev/min and 3.83 bar IMEP 

� HRA13808 3250 rev/min and 1.56 bar IMEP 

The scavenge curves for each of the four operating conditions are shown in Figure 5.7 

(details of the test conditions are presented in Appendix C). It is evident that the two-

stroke CAI engine scavenges significantly less effectively than the typical engine 

characteristic shown in Figure 5.5. In general the scavenge curves lie in between the 

perfect mixing model and perfect short-circuit model. This however should not come as 

a surprise, recalling the low overlap valve timings selected for this engine (Section 

3.3.2). In Figure 5.7 it is observed that the values for the proportion of combustion 

chamber products remaining at the end of scavenging are relatively high (0.4 – 0.7); this 

is consistent with the objectives for successful CAI combustion. 
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Figure 5.7 Scavenge curves for two-stroke CAI engine cases from CFD 
calculations 

Comparing the two cases at 3250 rev/min, it is clear that the higher load case illustrates 

much better scavenging performance than the low load case, with a final residual 

fraction of 0.43 compared with 0.63. 

5.3.5 Engine friction 

The total engine friction is modelled in order to compute brake quantities, and to 

represent the additional heat transfer to the cylinder and liner. A modified version of the 

Chen-Flynn (1965) correlation is used. This correlation includes terms to represent 

accessory losses, the effect of cylinder pressure, hydrodynamic friction and windage 

losses (the original correlation developed by Chen and Flynn did not include the 

quadratic windage loss term). 
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where FMEP is the frictional mean effective pressure, Pmax is the maximum cylinder 

pressure, N is the engine speed, stroke is the cylinder stroke, and A, B, C and D are 

constants. The default values suggested for use in WAVE are 0.5, 0.006, 600, and 0.2 

respectively. The cylinder pressure constant B and hydrodynamic term C were 
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maintained at 0.0044 and 440 throughout the present study. The accessory loss constant 

A was varied between 0.54 and 1, and the quadratic constant D was varied between 0 

and 1 in order to get a good match to experimental data. As with the heat transfer 

multipliers, the large range of friction multipliers required to achieve a ‘match’ 

represents a weakness of this study. However, the friction level of Hydra single-cylinder 

engines is known to vary significantly with build changes; this could explain the need 

for variation of the parameter A in this study. 

5.4 Engine Modelling Methodology 

As described in the introduction to this chapter, one-dimensional modelling has been 

used in two ways: i) purely for simulation, to reproduce experimental cases, and ii) 

predictively, as part of the design process. These two modes of modelling have 

correspondingly different methodologies. 

The simulation work is more conceptually straightforward, as experimental results 

provide all of the input data for modelling. In this case WAVE runs were constructed to 

mirror the test runs, with typically around 5 cases and one parameter varying from case 

to case. The following types of test were modelled by the author: 

� Load range tests 

� Speed range tests 

� Air-fuel ratio response tests 

The chief objective of the simulation was to characterise the in-cylinder conditions 

required for CAI combustion, particular the charge temperature and residual fraction. In 

all, some 20 test runs were modelled from the two-stroke engine experiments, and 15 

from the four-stroke engine. As modelling work proceeded, the accuracy of the models 

was gradually refined as improvements were made to the intake and exhaust system 

geometry, heat transfer models and scavenging models. A number of engine tests were 

undertaken specifically to aid the modelling process; these tests focused on the 

measurement of the dynamic pressures in the intake and exhaust ports, as recorded by 

Kistler 4045 piezoresistive transducers. Motored engine tests were undertaken with 

parts of the intake and exhaust systems removed; this enabled any problems in the 

representation of the ducts to be identified. 
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When WAVE was used in a predictive manner (as a design tool), there was greater 

uncertainty in construction of the models. The chief application of this type of 

modelling was to assess the impact of valve events on performance and in-cylinder 

conditions (using targets established by the simulation cases). A large number of cam 

timing swings were undertaken in this way, and cam durations were also analysed in 

order to design the cam profiles described in Section 3.4.1. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter has described the approach taken to gas-dynamics engine modelling of the 

CAI engines. The Ricardo code WAVE has been used for this modelling work, and a 

general description of model formulation in WAVE has been given including 

representation of the engine geometry. More detailed descriptions have been given for 

the combustion models used, along with heat transfer, port flows, and scavenge models. 

Finally the methodology applied by the author in using WAVE has been described. 
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6. Characteristics of a CAI 
Combustion System 

6.1 Introduction 

The preceding chapters have described the two approaches used by the author to 

investigate controlled auto-ignition processes: the testing of single-cylinder engines, and 

the modelling of these engines by 1-D gas-dynamics simulation. This chapter will 

attempt to describe the characteristics of CAI combustion determined by these 

techniques. Hypotheses on the nature of the ignition, combustion and emissions 

formation processes of CAI will be developed and tested. 

In addition to the work undertaken by the author, two related studies on CAI 

combustion have also taken place. At Ricardo UK Ltd., Dr. Gang Li and her colleagues 

have undertaken a modelling study using computational fluid dynamics (CFD), 

simulating test cases supplied by the author (Li et al. 2003a,b). At the University of 

Brighton, two doctoral students have investigated CAI in a single-cylinder engine with 

optical access, using a range of experimental techniques (Alexander 2004, Parmenter 

2008). The author again supplied the CAI test cases and operating conditions. Results 

from these studies will be drawn upon where they provide additional insight into the 

present investigation. 

The chapter will open with an account of the experimental observations of CAI ignition 

and heat release. Using 1-D modelling results, a treatment of the in-cylinder conditions 

required for CAI will be given. Discussion of the emissions formation processes of CAI 

and its fuel efficiency are followed by a comparison between CAI and other direct-

injection gasoline engine operating modes. Wherever possible, results from the two- and 

four-stroke cycle engines have been presented in an integrated manner. 

Specific engine data is identified using the name of the test run (for example HRA001, 

where the three initials identify the engine build). Full details of the test conditions can 

be found in Appendix C. 
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6.2 Ignition and Heat Release 

CAI combustion was first achieved experimentally in March 2001, with the two-stroke 

engine design described in Section 3.3. At engine speeds above 2000 rev/min and at 

certain load conditions, it was observed that combustion phasing did not vary with 

ignition timing in the usual manner. Subsequently it was found that the ignition system 

could be disabled without any impediment to the combustion process. 

The primary combustion characteristics of CAI are: i) that it is an auto-ignition process 

– an electrical discharge provided by a spark plug is not required; ii) that heat release is 

rapid by comparison with SI combustion; and iii) that there is no direct means of control 

over combustion phasing. 
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Figure 6.1 p-V diagrams for a) two-stroke and b) four-stroke engine 

Figure 6.1 shows p-V diagrams for CAI in the two- and four-stroke engines. In both 

cases the spark plug was inactive, and the rapid heat release characteristics may be 

observed. The following sections will discuss these characteristics and the effect of 

various engine-operating parameters on them. The results presented are derived largely 

from in-cylinder pressure measurements using the combustion analysis techniques 

described in Section 4.5. 
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6.2.1 Ignition 

A wide range of ignition or start of combustion timings – as indicated by 10% mass 

fraction burned (MFB) angle – were observed in the CAI engines. Table 6.1 illustrates 

different values for 10% MFB in the two- and four-stroke engines under different 

conditions of speed, load and air-fuel ratio. In all cases the spark plug was inactive. 

It is clear that ignition is occurring very early in the cycle for some of the CAI cases. 

Under some two-stroke conditions the angle of 10% MFB occurs more than 10 ºCA 

before top dead centre. However in the 4S case shown the angle of 10% MFB occurs 

close to TDC. This illustrates the earlier point that there is no direct means of control 

over ignition timing or combustion phasing in the CAI mode. 

Table 6.1 Ignition timings for CAI combustion 

Operating 
cycle 

Engine speed 
[rev/min] 

IMEP 
[bar] 

Air-fuel ratio Angle of 10% MFB 
[°CA ATDC(F)] 

2S 2750 1.567 18.86 -13.5 

2S 2750 2.277 17.00 -10.2 

2S 2750 3.253 18.37 -8.5 

4S 3500 2.780 14.36 -1.9 

A key hypothesis of CAI combustion is that it is an auto-ignition process, and 

combustion may be initiated in more than one location. This hypothesis may be tested 

using the rate of heat release data described in the next section. 

6.2.2 Rate of heat release 

Rates of heat release observed with CAI combustion are significantly faster than those 

that would be expected with SI operation. Figure 6.2 shows the variation of burn 

duration (10 – 90% MFB) with air-fuel ratio for the two-stroke engine at 2750 rev/min, 

with a range of intake manifold pressure. The minimum values of 7 ºCA represent 

exceptionally rapid heat release. 
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Figure 6.2 Burn duration for two-stroke engine at 2750 rev/min 

Figure 6.3 shows contours of burn duration for a fixed air-fuel ratio of 22:1, plotted 

against engine speed and load. The most rapid combustion occurs in the centre of the 

CAI region with 10 – 90% MFB values at 8 °CA and less. Towards the peripheries of 

the CAI envelope heat release is slower, although still very rapid, with burn durations in 

the range 10 – 15 °CA. 
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Figure 6.3 Burn duration for the two-stroke engine at 22:1 air-fuel ratio 
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6.2.3 Combustion phasing 

Combustion phasing – the timing of the heat release in the cycle – is identified by the 

position of 50% mass fraction burned (MFB). The combustion phasing is therefore a 

product of ignition timing and rate of heat release, and reflects the variation in these two 

parameters. 
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Figure 6.4 Combustion phasing for the two-stroke engine at 2750 rev/min 

Figure 6.4 illustrates the 50% MFB timing for a range of operating conditions at 2750 

rev/min. With an air-fuel ratio of approximately 20:1, early ignition and rapid heat 

release combine to produce very early combustion phasing, with the 50% MFB point at 

up to 10 ºCA before top-dead centre. This is undesirable from the standpoint of thermal 

efficiency, as work is being done on the piston as it moves towards the top of the 

cylinder. 

Figure 6.5 shows the contours for combustion phasing over the whole CAI envelope. As 

would be expected, trends in 50% MFB broadly follow those for burn duration: 

combustion phasing is earliest in the centre of the CAI region, and occurs later at the 

boundaries. In this case the air-fuel ratio is 22:1 and the most extreme advanced 

combustion timings are not observed, but 50% MFB nevertheless occurs as much as 4 

°CA before TDC. 
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Figure 6.5 Combustion phasing for two-stroke engine at 22:1 air-fuel ratio 

6.2.4 Combustion stability 

Cycle-by-cycle variations in combustion occur in the SI engine because the in-cylinder 

flow field varies from one cycle to the next, because different quantities of air, fuel and 

residual are present each cycle, and as a result of variations in mixing of these 

components. These factors particularly affect the early flame development in the 

vicinity of the spark plug (Stone 1999). 

The CAI engine is not so dependent on having the right mixture and air motion at the 

right place (the spark gap), and at the right time. As a result, better combustion stability 

might be expected in the CAI engine. Data from the present study indicates that this is 

the case, as indicated in Figure 6.6, which compares the coefficient of variation (COV) 

of IMEP for the SI and CAI modes, on the basis of residual fraction. In the SI case 

combustion stability deteriorates sharply with increasing residual fraction: at residual 

fractions above 40% it is no longer possible to run the engine. In contrast the CAI 

combustion mode can tolerate much higher residual fractions: stable operation is 

possible at a residual fraction of 60% and beyond. 
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Figure 6.6 Comparison of combustion stability in SI and CAI modes 

Figure 6.7 shows iso-line for coefficient of variation of IMEP for the two-stroke CAI 

engine over the complete operating envelope, for an overall air-fuel ratio of 22:1. For a 

large portion of the operating map the engine demonstrates COV values below 3%: very 

good combustion stability for these low-load conditions. 
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Figure 6.7 COV of IMEP for the two-stroke engine at 22:1 air-fuel ratio 
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6.2.5 Spark-assisted CAI 

The primary characteristic of full CAI combustion is that a spark discharge is not 

required to initiate combustion. Under certain conditions in both two-stroke and four-

stroke engines an alternative combustion mode was observed, having many of the 

properties of full CAI, but requiring a spark event to maintain stable combustion. This 

mode may be termed spark-supported or spark-assisted CAI combustion (Bunting 

2006; Wang et al. 2006; Persson 2008). 

The in-cylinder conditions present in the spark-assisted CAI cases would negate the 

possibility of conventional SI combustion. The residual fractions of 50 – 60% present in 

these cases are too high for conventional flame propagation to occur (Kuroda et al. 

1978). 

In the two-stroke engine, the spark-assisted CAI mode was characterised by a two-stage 

ignition process. As shown in Figure 6.8, a small initial heat release is triggered by the 

spark discharge, and the main combustion event occurs some 10 – 20 ºCA later. The 

timing of the main combustion event was found to be insensitive to ignition timing. 
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Figure 6.8 Two-stage ignition in the two-stroke engine 

A plausible hypothesis is that the spark discharge triggers the type of cool flame 

described in Section 2.3.1 (the mixture is too dilute for normal flame propagation), and 
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an auto-ignition event follows. Combustion photographs from an optical-access version 

of the present CAI engine have strengthened this hypothesis (Parmenter 2008). 

Reproduced in Fig. 6.6, an initial weak luminescence is observed immediately after the 

spark event, followed by stronger luminescence coinciding with the main heat release. 
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Figure 6.9 Combustion photographs for spark-supported CAI operation in an 
optical two-stroke single-cylinder engine (Parmenter 2008) 
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In the four-stroke engine by contrast, single-stage ignition was observed in all cases. For 

four-stroke spark-supported CAI furthermore, combustion phasing did broadly respond 

to changes in ignition timing. However there are evident differences between this 4S 

spark-supported CAI mode and conventional SI combustion with high residual rates. 

Figure 6.10 illustrates typical heat release characteristics in the 4S spark-supported CAI 

region, without any evidence of cool flame following the ignition discharge (20 ºCA 

BTDC(F)). 
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Figure 6.10 Spark-supported CAI operation in the four-stroke engine 
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For a residual rate around 55%, heat release rates were in the range 20 – 22 ºCA for 10 

– 90% MFB duration. In contrast control experiments were conducted using the 

standard camshafts and conventional SI operation, and with a residual rate of just 27%, 

a burn duration of 35 ºCA was recorded. 

6.3 In-Cylinder Conditions Required for CAI 

The combination of experimental and modelling studies used in this investigation 

allows hypotheses concerning the in-cylinder conditions required for CAI to be 

developed and tested. 

The basic hypothesis is that CAI begins by auto-ignition – spontaneous oxidation 

reactions between the fuel and oxidiser. Mixtures of gasoline and air do not auto-ignite 

at ambient pressure and temperature. Appropriate conditions are reached by the dilution 

of the mixture with hot residual gases, and through normal compression by the piston. 

It should therefore be possible to determine criteria for pressure and temperature under 

which CAI will occur. 

6.3.1 Charge temperatures 

The use of 1-D gas-dynamics simulation and computational fluid-dynamics simulation 

techniques allows the charge temperature in the CAI engines to be estimated. Results 

from WAVE models of the two-stroke engine are shown in Figure 6.11. The average 

temperature in the cylinder at 20 ºCA BTDC(F) is calculated to be in the range 1000 to 

1100 K. These values subsequently provided a target for the four-stroke engine when 

designing the valvetrain. 
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Figure 6.11 Charge temperatures for the two-stroke engine (from 1-D simulation) 

Figure 6.12 shows WAVE simulation results from a speed range test from the four-

stroke CAI engine. The lower charge temperatures at low engine speeds explain why it 

was possible to achieve full CAI only at high engine speeds, above 2500 rev/min. Also 

shown are test points from a boosted CAI test – HRG016 is a boost response test, with 

intake manifold pressures of 150, 200 and 250 mbarg. Supercharging has the effect of 

raising the in-cylinder charge temperatures at lower engine speeds, as discussed further 

in Section 6.4.2.1. Nevertheless, in all cases the in-cylinder temperatures in the four-

stroke CAI engine were significantly lower than those observed in the two-stroke 

engine. 
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Figure 6.12 Charge temperatures for the four-stroke CAI engine – wide open 
throttle with stoichiometric AFR (from 1-D simulation) 

6.3.2 Residual fraction 

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show iso-lines for residual fraction in the two-stroke engine and 

four-stroke engine, from 1-D gas-dynamic modelling. In all cases the fractions are high: 

from 40 – 60% in the two-stroke engine and 30 – 60% in the four-stroke engine. As 

expected the residual fractions decrease with increasing load, and do not show a strong 

dependence on engine speed. The lower residual fractions at low engine speeds 

observed in the four-stroke engine are part of the explanation for the reduced charge 

temperatures discussed in the previous section, and consequently for the difficulty in 

achieving CAI combustion. 
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Figure 6.13 Residual fractions in the two-stroke engine (from 1-D simulation) 
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 Figure 6.14 Residual fractions in the four-stroke engine (from 1-D simulation) 
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6.4 Operating Envelope for CAI Combustion 

It was not possible to achieve CAI combustion over an operating envelope equivalent to 

that for SI operation; CAI was observed with narrower limits of engine speed, load and 

air-fuel ratio. These limits will be described for each of the engines. 

6.4.1 Two-stroke cycle engine 

With a single fixed valve timing, a significant operating envelope for CAI was recorded 

with the two-stroke cycle engine. Figure 6.15 shows all of the CAI operating points 

recorded in terms of speed and load. Around this operating region it was possible to run 

the engine with spark-ignition. 
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Figure 6.15 Two-stroke CAI engine test points 

The boundaries of CAI operation are consistent with those reported for piston-ported 

two-stroke cycle engines (Lavy et al. 2000, 2001). At the upper-load limit scavenging 

efficiency increases to a degree at which there is insufficient residual trapped to achieve 

the charge temperatures needed for auto-ignition. As engine speed increases the 

scavenging efficiency for a fixed load decreases. This accounts for the upward-sloping 

scavenge limit: CAI is possible at higher loads with increased engine speed. 

At the low-load limit large proportions of residual are trapped, but the exhaust 

temperature is also very low. Again a boundary is reached at which auto-ignition is not 
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possible due to low overall charge temperature. Exhaust temperatures for the CAI 

envelope with a fixed overall air-fuel ratio of 22:1 are shown in Fig. 6.16. The slight 

dependence of exhaust temperature on engine speed accounts for the downward-sloping 

nature of the misfire limit: CAI operation is possible at lower loads with increasing 

engine speed. 
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Figure 6.16 Exhaust temperature for the two-stroke engine at 22:1 air-fuel ratio  

The scavenge and misfire limits were found to meet at approximately 2000 rev/min for 

the single-cylinder engine, and full CAI operation was not recorded at lower engine 

speeds. It must be emphasised that CAI would be possible at significantly higher engine 

speeds than those allowed by the valvetrain limit in this study. During the original 

Flagship development programmes, CAI combustion was recorded at engine speeds of 

5500 rev/min (Stokes et al. 1992). 

A number of measures were adopted in attempts to expand the full operating envelope 

beyond that presented, and these are summarised below. 

The test facility was equipped with air heaters, and by raising the intake air temperature 

above ambient levels, it was possible to extend CAI operation down to an engine speed 

of 1750 rev/min. Fig. 6.17 illustrates the influence of intake air temperature on 
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combustion phasing for an engine speed of 2000 rev/min. With higher intake air 

temperatures CAI combustion occurs earlier in the cycle, and is also possible over a 

wider range of air-fuel ratio. 
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Figure 6.17 Variation of combustion phasing with intake air temperature for 2000 
rev/min, 250 mbarg intake manifold pressure 

It is to be expected that raising the temperature of the intake air will encourage 

controlled auto-ignition to occur, and indeed this approach has been used in a large 

number of HCCI/CAI studies (Thring 1989, Stockinger et al. 1992, Aoyama et al. 

1996). Despite the contentions of some researchers (Yang 2002), the author does not 

believe that intake-air heating (by any means) is consistent with the development of 

practical CAI or HCCI engines for passenger vehicles. Among a number of obstacles, 

the most serious is the problem of combustion knock during a transition from 

HCCI/CAI part-load operation – with hot intake air – to full-load SI operation. No 

realistic solution to this problem has yet been presented and the single-mode CAI or 

HCCI engine, which does not require a spark-ignition region, remains a remote 

possibility for automotive engines. As a consequence of this, only a small quantity of 

testwork with raised intake-air temperature was undertaken.  

The scavenge limit described for CAI combustion could be expanded using an exhaust 

back-pressure valve – effectively an exhaust throttle. Using the back-pressure valve 
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alters the scavenging characteristics of the engine such that high proportions of 

combustion products are retained at increased engine load. As shown by Fig. 6.18, a 

load of 7 bar IMEP was recorded at 2250 rev/min, equivalent to 14 bar NIMEP in a 

four-stroke engine. This is perhaps the highest load yet recorded for CAI operation. 

Exhaust throttling was also successful in reducing the minimum engine speed for CAI 

operation; tests were undertaken at 1800 rev/min using this approach. 
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Figure 6.18 Expanded CAI operation through intake air heating, exhaust throttling 
and intake port deactivation 

A series of tests were undertaken with one intake port deactivated to evaluate the effect 

of changing the bulk air motion on CAI combustion. The result of operating with a 

single intake port is to introduce a significant amount of swirl. This approach was found 

to have a significant impact on the operating envelope for two-stroke CAI combustion. 

As illustrated by Figure 6.18, the load range over which CAI combustion was possible 

at 2000 rev/min was substantially enlarged using intake port deactivation. The 

minimum engine speed for CAI operation was also reduced to 1750 rev/min with a 

single intake port. The likely explanation for this outcome is better mixing of trapped 

residuals and fresh intake air resulting from the bulk swirl motion, which promotes CAI 

combustion at conditions not possible with the standard engine build. 
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6.4.2 Four-stroke cycle engine 

In general terms, it is more difficult to achieve CAI combustion with a four-stroke cycle 

than with a two-stroke cycle. The two-stroke engine gas exchange processes lend 

themselves to the retention of residual gases, and the interval between firing events is 

half that for a four-stroke engine. 

Definition of the operating boundaries for CAI in the four-stroke engine is also slightly 

more complicated, as a range of different engine builds were tested. Figure 6.19 shows 

the operating envelope for CAI with a stoichiometric mixture, with wide-open throttle 

and ambient pressure intake air. 
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Figure 6.19 Operating envelope for four-stroke CAI with stoichiometric mixture 

With ambient pressure intake air it was possible to disable the ignition system only at 

speeds of 2500 rev/min and above, and this region is described as full CAI. Below this 

speed an operating envelope having many of the characteristics of CAI – but requiring a 

spark discharge to sustain it – was recorded. This region is termed spark-assisted CAI as 

discussed in Section 6.2.5. The peak lift timings used to gather the test results are shown 

in Figure 6.20. 
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Figure 6.20 Intake cam peak lift timing 

Considering the boundaries of the total CAI envelope, at lower loads there is a misfire 

limit similar to that described for the two-stroke engine. Significant proportions of 

residual are trapped but the temperature of this residual is falling and with it the overall 

charge temperature decreases. 

Within the full CAI operating region the upper load limit is also analogous to that for 

the two-stroke engine. As load increases there is a conflict between increasing air 

demand and the requirement for high residual rates. In the four-stroke engine this is 

perhaps best termed the gas-exchange limit. The relationship of this boundary with 

engine speed differs between the four-stroke and two-stroke engines: with a four-stroke 

cycle the maximum load for CAI combustion decreases with increasing engine speed. 

For spark-assisted CAI combustion there is no real upper load limit but rather a gradual 

transition to conventional SI operation. 

6.4.2.1 The effect of supercharging 

As discussed above, the upper load boundary for CAI combustion represents a conflict 

between the need for increasing air mass flow and the requirement for continued high 

rates of residual to maintain high charge temperatures. 
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This conflict can be overcome by supercharging – increasing the pressure of the intake 

air. In this way the air mass flow can be increased while at the same time retaining a 

high proportion of residual gases. The effect of supercharging on the operating envelope 

for full four-stroke CAI is striking: with intake manifold pressure raised to just 200 

mbarg, CAI operation was recorded across the complete engine speed range. Figure 6.21 

shows the operating envelope for supercharged CAI operation with a stoichiometric 

mixture. 
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Figure 6.21 Supercharged CAI operating envelope 

The boundaries for supercharged CAI have different definitions again. The lower load 

limit is simply determined by the naturally aspirated load for the particular valve timing. 

The upper load boundary was defined by a mechanical limit, the maximum rate of 

pressure rise occurring in the cylinder. Figure 6.21 shows data up to a maximum rate of 

pressure rise of 8 bar/ºCA, which is already very high by SI engine standards. 

6.5 Efficiency 

In order for CAI combustion to succeed in practical powertrain applications, it must 

deliver very competitive fuel economy. The factors influencing the indicated efficiency 

of IC engines may be summarised as follows: 

� Expansion ratio 

� Combustion duration 
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� Combustion phasing 

� Combustion efficiency 

� Ratio of specific heats γ of working fluid 

� Heat transfer losses 

� Pumping losses 

 

Table 6.2 gives the actual values of these parameters for a fixed operating point in the 

two-stroke and four-stroke CAI engine, and compares them with ideal values and those 

for typical part-throttle SI operation. The two-stroke CAI engine benefits from reduced 

pumping work and shorter combustion duration, but is at a disadvantage in terms of 

effective expansion ratio, combustion phasing, heat transfer losses and ratio of specific 

heats of the working fluid. 

Table 6.2 Contributions to efficiency 

Parameter Two-stroke 
CAI engine 

Four-stroke 
CAI engine 

Typical SI 
engine 

Ideal value 

Expansion ratio 
(geometric) 

9:1 11.7:1 11.7:1 14:1 

Combustion duration 
10 - 90% MFB [ºCA] 

7 18 22 Minimum 

Combustion phasing 
50% MFB [ºCA ATDC] 

-3 10 8 0 

γ of working fluid 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 

Pumping work 
PMEP [bar] 

0 -0.4 -0.6 0 

Combustion efficiency 0.90 0.90 0.99 1 

 

The four-stroke CAI engine has higher effective expansion ratio and more favourable 

combustion phasing, but also higher pumping work and longer combustion duration. 

The four-stroke engine also suffers from high heat transfer losses and low γ of the intake 

charge. 

Contour maps of ISFC for both engines are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23. 
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Figure 6.22 ISFC for two-stroke engine with air-fuel ratio fixed at 22:1 overall 
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Figure 6.23 ISFC for four-stroke engine with stoichiometric air-fuel ratio 

Considering the four-stroke CAI results, fuel consumption was not as good as that 

generally now reported in the literature. For a key point of 2000 rev/min and 2.7 bar 

IMEP, net ISFC was 283 g/kWh for the four-stroke CAI engine – a reduction of 8% 
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compared with conventional stoichiometric SI operation in the same engine (see also 

Section 6.7). Using a similar CAI approach, Zhao (2007) reported an improvement in 

fuel consumption of 12% at an equivalent operating point; Fuerhapter (2007) recorded 

an improvement of 15% under similar conditions. Possible explanations for this are 

unusually high heat transfer losses resulting from a single-cylinder engine with a 

complex piston crown, higher pumping losses than expected, or poor combustion 

efficiency. 

6.6 Emissions Formation 

6.6.1 Nitrogen Oxides 

A key attraction of CAI combustion is that emissions of nitrogen oxides are low 

compared with both SI and CI combustion. This characteristic was confirmed with both 

the two-stroke and four-stroke CAI engines: NOx emissions were as little as 20 ppm 

and ISNOx was as low as 0.1 g/kWh. 

Nitric oxide (NO) – the predominant nitrogen oxide formed in the combustion chamber 

– is produced from atmospheric nitrogen by the following reactions (Zeldovich 1946, 

Lavoie et al. 1970): 

NNONO 2 +⇔+  

ONOON 2 +⇔+  

HNOOHN +⇔+  

These three reactions are very sensitive to temperature, and the low emissions of NO 

with CAI combustion imply that the combustion temperature is lower than that in the 

reaction zone of an SI or CI engine. 

There are two possible explanations for reduced combustion temperature with CAI. 

Firstly the high residual fraction used in CAI will act as a heat sink (much as EGR does 

in conventional engines) and lower the peak combustion temperature. Alternatively CAI 

may occur through different oxidation chemistry, and at lower temperatures than those 

found with conventional flame chemistry. The true situation may be a combination of 

these two phenomena. 
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The response of NOx formation to air-fuel ratio for the two-stroke engine is shown in 

Figure 6.24. Peak NOx formation occurs at around 20:1 overall AFR; this value will 

represent the optimal combination of combustion temperature and oxygen availability. 

The variation in the AFR for peak NOx formation with speed and load reflects the 

influence of scavenging characteristics on the relationship between trapped and total air-

fuel ratio. 
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Figure 6.24 NOx formation in the two-stroke engine with 250 mbarg intake 
manifold pressure 

Using mass spectrometry it was possible to identify the individual contributions of nitric 

oxide NO and nitrogen dioxide NO2 to the total NOx emissions. As expected, NO is 

present in much higher proportions – typically around 99% NO to only 1% NO2. 

6.6.2 Total hydrocarbons 

Emissions of unburned hydrocarbons from CAI engines are a subject of much interest in 

the field, as they have in some cases been recorded as being much higher than for 

comparable SI or CI engines (Zhao 2007, Dec and Sjöberg 2003, Kaiser et al. 2002). 

Total hydrocarbons have been measured using a flame ionisation detector, and speciated 

hydrocarbons have been analysed by mass spectrometry as discussed in the next section. 
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Total hydrocarbons recorded ranged between 500 and 6000 ppmC and ISHC between 5 

and 35 g/kWh. Very similar values were observed in the two- and four-stroke engines. 

The influence of air-fuel ratio on HC emissions from the two-stroke engine is shown in 

Figure 6.25. 
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Figure 6.25 HC formation in the two-stroke engine with 250 mbarg intake manifold 
pressure 

Contour plots of ISHC emissions for the two-stroke and four-stroke engines are shown 

in Figures 6.26 and 6.27. The trend of unburned HC emissions observed in Fig. 6.27 is 

similar to that typically recorded for SI engines – HC emissions decease in magnitude 

with increasing engine speed and load (Heywood 1988). 

A typical development target for a new gasoline engine might be BSHC emissions of 

less than 5 g/kWh at 2000 rev/min and 2 bar BMEP. The ISHC figure of 14.3 g/kWh for 

four-stroke CAI at 2000 rev/min and 2.7 bar IMEP confirms the challenge of HC 

emissions in the CAI mode. The magnitude of HC emissions is considered further in 

Section 6.7. 
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Figure 6.26 HC emissions for the two-stroke engine with air-fuel ratio 22:1 
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Figure 6.27 HC emissions for the four-stroke engine with stoichiometric air-fuel 
ratio 

6.6.3 Speciated hydrocarbons 

A mass spectrometer was used to identify the individual hydrocarbon species emitted by 

the four-stroke CAI engine. The spectrum of hydrocarbon species found in the exhaust 
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from IC-engines may be classified into three groups (Cheng et al. 1994, Villinger et al. 

2002): 

1. Feed-through species. Hydrocarbon components of the fuel that pass through the 

engine without modification. 

2. Offset species. Hydrocarbons that are found in the fuel and are also generated by 

partial oxidation of other fuel components. 

3. Non-fuel species. Hydrocarbons that are entirely generated by incomplete 

combustion and are not present in the fuel. 

It is useful to start by considering the species found in the fuel. A standard pump fuel – 

BP 95 RON unleaded gasoline – was used throughout. This type of fuel is composed of 

hydrocarbons from C4 to C10, including alkanes (paraffins), alkenes (olefins) and 

aromatic components. The actual composition as determined by a gas chromatograph is 

shown in Figure 6.28, with all isomers grouped together. (Full fuel properties are 

presented in Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C.) 
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Figure 6.28 Composition of fuel used during mass spectrometry tests 

The 5 most significant components of the fuel are as follows: 

1. C5 alkanes (general structure C5H12) 14.87% 

2. C7 aromatics (PhCH3)  13.88% 
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3. C8 aromatics (PhC2H5)  13.63% 

4. C6 alkanes (C6H14)   13.56% 

5. C6 alkenes (C6H12)   7.38% 

Three operating points were used for the mass spectrometry tests, labelled A, B and C in 

Figure 6.29. For comparison with CAI operation three SI combustion modes were also 

tested: stoichiometric SI operation, homogeneous lean SI operation with λ = 1.4, and 

stratified charge lean SI operation. It was not possible to use a stratified charge with the 

highest engine speed condition, point C. 
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Figure 6.29 Operating conditions for mass spectrometry tests 

Conventional test results for each of the conditions are presented in Appendix E, along 

with the complete speciated hydrocarbon results. 

The primary conclusion from these test results is that the speciated hydrocarbon 

emissions in the CAI mode do not differ significantly from those for spark ignition 

operation. Volumetric emissions of ethane, propene, butadiene, methylbenzene and the 

pentane isomers all fall within the range of the corresponding emissions for the three SI 

modes. 

However the following departures from the SI emissions ranges were observed: 

� Benzene emissions were higher with CAI operation for the 2000 rev/min case 

� Methane emissions were substantially higher at 2000 and 3000 rev/min, and slightly higher 

at the 1500 rev/min case for CAI combustion 
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� Ethyne emissions were higher for CAI operation at the 2000 rev/min operating point 

� Formaldehyde emissions were lower in the CAI mode at all three operating points 

compared with SI operation 

6.6.4 Carbon monoxide 

Carbon monoxide emissions generally occur in combustion of rich mixtures where there 

is insufficient oxygen to convert all of the fuel carbon to carbon dioxide. This 

relationship holds for CAI operation, as shown for the two-stroke engine in Figure 6.30. 
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Figure 6.30 CO formation in the two-stroke engine with 250 mbarg intake manifold 
pressure 

Contour maps of ISCO for both engines are shown in Figures 6.31.and 6.32, with an 

overall air-fuel ratio of 22:1 for the two-stroke engine and a stoichiometric mixture for 

the four-stroke engine. As would be expected, CO emissions are consistently lower for 

the two-stroke engine, which has an overall lean mixture. 

For the four-stroke CAI engine the CO emissions data compares well with that reported 

in the literature – CAI operation produces modest reductions in specific CO emissions 

compared with conventional SI operation (Zhao 2007). Section 6.7 presents further 

quantitative analysis of these reductions. 
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Figure 6.31 CO emissions in the two-stroke engine with air-fuel ratio fixed at 22:1 
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Figure 6.32 CO emissions in the four-stroke engine at stoichiometric air-fuel ratio 

In this low-speed, low-load part of the operating map the CO emissions of an SI engine 

typically exhibit little variation with speed and load. The CAI mode displays a more 
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pronounced minimum, with the lowest CO emissions occurring in approximately the 

middle of the CAI envelope. 

6.6.5 Smoke 

Smoke or soot is solid carbon material, and generally results from rich combustion 

where there is insufficient oxygen. Using the apparatus described in Section 4.3.4, no 

smoke emissions were measured under any stable CAI operating condition. 

Since a homogeneous charge at approximately stoichiometric air-fuel ratio was sought 

in all cases, the level of smoke emitted gives an indication of the quality of mixture 

preparation under CAI conditions. Since the smoke levels were near-zero it can be 

concluded that the fuel was well vaporised and mixed in the CAI engines. It seems 

likely that the presence of high proportions of hot residual gases at the time of injection 

would be beneficial in this respect. 

6.7 Comparison with SI Engine Operating 

Modes 

6.7.1 Efficiency 

The discussion in Section 6.5 compared CAI operation in the two-stroke and four-stroke 

engine with typical SI operation. It is instructive to also undertake a comparison with 

the other operating modes offered by DI gasoline engines: homogeneous lean and 

stratified charge combustion. This comparison will focus on the four-stroke CAI engine, 

and on an operating point of 2000 rev/min and 2.7 bar IMEP (equivalent to 2 bar BMEP 

with a representative engine friction characteristic). Although spark-supported rather 

than full CAI was recorded at this condition, the majority of the conclusions are valid 

for the entire CAI envelope. The operating conditions for each case are shown in Table 

6.3. 
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Table 6.3 Operating conditions for 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP 

 Stoichiometric 
SI 

Stoichiometric 
CAI 

Lean SI  
(λ = 1.4) 

Stratified SI 

Intake manifold 
pressure [mbarg] 

- 570 0 -500 -5 

Injection duration 
[ms] 

1.38 1.28 1.26 1.20 

Start of injection 
timing [ºCA ATDC] 

15 90 45 280 

Overall lambda 1.00 1.00 1.39 3.26 

Exhaust 
temperature [ºC] 

530 347 460 227 

 

Figure 6.33 shows the net ISFC values for the four operating modes. The CAI operating 

mode shows a benefit of 8% compared with stoichiometric SI operation. This benefit is 

similar to that for lean operation, but less than the 17% reduction that is recorded when 

a stratified charge is used. This data provides the chief explanation for the ISFC results 

discussed above. 
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Figure 6.33 Comparison of net ISFC for CAI and SI combustion modes 

Figure 6.34 shows the corresponding pumping MEP values for each of the four modes. 

The negative overlap approach employed in the CAI case gives a reduction in pumping 

work compared with the part-throttle SI cases, but again the benefit is less than for 

stratified charge operation, where near-zero PMEP is recorded with a wide-open 

throttle. This is the primary explanation for the differences in ISFC shown above. 
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Figure 6.34 Comparison of PMEP for CAI and SI combustion modes 

6.7.2 Emissions formation 

Emissions of NOx, HC and CO can be compared for the four DI gasoline modes in the 

same way that efficiency has been considered in the previous section. 

Figure 6.35 shows the comparison for ISNOx emissions. The benefit of CAI over all of 

the SI operating modes is very clear, with a reduction of 99% over stoichiometric SI 

operation. It should be noted however that NOx emissions from the SI modes could be 

reduced significantly by the use of a conventional EGR strategy. 
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Figure 6.35 Comparison of ISNOx emissions for CAI and SI combustion modes 

The stratified charge mode shows the highest emissions of NOx. This results from the 

burning of some portion of the charge at an air-fuel ratio where NOx formation is very 
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high (typically around 16:1). For the homogeneous lean SI case the combustion 

temperature is reduced and NOx formation is significantly lower than with a 

stoichiometric mixture. 

Total HC values for each of the modes are illustrated by Figure 6.36. For this pollutant 

there is an increase for CAI operation compared with stoichiometric SI combustion, but 

the increase is not as great as that recorded for both of the lean SI cases. In terms of HC 

formation, the lean modes suffer with respect to flame quenching and incomplete 

combustion. 
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Figure 6.36 Comparison of ISHC emissions for CAI and SI combustion modes 

Figure 6.37 shows the comparison for CO emissions. 
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Figure 6.37 Comparison of ISCO emissions for CAI and SI combustion modes 
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As discussed above, smoke is solid carbon resulting from incomplete combustion in rich 

mixtures. Near-zero smoke emissions were recorded for all operating modes except 

stratified charge SI operation. In this case the stratification of fuel implies the existence 

of rich regions where there is insufficient time for mixing. 

6.8 Summary 

This chapter has presented results from engine experiments and from numerical 

simulation. The key characteristics of a CAI combustion system have been documented.  

For both two-stroke and four-stroke CAI combustion, heat release occurs much more 

rapidly than for SI operation, and in some cases extremely rapidly. CAI combustion 

phasing can also be very advanced, with the position of 50% mass fraction burned 

occurring up to 10 degrees before top dead centre. Combustion in the CAI mode is 

found to be stable, with low levels of cycle-to-cycle variation. 

Under certain conditions in both two-stroke and four-stroke engines an alternative 

combustion mode was observed, having many of the properties of full CAI but 

requiring a spark discharge to maintain stable combustion. This spark-assisted CAI 

operation occurs with in-cylinder conditions that negate the possibility of conventional 

SI combustion. In the two-stroke engine the spark-assisted CAI combustion was 

characterised by two-stage ignition, with a cool flame preceding the main heat release. 

The in-cylinder conditions required for CAI combustion have been identified, in terms 

of charge temperatures and residual fractions. The higher charge temperatures found in 

the two-stroke engine provide the explanation for the relative ease with which CAI 

combustion can be achieved, compared with the four-stroke engine. 

The engine speed and load operating envelopes for CAI combustion have been 

described for both CAI engines. For both engines CAI combustion was only possible at 

low loads, and generally over a range of three to four bar IMEP. In the two-stroke 

engine CAI combustion was not possible at low engine speeds, and in the four-stroke 

engine it was not possible at high engine speeds. Methods to expand these envelopes, 

including supercharging, intake air heating, intake port deactivation and exhaust 

throttling have been outlined. 
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The fuel consumption and emissions characteristics of CAI combustion have been 

described. The chief attraction of CAI operation is very low NOx emissions; for steady-

state four-stroke operation CAI operation produces 99% lower NOx emissions than 

stoichiometric SI operation. Hydrocarbon emissions increase for CAI operation, but are 

still lower than for lean-burn operating modes in the same engine. In general the 

speciated hydrocarbon emissions in the CAI mode were similar to those for SI 

combustion, but some differences were identified. CAI operation produced a steady-

state reduction in fuel consumption of 8% compared with SI operation. While a 

significant improvement, this was not as large as the fuel economy benefits reported in 

some CAI studies.  
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7. Application of CAI 
Combustion 

7.1 Influences on New Engine Design 

The introduction to this thesis considered two factors that influence new engine and 

vehicle design: emissions legislation, and pressures to reduce fuel consumption and 

carbon dioxide emissions. However there are many other factors that also drive the 

engine development process. These influencing factors can be considered systematically 

by identifying the stakeholders in new engine technology: consumers, car 

manufacturers, and governments and other legislative bodies. Consumer organisations, 

environmental pressure groups and trade associations also represent the interests of 

these three groups or sections of them. 

Customers demand a broad range of attributes in new engines, including performance, 

refinement, fuel economy and reliability. However, the topics of most interest to 

consumers vary significantly between markets. In some markets consumers are 

increasingly environmentally aware, paying attention to vehicle CO2 and noxious 

emissions, including those tested with ‘real world’ driving conditions published by the 

automotive press, in addition to official homologation numbers. 

Within the carmakers own requirements for new engine designs lies a clear conflict. On 

the one hand new engines must satisfy brand values through the introduction of new 

technology and product differentiation. On the other hand new engines must be as cost-

effective to manufacture as possible. The latter constraint might mean that the addition 

of expensive technology is kept to a minimum, and that a small number of global engine 

families are developed to serve a range of brands, platforms and derivatives. 

Governments also have a range of tools with which to influence engine technology. The 

most straightforward of these is emissions legislation, but fuel, road and company car 

taxation are playing an increasingly significant role. 
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Emissions legislation and the influences on fuel economy and carbon dioxide emissions 

are discussed in greater detail below. 

7.1.1 Emissions legislation 

Legislation on noxious emissions from vehicles originated in the United States, and in 

particular California. The city of Los Angeles is in an unusual geographical and 

meteorological position that favours the formation of temperature inversions and the 

retention of smog. Serious research into photochemical smog began in Los Angeles in 

the 1950s, and the first legislative limits on emissions were introduced in California 

during the following decade (Austin et al. 1981). Today California still maintains a lead 

in seeking emissions reductions, having the most severe legislative limits of any market. 

Emissions limits focus on three exhaust gas pollutants – hydrocarbons (HC), nitrogen 

oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO). Hydrocarbons are the result of incomplete 

combustion and include unburned components of the original fuel (alkanes, alkenes and 

aromatic compounds), partial oxidation products (aldehydes, ketones and carboxylic 

acids) and thermal cracking products (including ethene and ethyne). When exposed to 

sunlight and nitrous oxide the various hydrocarbons react to form oxidants that may 

irritate the mucous membranes. Some hydrocarbons are also considered to be 

carcinogenic (Bauer 1996). Atmospheric nitrogen is oxidised in the combustion 

chamber to form predominantly NO. In air this is gradually converted to NO2, a 

poisonous gas. Collectively referred to as NOx, nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere are 

believed to be responsible for the formation of acid rain. Carbon monoxide is a product 

of incomplete combustion and is a colourless, odourless but highly poisonous gas. For 

diesel engine vehicles current legislation also covers particulates – solid and liquid 

components of the exhaust stream primarily composed of carbonaceous soot. European 

emissions legislation scheduled to come into effect in 2009 will also impose particulate 

limits for direct-injection gasoline engines (EC Regulation No. 715/2007). Attention is 

now turning to other types of emissions from vehicle exhausts, and future legislation 

may target for example specific types of reactive hydrocarbons. 

For light-duty engines, emissions testing takes the form of operating the vehicle through 

a simulated driving pattern using a chassis dynamometer. The vehicle’s driving wheels 

are placed on rollers whose rotational resistance and inertia is varied to simulate the 
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effects of friction, aerodynamic drag and the weight of the vehicle. The driving cycle is 

composed of a progression of precisely defined vehicle speeds, gearshifts and idle 

phases. Three main test cycles are currently in use: the US Federal Test Procedure 

(FTP) drive cycle, the European ECE/EC drive cycle and the Japanese 10-15 mode and 

11-mode cycles. The FTP cycle is used in a number of countries other than the US 

including Canada, Australia, South Korea and some South American and Scandinavian 

countries. The driving cycles used attempt to reproduce real world conditions, but the 

extent to which they do so has received much attention in recent years. 

Table 7.1 Emissions limits for gasoline passenger cars 

EU Emissions Limits (ECE/EU test cycle) 

Standard Introduced CO [g/km] HC [g/km] NOx [g/km] PM [mg/km]
1
 

Euro 3 2000 2.3 0.2 0.15 — 

Euro 4 2005 1.0 0.1 0.08 — 

Euro 5 2009 1.0 0.1 0.06 4.5 

Euro 6 2013 1.0 0.1 0.06 4.5 

US Federal Emissions Limits (FTP 75 test cycle) 

Standard Introduction CO [g/mile] HC [g/mile] NOx [g/mile] 

Tier 1 1994 3.4 0.25 0.4 

Tier 2 2004 1.7 0.125
1
 0.2 

California Emissions Limits (FTP 75 test cycle) 

Standard CO [g/mile] HC
2
 [g/mile] NOx [g/mile] 

TLEV 3.4 0.125 0.2 

LEV 3.4 0.075 0.2 

ULEV 1.7 0.04 0.2 

Japan Emissions Limits (10-15 mode cycle) 

Standard CO [g/km] HC [g/km] NOx [g/km] 

Current 2.1 - 2.7 0.25 – 0.39 0.25 – 0.48 

Proposed 0.67 0.08 0.08 

Note 1 Applies to direct-injection gasoline engines only        
Note 2 Excludes methane emissions 

There is a surprising disparity in emissions limits among markets using similar levels of 

technology. The US (and in particular California) has led the way in imposing 

increasingly severe regulations, while other markets have lagged behind. Emissions 

limits for gasoline vehicles in the US, European and Japanese markets are summarised 

in Table 7.1. The Euro 4 emissions limits that came into effect in 2005 bring Europe 
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broadly in line with the Californian ULEV (Ultra Low Emission Vehicle) standard, 

while Japanese limits from 2004 are also similar. 

7.1.2 Fuel economy and carbon dioxide emissions 

Until relatively recently it has been assumed that the eventual demise of the internal 

combustion engine would be dictated by the cost and availability of suitable fuels 

(Stone 1999). The recognition of climate change and its causes is forcing this 

assumption to be reconsidered. Concerns over the ‘greenhouse’ effect of carbon dioxide 

emissions may mean that substantial changes in vehicle propulsion technology are 

required before supplies of crude oil become limited. 

Carbon dioxide, along with water, is the product of complete combustion of 

hydrocarbon fuel. Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions thus go hand in hand: reduction 

of one leads to reduction of the other. However, there are a range of other motives for 

pressure on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 

Consumers have typically sought good fuel economy in order to minimise the cost of 

vehicle ownership. The domestic cost of fuels is dictated largely by taxation however, 

and as a result varies dramatically between markets. In the United States a Corporate 

Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) limit is applied to passenger cars. Until recently the 

CAFE limit was set at a level – unchanged since 1985 – that posed little real restraint to 

manufacturers (Sperling 1995). The advent of the Energy Security and Independence 

Act (EISA) in December 2007 represented a dramatic change in policy, requiring 

significant increases in the CAFE limit up to 2020 (National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration 2008). 

Pressures to reduce carbon dioxide emissions also come from a range of sources. In 

1998 the industry body ACEA (l’Association des Constructeurs Européens 

d’Automobiles – the European Automobile Manufacturers Association) made a 

voluntary commitment to the European Commission concerning passenger car CO2 

emissions. This commitment had two parts, the first being that a proportion of new 

vehicles in the European market would have drive cycle CO2 emissions of not more 

than 120 g/km by 2000. The second part of the agreement set the target of an average 

value of 140 g/km CO2 for the new European passenger car fleet for the year 2008. In 

1997, the year prior to the agreement, the new fleet average value for the ACEA 
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manufacturers was 180 g/km CO2. It is important to note that the agreement was solely 

between ACEA and the European Commission. The manufacturers that ACEA 

represents (BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Fiat, Ford, General Motors, Porsche, PSA, 

Renault, Volkswagen and Volvo) were not individually required to meet the target. 

In 1999 the Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association (JAMA) and the Korea 

Automobile Manufacturers Association (KAMA) also made commitments to the EC, 

agreeing to the same fleet average target of 140 g/km CO2 but for the year 2009. 

A number of years before 2008 it became clear that the ACEA target would not be met. 

Fleet average CO2 values did fall sharply in the early years after the commitment was 

made, largely driven by the increase in the share of the passenger car market occupied 

by diesel engines. By 2002 however the diesel share was beginning to saturate and the 

effects of a trend towards larger, heavier vehicles was being felt: the fleet average CO2 

value stagnated at around 160 g/km. The progress of the European carmakers relative to 

the ACEA commitment then became a highly contentious issue, with even the statistical 

data itself becoming politically sensitive (delays occurred in publishing data, and 

figures were disputed between ACEA and the EC). 

The response from the European Commission has been to propose a binding legislative 

framework covering all vehicles sold in Europe (COM (2007) 856 final). The original 

Regulation required an average CO2 level of 130 g/km in 2012, and defined a weight-

based limit curve for the CO2 levels of individual vehicles (Figure 7.1). Although this 

limit characteristic allows heavier vehicles to emit more carbon, comparison with the 

current fleet data shows that lighter vehicles are encouraged, as it should be easier for 

them to meet the targets. 
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Figure 7.1 European Union CO2 limit curve and current European vehicle fleet 

After intensive lobbying from interest groups representing the car industry (including 

some national governments) the legislation has been diluted somewhat during its 

passage through the various committee stages and readings in the Parliament. The 

deadline of 2012 has been replaced with a phase-in from 2012 to 2015, and the stiff 

fines for non-compliance originally proposed have also been reduced (European Union 

2008). Nevertheless, the final law still represent a significant challenge for the 

automotive industry, and in particular for the German luxury marques. 

In the UK vehicle CO2 emissions are now also a factor in the level of road and company 

car taxation paid. For private vehicles registered before March 2001, vehicle excise duty 

depends only on engine capacity, with a discount for cars having an engine below 

1549cc. For vehicles registered after March 2001, a range of bands has been established 

based on drive-cycle CO2 values. For vehicles in the lowest band (up to 100 g/km) no 

road tax at all is payable after May 2009. For vehicles with CO2 emissions between 100 

and 120 g/km the annual rate is just £35, but the tax level increases sharply with 

increasing CO2 emissions up to a maximum of £405 for vehicles emitting over 226 

g/km (DirectGov website 2009). 
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The approach taken in calculating income tax benefit for company cars is similar. 

Depending on the CO2 emissions level, between 15 and 35% of the new car price is 

used for tax liability assessment (HM Revenue and Customs website 2009). In general 

the bands have also shifted to lower CO2 levels with successive years, encouraging the 

use of low-carbon vehicles. 

7.1.2.1 Market acceptance of fuel efficient vehicles 

As stated in the previous section, a less publicised part of the ACEA commitment was 

that highly fuel-efficient (less than 120 g/km CO2) vehicles would be launched on the 

market. This part of the commitment was successfully achieved, but carmakers have 

long complained that low CO2 vehicles are unpopular and commercially unsuccessful. 

ACEA contends that there is a general association of ‘eco’ cars with unsatisfactory 

driving performance (ACEA website 2007). Jackson (2006) notes that fuel efficiency 

and CO2 emissions have regularly been rated as less important factors in purchasing a 

new vehicle compared with performance and reliability. The challenge is therefore for 

carmakers to produce vehicles that are both fuel efficient and attractive to consumers. 

7.2 Introduction of CAI Engine Technology 

With a wealth of experimental and modelling data for CAI combustion now available, it 

is important to attempt to address the introduction of CAI technology into future 

passenger car engines. This programme has at all times sought practical realisations of 

gasoline CAI combustion, with a view to timely introduction of the technology. Having 

studied the development of gasoline engines over recent years, it is the view of the 

author that a ‘CAI revolution’ – with wholesale changes made to engine specifications 

in order to accommodate CAI – is unlikely to take place. More plausibly, as the 

enabling technologies for CAI are introduced and combined, the particular benefits of 

CAI can gradually be employed to meet legislative and market requirements in the 

manner now proposed. 

7.2.1 Specifications for practical gasoline CAI engines 

This section considers the design options for practical gasoline CAI engines. 

Subsequent sections present a scenario for the introduction of CAI technology, and the 

attributes – costs and benefits – of CAI vehicles. 
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An important starting point is that it has not yet been possible to demonstrate CAI over 

the full conventional operating range of the gasoline engine. Practical CAI engines will 

then be required to operate on a dual-mode basis, with CAI for part load operation and 

SI operation for starting, high loads and very low loads. This imposes considerable 

limitations on what can be changed in the engine specification in order to accommodate 

CAI combustion, as all standard SI engine design considerations remain in place. In 

particular this will dictate the use of standard gasoline fuel and a conventional SI engine 

compression ratio. 

7.2.1.1 Valvetrain specification 

Valvetrain selection is important for CAI engines, as the valve events are instrumental 

in delivering the charge conditions needed for autoignition. No valvetrain is currently in 

production that could produce the negative overlap strategy described in Section 3.3.1. 

However, several systems have been proposed that would provide the necessary 

flexibility, including variable valve-lift (VVL) systems, cam profile switching (CPS) 

systems, and camless valvetrains. 

In order to achieve the negative overlap approach used in the present study, control over 

exhaust valve closing (EVC) and intake valve opening (IVO) timing is required. As a 

result, the CAI engine requires VVL or CPS systems to be applied to both intake and 

exhaust valves; currently these systems are usually only applied to the intake valves. 

It has been shown that negative overlap incurs a reduced, but still significant, pumping 

work penalty. The total flexibility offered by electromagnetic or electrohydraulic 

control of the valves should yield further reduction in pumping losses, and camless 

valve actuation could therefore facilitate a second-generation CAI engine. Camless 

valve actuation may also yield larger operating ranges for CAI. 

7.2.1.2 Mixture preparation 

This investigation has applied in-cylinder injection of fuel in all cases. Under laboratory 

conditions there is no reason to believe that direct injection is required for CAI 

combustion. Indeed, the greater mixture homogeneity offered by port fuel injection may 

offer some benefits in terms of exhaust emissions and combustion stability. 
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However, there are several reasons why direct injection may prove essential in the 

practical application of gasoline CAI. Foremost among these is the requirement to 

switch frequently between SI and CAI operation. The flexibility of mixture preparation 

offered by DI will be a significant advantage in smooth mode switching. 

7.2.1.3 Aftertreatment requirements 

As discussed in previous chapters, the CAI engine data gathered indicates very low 

NOx emissions, and HC and CO emission levels no greater than those from other DI 

gasoline engine modes. 

As a result of the limited operating ranges achieved with CAI, both test cycle and real 

world driving would necessitate significant periods spent using SI operation. As such, 

the exhaust aftertreatment specification for a CAI powertrain will need to meet many of 

the normal requirements of the DI gasoline engine. 

For a four-stroke stoichiometric CAI/SI powertrain, future legislated emission levels 

would be met with relatively simple TWC emissions control technology. The low NOx 

content of the exhaust stream could present some opportunities for reducing catalyst 

precious metal loadings, diminishing the overall powertrain cost. These NOx levels 

should also allow some lean CAI excursions whilst still meeting emission targets by 

three-way catalysis, resulting in further improved fuel economy. 

For a two-stroke CAI-SI powertrain, the lean exhaust stream is likely to dictate the use 

of lean NOx aftertreatment to meet strict limits for NOx emissions. 

7.2.1.4 Engine control 

Conventional engine management systems are primarily parameter-based systems in 

which a large number of engine maps are used to control the engine in its many states. 

In the CAI engine, the absence of a direct link between a parameter such as spark timing 

and the combustion event will present a challenge to the conventional EMS. 

The application of model-based engine control, in particular Cylinder Pressure based 

Engine Management Systems (CPEMS) may prove to be fundamental in the full 

realisation of CAI powertrains. CPEMS employs measurement of cylinder pressure – 

perhaps the ideal indicator of engine performance – along with model-based control of 

individual cylinders. CPEMS technology offers the improved adaptive capabilities that 
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are likely to be required in transient control of a CAI engine. This technology has been 

enabled by the realisation of inexpensive pressure sensing devices. 

7.2.2 Staged introduction of CAI technology 

Figure 7.2 presents a possible scenario for the introduction of CAI engines, following 

the industrialisation options discussed above. The first-generation CAI engine employs 

the most straightforward enabling features available: a mechanical variable valvetrain 

(VVL or CPS) applied to both intake and exhaust valves, direct fuel injection, and a 

conventional EMS. 

First-Generation

CAI

Second-Generation 

CAI

2S-4S Switching 

Engine

Combustion 
system

Valvetrain

FIE

Aftertreatment

Aspiration

EMS

Fuel

Mechanical VVA Camless Camless

DI likely DI likely DI

NA NA Electric assist turbo

Conventional CPEMS CPEMS

TWC TWC TWC and LNT

Standard Standard Standard

Any Any Two-stroke capable

Model Year

Compression 

ratio
Conventional SI Conventional SI Conventional SI

Increasing flexibility  

Figure 7.2 Scenario for the staged introduction of CAI engines 

The second-generation CAI engine uses a camless valvetrain to optimise the valve 

events for CAI operation and mode switching, and also cylinder pressure-based EMS. 

The long-term vision for CAI combustion is the two-stroke/four-stroke switching CAI 

engine. This engine employs a poppet-valve combustion system that is capable of 

operating in both two-stroke and four-stroke modes (Osborne et al. 2005, 2009). The 

2S-4S CAI engine can then operate in any of four modes: CAI or SI combustion with 

two-stroke or four-stroke cycle. The 2S-4S CAI engine requires a camless valvetrain 

and a boosting system comprising a supercharger and a turbocharger. The author has 
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contributed to work on 2S-4S engines funded by the Department for Transport (DfT) 

and Department for Trade and Industry (DTI). 

7.3 Summary 

This chapter has considered how and when CAI technology could be introduced into 

production vehicles. The factors that influence the development of new engines have 

been considered, including emissions legislation and CO2 initiatives. Subsequently 

design issues for practical CAI engines have been addressed, and a possible roadmap for 

the staged introduction of CAI technology presented. 

It remains very difficult to predict when, or even if, CAI technology will enter the 

marketplace. CAI offers undoubted benefits for gasoline engine fuel economy and 

emissions, but the overall cost-benefit proposition of the CAI engine may be less 

compelling. A major obstacle remains the limited operating envelope of CAI operation, 

which has a significant impact on the cost vs. benefit trade-off. It seems very unlikely 

that a ‘CAI revolution’ will take place, with major changes being made to engine 

designs solely to enable CAI. More likely is that the enabling technologies for CAI 

(such as advanced valvetrains and control systems) will be introduced first, and could 

then be combined to deliver CAI combustion. 
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8. Conclusions 

 

8.1 General Conclusions 

A new engine-testing laboratory was established at the University of Brighton. This 

laboratory was used to record the performance and emissions produced by single-

cylinder gasoline engines. A range of experimental apparatus was employed to measure 

characteristics of these engines, including torque, engine speed, in-cylinder pressure, 

fuel flow, carbon dioxide emissions, hydrocarbon emissions, nitrogen oxide emissions, 

smoke emissions and a range of pressures and temperatures. 

A single-cylinder direct-injection gasoline engine was constructed that operated on the 

two-stroke cycle. This engine was made to combust by controlled auto-ignition (CAI), 

an alternative to the conventional spark-ignition or compression-ignition modes. The 

nature of CAI was explored using this engine, and was also simulated using one-

dimensional gas-dynamics simulation (and by colleagues using three-dimensional 

computational fluid-dynamics (CFD) techniques). Using data from the two-stroke 

engine studies a four-stroke CAI engine was designed and constructed. This engine was 

also tested in CAI combustion mode, and the same modelling techniques were again 

applied. 

The significant and original contributions to knowledge made by this doctoral 

programme and thesis are as follows: 

� The first detailed data set on two-stroke CAI combustion in a poppet-valve combustion 

system. 

� The identification of spark-assisted CAI combustion in the two-stroke engine, and the 

correlation of heat release data from the present study with combustion photographs of 

spark-assisted CAI from colleagues’ work. 

� The first study of two-stroke and four-stroke CAI operation with the same combustion 

system, thereby creating the foundations for a two-stroke/four-stroke switching CAI engine. 
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8.2 Characteristics of CAI Combustion 

CAI combustion is an alternative operating mode for gasoline engines. Its most 

fundamental characteristic is that the ignition system may be disabled without any 

discernable impact on combustion. CAI combustion was successfully stimulated in 

automotive gasoline combustion systems using both two-stroke and four-stroke cycles. 

Heat release occurs very rapidly in the CAI engine. Burn durations (10 – 90% mass 

fraction burned) as short as 7 °CA were recorded for the two-stroke CAI engine. 

Combustion phasing also moves early in the cycle, with 50% MFB occurring at up to 10 

°CA before top dead-centre (again in the two-stroke engine). Combustion in the CAI 

mode is found to be stable, with low levels of cycle-to-cycle variation. 

Under certain conditions an alternative combustion mode was observed, having many of 

the properties of CAI but requiring a spark discharge to maintain stable combustion. 

This mode has been termed spark-assisted CAI combustion. Spark-assisted CAI 

combustion occurred in conditions too dilute for conventional flame propagation, and 

combustion data and evidence from parallel optical engine studies suggest that in the 

two-stroke engine a cool flame initiated at the spark plug was followed by a standard 

CAI combustion event. This behaviour is termed two-stage ignition. However, in four-

stroke spark-assisted CAI there was no evidence of cool flames – single-stage ignition 

was observed. 

The most attractive feature of CAI combustion – very low NOx emissions – was 

observed in both two- and four-stroke engines. At a reference point for the four-stroke 

engine NOx emissions were reduced by 99% compared with the same engine running in 

conventional fixed-cam SI mode. Improvements in fuel economy were also recorded for 

CAI combustion, although not as large as those demonstrated in some of the literature. 

The operating limits for CAI combustion were established for both the two-stroke and 

four-stroke engines in terms of engine speed and load. For both engines CAI 

combustion was only possible at low loads, and generally over a range of three to four 

bar IMEP. In the two-stroke engine CAI combustion was not possible at low engine 

speeds, and in the four-stroke engine it was not possible at high engine speeds. A 

number of methods for expanding the CAI operating envelopes were investigated, 
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including intake air heating, intake port deactivation and exhaust throttling. Intake 

boosting was found to be successful in raising the maximum load for CAI operation in 

the four-stroke engine. 

8.3 The Role of HCCI/CAI Combustion Systems 

in Future Automotive Engines 

HCCI/CAI combustion systems have now become one of the most heavily researched 

fields in automotive engineering. The number of papers published through the Society 

of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in the last ten years outnumbers that of almost any 

other single subject. This might suggest that HCCI/CAI engines have a very bright 

future with an imminent introduction into series production. The reality is more 

uncertain. 

HCCI/CAI engines face a number of obstacles to practical implementation. The first of 

these is limited operating envelope, as demonstrated in this thesis. This characteristic 

predicates dual-mode operation, with SI operation used for the significant regions lying 

outside the HCCI/CAI boundaries and for engine starting. Increased complexity arises 

from this dual-mode operation, and the fuel consumption and emissions benefits arising 

from HCCI/CAI operation are reduced when measured over drive-cycles that 

necessitate a significant proportion of SI operation. 

The second obstacle is the difficulty of controlling an engine that does not respond 

immediately to any particular engine parameter. 

Finally, a question must be raised about whether the characteristics of HCCI/CAI 

engines really fit the demands of future automotive gasoline engines. A consensus has 

been reached that the most pressing requirement for gasoline engines is to reduce 

carbon dioxide emissions. In terms of pollutant emissions the toughest task is likely to 

be the control of hydrocarbon emissions. The HCCI/CAI engine, by contrast, offers 

very low emissions of NOx and fairly modest fuel economy improvements, especially 

when taken over a drive-cycle. Nevertheless, it may prove that the strictest NOx limits 

encoded in Tier 2, Tier 3 and SULEV emission regulations in the United States do 

provide an impetus for HCCI/CAI combustion systems. 
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8.4 Recommendations for Further Work 

The work described in this thesis has already led to a number of follow-on studies. 

Firstly the optical engine work described in Chapter 7 has continued, with the CAI 

engine conditions from this investigation studied using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) 

and particle image velocimetry (PIV) techniques (Parmenter 2008). Secondly, Ricardo 

UK Ltd. has built on this work with a multi-cylinder engine study. The Twin 

Mechanical Variable Lift (TMVL) engine employs variable valve-lift systems fitted to 

the intake and exhaust valves, a practical embodiment of the valvetrain described in 

Section 7.2.1.1 (Stokes et al. 2005). Finally the possibilities of two-stroke/four-stroke 

switching engines (including CAI combustion) have been investigated by two Ricardo-

led consortia. Part-funded by the Department for Transport, the Department for Trade 

and Industry, and subsequently the Technology Strategy Board, this programme has 

produced a multi-cylinder 2S-4S engine with an electro-hydraulic valvetrain (Osborne 

et al. 2005, 2009). 

Since HCCI/CAI combustion has been the subject of such intense scrutiny over the past 

decade, most of the likely avenues for further study concerning four-stroke engines have 

already been investigated or are under investigation. However concerning two-stroke 

CAI engines, a number of additional areas merit further investigation. The present study 

employed fixed valve timing in the two-stroke CAI engine, and the engine speed was 

limited to 3250 rev/min. A more thorough investigation of two-stroke CAI using an 

engine with variable valve timing and able to operate over a full normal speed range 

could yield much useful information.  
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Appendix B. Engine Design 

Cam Profiles 

 

Table B.1  CAI intake cam profile 
 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

[deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] 

0 0.0000 45 2.6332 90 8.2864 135 1.7897 

1 0.0016 46 2.8550 91 8.2694 136 1.5975 

2 0.0063 47 3.0781 92 8.2455 137 1.4157 

3 0.0141 48 3.3014 93 8.2149 138 1.2457 

4 0.0250 49 3.5237 94 8.1776 139 1.0887 

5 0.0375 50 3.7442 95 8.1335 140 0.9456 

6 0.0500 51 3.9620 96 8.0827 141 0.8172 

7 0.0625 52 4.1766 97 8.0252 142 0.7038 

8 0.0750 53 4.3875 98 7.9611 143 0.6054 

9 0.0875 54 4.5943 99 7.8904 144 0.5220 

10 0.1000 55 4.7968 100 7.8132 145 0.4534 

11 0.1125 56 4.9946 101 7.7294 146 0.3996 

12 0.1250 57 5.1877 102 7.6392 147 0.3597 

13 0.1375 58 5.3759 103 7.5426 148 0.3320 

14 0.1500 59 5.5591 104 7.4396 149 0.3134 

15 0.1625 60 5.7372 105 7.3304 150 0.3000 

16 0.1750 61 5.9101 106 7.2150 151 0.2875 

17 0.1875 62 6.0777 107 7.0934 152 0.2750 

18 0.2000 63 6.2398 108 6.9658 153 0.2625 

19 0.2125 64 6.3964 109 6.8322 154 0.2500 

20 0.2250 65 6.5474 110 6.6927 155 0.2375 

21 0.2375 66 6.6927 111 6.5474 156 0.2250 

22 0.2500 67 6.8322 112 6.3964 157 0.2125 

23 0.2625 68 6.9658 113 6.2398 158 0.2000 

24 0.2750 69 7.0934 114 6.0777 159 0.1875 

25 0.2875 70 7.2150 115 5.9101 160 0.1750 

26 0.3000 71 7.3304 116 5.7372 161 0.1625 

27 0.3134 72 7.4396 117 5.5591 162 0.1500 

28 0.3320 73 7.5426 118 5.3759 163 0.1375 

29 0.3597 74 7.6392 119 5.1877 164 0.1250 

30 0.3996 75 7.7294 120 4.9946 165 0.1125 

31 0.4534 76 7.8132 121 4.7968 166 0.1000 

32 0.5220 77 7.8904 122 4.5943 167 0.0875 

33 0.6054 78 7.9611 123 4.3875 168 0.0750 

34 0.7038 79 8.0252 124 4.1766 169 0.0625 

35 0.8172 80 8.0827 125 3.9620 170 0.0500 

36 0.9456 81 8.1335 126 3.7442 171 0.0375 

37 1.0887 82 8.1776 127 3.5237 172 0.0250 

38 1.2457 83 8.2149 128 3.3014 173 0.0141 

39 1.4157 84 8.2455 129 3.0781 174 0.0063 

40 1.5975 85 8.2694 130 2.8550 175 0.0016 

41 1.7897 86 8.2864 131 2.6332 176 0.0000 

42 1.9910 87 8.2966 132 2.4143 177 0.0000 

43 2.1997 88 8.3000 133 2.1997   

44 2.4143 89 8.2966 134 1.9910   
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Table B.2  CAI exhaust cam profile 
 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

Cam angle 
Lift above 
base circle 

[deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] [deg] [mm] 

0 0.0000 51 3.9050 102 7.7499 153 0.2875 

1 0.0016 52 4.1163 103 7.6629 154 0.2750 

2 0.0063 53 4.3240 104 7.5698 155 0.2625 

3 0.0141 54 4.5278 105 7.4705 156 0.2500 

4 0.0250 55 4.7274 106 7.3652 157 0.2375 

5 0.0375 56 4.9227 107 7.2539 158 0.2250 

6 0.0500 57 5.1134 108 7.1367 159 0.2125 

7 0.0625 58 5.2996 109 7.0137 160 0.2000 

8 0.0750 59 5.4810 110 6.8849 161 0.1875 

9 0.0875 60 5.6576 111 6.7505 162 0.1750 

10 0.1000 61 5.8293 112 6.6104 163 0.1625 

11 0.1125 62 5.9960 113 6.4648 164 0.1500 

12 0.1250 63 6.1575 114 6.3138 165 0.1375 

13 0.1375 64 6.3138 115 6.1575 166 0.1250 

14 0.1500 65 6.4648 116 5.9960 167 0.1125 

15 0.1625 66 6.6104 117 5.8293 168 0.1000 

16 0.1750 67 6.7505 118 5.6576 169 0.0875 

17 0.1875 68 6.8849 119 5.4810 170 0.0750 

18 0.2000 69 7.0137 120 5.2996 171 0.0625 

19 0.2125 70 7.1367 121 5.1134 172 0.0500 

20 0.2250 71 7.2539 122 4.9227 173 0.0375 

21 0.2375 72 7.3652 123 4.7274 174 0.0250 

22 0.2500 73 7.4705 124 4.5278 175 0.0141 

23 0.2625 74 7.5698 125 4.3240 176 0.0063 

24 0.2750 75 7.6629 126 4.1163 177 0.0016 

25 0.2875 76 7.7499 127 3.9050 178 0.0000 

26 0.3000 77 7.8306 128 3.6907   

27 0.3134 78 7.9051 129 3.4737   

28 0.3318 79 7.9733 130 3.2550   

29 0.3593 80 8.0351 131 3.0353   

30 0.3987 81 8.0905 132 2.8157   

31 0.4519 82 8.1395 133 2.5976   

32 0.5195 83 8.1820 134 2.3821   

33 0.6017 84 8.2180 135 2.1710   

34 0.6986 85 8.2475 136 1.9656   

35 0.8103 86 8.2705 137 1.7675   

36 0.9368 87 8.2869 138 1.5784   

37 1.0776 88 8.2967 139 1.3995   

38 1.2322 89 8.3000 140 1.2322   

39 1.3995 90 8.2967 141 1.0776   

40 1.5784 91 8.2869 142 0.9368   

41 1.7675 92 8.2705 143 0.8103   

42 1.9656 93 8.2475 144 0.6986   

43 2.1710 94 8.2180 145 0.6017   

44 2.3821 95 8.1820 146 0.5195   

45 2.5976 96 8.1395 147 0.4519   

46 2.8157 97 8.0905 148 0.3987   

47 3.0353 98 8.0351 149 0.3593   

48 3.2550 99 7.9733 150 0.3318   

49 3.4737 100 7.9051 151 0.3134   

50 3.6907 101 7.8306 152 0.3000   
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Appendix C. Engine Testing 
Details 

Fuel Properties 

BP 95 RON unleaded gasoline was used for all experiments. The data in Table C.1 was 

produced by analysis at Intertek Testing Services on April 23, 2002. The data in Table 

C.2 was produced by analysis at Ricardo on December 12, 2002. 

Table C.1 Fuel analysis 

 

Test Method Result 

Appearance Visual Clear and bright 

Colour Visual Straw 

Water and sediment Visual Nil 

Research Octane Number ASTM D2699/86 95.2 

Motor Octane Number ASTM D2700/86 85.8 

Density at 15 °C [kg/L] ASTM D4052 0.7336 

RVP at 37.8 °C [psi] ASTM D323 77.5 

Aromatics [% v/v] ASTM D1319 28.0 

Olefins [% v/v] ASTM D1319 8.2 

Saturates [% v/v] ASTM D1319 63.8 

Carbon [% m/m] ASTM D5291 86.84 

Hydrogen [% m/m] ASTM D5291 13.25 

Oxidation stability [min] ASTM D525 >360 

Existent gum [mg/100ml] ASTM D381 <1 

Sulphur content [mg/L] IP 373 36 

Phosphorus [g/L] ASTM D3231 <0.0010 

Total oxygenates [% v/v] ASTM D4815 <1 

Oxygen content [% m/m] Calculated <0.25 

MTBE [ppm vol] IP PM BG 110 
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TAME [ppm vol] IP PM BG <5 

Distillation 

IBP [C] 

% v evap at 70 C [% v/v] 

% v evap at 100 C [% v/v] 

% v evap at 180 C [% v/v] 

FBP [C] 

Recovery [% v/v] 

Residue [% v/v] 

Loss [% v/v] 

ASTM D86  

32.5 

28.0 

53.0 

97.0 

192.0 

96.0 

1.0 

3.0 

Gross calorific value [MJ/kg] IP 12 46.08 

Nett calorific value [MJ/kg] Calculated from IP 12 43.26 

Lead [g/L] ASTM D3237 <0.001 

Benzene [% v/v] EN 238 0.8 

 
Table C.2 Fuel speciation 

 

Compound Percent. 
by volume 

Compound Percent. 
by volume 

Isobutane 1.68 Methylcyclohexane 0.90 

n-butane 4.33 2,2,3-trimethylbutane 0.60 

trans-2-butene 0.45 2,3-dimethylpentane 1.28 

1-butene 0.27 2- and 3-methylhexane 3.76 

Isobutene 0.30 1,3-cyclohexadiene 0.21 

2,2 dimethylpropane 0.02 n-heptane 0.81 

cis-2-butene 0.40 2,3-dimethyl-1-pentene 0.12 

Cyclopentane 0.66 4,4-dimethyl-1-pentene 0.10 

Isopentane 12.33 1-methyl-1-cyclohexene 0.15 

n-pentane 2.52 Benzene 1.74 

3-methyl-1-butene 0.37 Isooctane 3.03 

trans-2-pentene 0.97 2,4-& 2,2-dimethylhexane 0.63 

2-methyl-2-butene 1.55 2,5-dimethylhexane 0.44 

1-pentene 0.45 4-methylheptane 0.90 

2-methyl-1-butene 0.79 3-methylheptane 0.48 

cis-2-pentene 0.57 2-methylheptane 0.87 

Methylcyclopentane 5.44 n-octane 0.27 

2,2-dimethylbutane 1.98 Toluene 13.88 

2,3-dimethylbutane 1.71 Ethyl benzene 2.18 

2-methylpentane 5.20 p- & m-xylene 8.17 

3-methylpentane 3.69 o-xylene 3.27 

n-hexane 0.98 n-propylbenzene 0.35 
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3,3-dimethyl-1-butene 0.14 3- & 4-ethyltoluene 1.39 

Isoprene 0.06 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene 0.59 

1-methyl-1-cyclopentene 0.55 2-ethyltoluene 0.40 

3-methyl-1-pentene 0.09 1,2,4- trimethylbenzene 1.65 

cis-4-methyl-2-pentene 0.07 n-decane 0.09 

trans-3-hexane 0.24 1,2,3- trimethylbenzene 0.35 

2-methyl-2-pentene 0.42 3- & 4-isopropyltoluene 0.15 

4-methyl-1 & 3-methyl-2-
pentene 

0.77 
2-isopropyltoluene 

0.01 

Cyclohexene 0.37 1,3-diethylbenzene 0.16 

trans-2-hexene 0.07 1,4-diethylbenzene 0.10 

Methylenecyclopentane 0.11 1,2- diethylbenzene 0.16 

2-methyl-1-pentene 0.28 1,4-dimethyl-2-ethylbenzene 0.06 

1-hexene 0.33 1,2-dimethyl-4-ethylbenzene 0.19 

cis-2-hexene 0.22 1,3-dimethyl-2-ethylbenzene 0.17 

 

Experimental Errors and Accuracy 

Table 4.2 presents the calibrated measurement ranges and the calibrated accuracy of 

each of the instruments used in this study. In this section experimental errors and 

accuracy are considered in more detail, including the aggregation of errors in calculated 

parameters such as brake specific fuel consumption. 

Measurement uncertainty arises as a result of random and systematic errors. Random 

errors are small differences in the output readings of an instrument when the same 

quantity is measured a number of times (Morris 1991). Random errors can arise from 

sources such as electrical noise, friction, vibration and environmental changes. 

Systematic errors are errors to which all readings made by a given instrument are 

subject (Plint and Martyr 1999); examples of systematic errors are zero errors, 

calibration errors and non-linearity. A full treatment of errors and accuracy in engine 

measurements is given by Plint and Martyr (1999), and by Zhao and Ladommatos 

(2001). 

The principal method used to minimise measurement uncertainty is the regular 

calibration of instruments: in the present laboratory all sensors and instruments were 

calibrated every six months. The accuracy levels reported in Table 4.2 are either 

absolute, expressed in the same units as the measurement value, or relative, expressed 
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on a dimensionless basis such as a percentage. The term percentage full-scale deflection 

(%FSD) is often used for quoting relative accuracy or uncertainty levels.  

The calibration of dynamic pressure transducers, such as the Kistler piezoelectric 

transducers used to measure cylinder pressure in this study, is a highly specialised 

discipline. A transducer, charge amplifier and connecting lead are calibrated together as 

a system using a dead weight tester that supplies calibration pressures. A quasi-static 

process is used that relies on setting the charge amplifier impedance to a high value so 

that voltage decay is acceptably small during calibration. The calibrated accuracy of 

dynamic pressure transducers is expressed as a percentage best straight line (%BSL). 

This is the maximum deviation from a virtual line derived by linear regression that 

comes closest to matching all of the calibrated points. 

Considering the calculation of brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) values, errors 

arise from the measurement of fuel flow, engine torque and engine rotational speed. The 

uncertainties of the constituent parameters (confidence limits) are as follows: 

� Engine torque ± 0.20 Nm ± 0.3% 

� Engine speed ± 3 rev/min ± 0.05% 

� Fuel flow    ± 0.12% 

In the calculation of BSFC each parameter in present to the power 1, so the confidence 

limit of the result is equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of each factor. So 

the confidence limit for BSFC is given by 

%.... 33012005030 222
±=++  

As with all statements of accuracy, this uncertainty value should be treated with caution. 

The accuracy of the fuel flow meter in particular is derived from the manufacturer’s 

claims for the precision of the instrument. These claims are based on highly controlled 

ideal conditions (temperature, vibration, contamination), whereas in reality the meter is 

likely to be much less well controlled. 
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Safe Operating Procedure: Single-Cylinder 

Engine Test Facility 
 

Overview 

This research facility has been designed for the investigation of combustion, 

performance and exhaust emissions from a single cylinder engine. Exhaust analysis is 

carried out using a Horiba gas analyser. 

Introduction 

Only a competent user, familiar with the equipment, may undertake the operation of the 

test-cell. One competent user is sufficient provided help is available. Risks are 

contained within the facility and any user must have current knowledge of both 

applicable COSHH and Risk Sheets 1 and 2. 

A competent user must only use this procedure as a general guide to the operation of the 

basic test-cell equipment. For each specific research program undertaken, the competent 

user(s) must adhere to the guidelines laid out by the client and/or manufacturer/supplier.  

In addition to observing this general procedure, a competent user should be familiar 

with the department’s generic safety procedures, COSSH information and Risk 

Assessment’s for petrol and diesel internal combustion engines, and those for 

pressurised systems. In addition, the user must be aware of emergency procedures.  

Preparation 

1. Check testbed logbook. All users of the facility must fill out the logbook. 

2. Switch on the Horiba analyser. Warm up for two hours during which time: 

3. Switch on the electrical supply to the cell instrumentation including the coolant 

pump and humidity sensor. 

4. Run the control program 

5. Check the coolant level on sight glasses on both coolant containers. Top up with 

50% glycol/water mixture. 

6. Check engine oil level. Add super multi-grade 20W50 if necessary. 
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7. Ensure drive shaft and belt guards are in place and securely fastened. Regularly 

check that engine and dynamometer mounts are secure. Turn the engine by hand 

to ensure it is free to move. 

8. Turn ON extraction fan in E16C. 

9. Turn on all gases to 1.5 bar and switch on the vacuum and THC pumps. 

10. After 10 minutes, turn on the ozone generator unit. 

11. Light the FID flame according to the operating manual. 

12. Turn ON power supply for oil and water pumps and heaters at console 

13. Ensure petrol supply valve is open (on wall). 

14. Drain any retained water from the exhaust system. 

15. Renew hot exhaust filter. 

16. Check condition of the Horiba filter OC1 and renew if necessary. 

Engine Operation  

1. Turn ON water pump and water heater at console, set temperature to 88 °C. 

2. Turn ON oil pump and oil heater at console, set temperature to 88 °C. 

3. Check oil pressure is approximately 4 bar via bypass valve (under floor). 

4. Start dynamometer on console and then set the desired speed. 

5. LISTEN and OBSERVE engine should run smoothly with little vibration above 

500 rev/min. 

Firing Procedure 

To fire the engine, select the conditions on the engine control panel, download these to 

the control unit and engage spark then injector firing switches on the rear of the control 

box. The engine will increase speed temporarily but this will reduce when the 

dynamometer starts to absorb energy.  

Stopping Procedure 

At any time, the engine may be stopped using the emergency latching STOP button on 

the Engine control box (near console). The engine is normally shut down using the 

control program. It is important to turn off the dynamometer and ALL other controls. 

Exiting the control program before turning off controls will leave the control relays ON. 

1. Turn off the dynamometer and set engine speed to zero 
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2. Turn off the fuel, fuel cooler, oil, oil heater, water and water heater controls 

3. Shut down the control program. This will cause the elapsed time data to be stored. 

4. Turn OFF fuel valve on wall. 

5. Turn off the Horiba (unless in continuous use) 

6. Turn OFF roof extractor in E16C. 

7. After half an hour turn OFF the supply gases to the Horiba 

8. Turn OFF power supplies to the dynamometer and instrumentation 

9. Turn off the humidity and inlet air controls (upstairs). 
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Engine Test Record 
 
 

 Test Name Date  Test Type Engine Speed Fixed 
Parameter 1 

Fixed 
Parameter 2 

Notes 

Engine Build HRA 

HRA  AFR response 2500 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA009 03/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP 18:1 AFR  

HRA014 03/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 3 bar IMEP 18:1 AFR  

HRA019 03/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 2 bar IMEP 18:1 AFR  

HRA025 04/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP 20:1 AFR  

HRA027 04/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 3 bar IMEP 20:1 AFR  

HRA029 06/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 2 bar IMEP 20:1 AFR  

HRA030 06/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP 22:1 AFR  

HRA031 06/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 3 bar IMEP 22:1 AFR  

HRA033 09/04/01 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 2 bar IMEP 22:1 AFR  

HRA034 10/04/01 Initial HCCI 
running 

    

HRA035 10/04/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 3 bar IMEP   

HRA036 18/04/01 Load range  2000 rev/min 18:1 AFR   

HRA038 18/04/01 AFR response  1750 rev/min 200 mbarg   

HRA041 19/04/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA043 19/04/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA045 20/04/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 275 mbarg MAP   

HRA048 30/04/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 175 mbarg MAP   

HRA050 01/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 150 mbarg MAP   

HRA051 01/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA052 01/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA054 02/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP   

HRA056 03/05/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 150 mbarg MAP   

HRA057 03/05/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA058 03/05/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA060 04/05/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP   

HRA061 04/05/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP   

HRA062 04/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 150 mbarg MAP   

HRA063 04/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA065 08/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA066 08/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP   

HRA067 08/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP   

HRA069 10/05/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP   

HRA070 10/05/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 150 mbarg MAP   

HRA071 10/05/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA072 10/05/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP   

HRA074 14/05/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP   

HRA075 15/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA076 14/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA078 15/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP   

HRA079 15/05/01 Dynamic Pressure 
Measurement 

2250 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA080 15/05/01 Dynamic Pressure 
Measurement 

2500 rev/min    

HRA081 15/05/01 Dynamic Pressure 
Measurement 

2750 rev/min    

HRA082 15/05/01 Dynamic Pressure 
Measurement 

3000 rev/min    

HRA083 15/05/01 Dynamic Pressure 
Measurement 

3250 rev/min    

HRA085 16/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   
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HRA086 16/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP   

HRA087 16/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP   

HRA088 16/05/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP   

HRA090 22/05/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 1000 mbarg 
MAP 

530 mbarg EMP  

HRA092 23/05/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 800 mbarg MAP 400 mbarg EMP  

HRA093 23/05/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 600 mbarg MAP 275 mbarg EMP  

HRA094 23/05/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP 150 mbarg EMP  

HRA096 24/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 1000 mbarg 
MAP 

400 mbarg EMP  

HRA097 24/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 800 mbarg MAP 350 mbarg EMP  

HRA098 24/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 600 mbarg MAP 250 mbarg EMP  

HRA099 24/05/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP 100 mbarg EMP  

HRA100 25/05/01 Motored operation WOT    

HRA101 25/05/01 Motored operation Closed Throttle    

HRA104 30/05/01 AFR response  1850 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP 50 mbarg EMP  

HRA105 30/05/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 600 mbarg MAP 250 mbarg EMP  

HRA107 05/06/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP 100 mbarg EMP  

HRA108 05/06/01 AFR response  2750 rev/min 600 mbarg MAP 200 mbarg EMP  

HRA110 06/06/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP   

HRA112 07/06/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA113 07/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA114 07/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA115 07/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA117 08/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA118 08/06/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA119 08/06/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA120 08/06/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 250 mbarg MAP  50º swirl injector 

HRA121 11/06/01 Motored operation WOT Complete 
Exhaust System 

  

HRA122 12/06/01 AFR response  2250 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA124 12/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA125 12/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 300 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA126 12/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA127 13/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA128 13/06/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA129 13/06/01 AFR response  3250 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  70º multi-hole 
injector 

HRA130  14/06/01 Motored operation WOT   Motored with cut 
down exhaust 

HRA132  20/06/01   Ambient IMAT   

HRA133  20/06/01   40 ºC IMAT   

HRA134  21/06/01   60 ºC IMAT   

HRA135  21/06/01   80 ºC IMAT   

HRA136 21/06/01      

HRA138a  22/06/01  2250 rev/min    

HRA138b  22/06/01  2750 rev/min    

HRA138c  22/06/01  3250 rev/min    

HRA139  22/06/01  2250 rev/min    

HRA140 22/06/01  2000 rev/min    

HRA142 26/06/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 225 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA143 26/06/01 AFR response  2000 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA144 26/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA14G 27/06/01 AFR response  2500 rev/min 350 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 
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HRA147 27/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 400 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA148 27/06/01 AFR response  3000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA149 27/06/01 AFR response  1750 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  Single inlet port 

HRA151 28/06/01      

HRA153 29/09/01     Single inlet port 

HRA153a 29/09/01  2250 rev/min   Single inlet port 

HRA153b 29/09/01  2750 rev/min H   Single inlet port 

HRA153c 29/09/01  3250 rev/min   Single inlet port 

HRA154 29/09/01     Single inlet port 

Engine Build HRC 

HRC001 18/04/02 Speed range  Stoichiometric 
AFR 

WOT  

HRC002 18/04/02 Speed range 2500 – 3750 
rev/min 

Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRC003 18/04/02 AFR response 3500 rev/min WOT   

HRC004 18/04/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR 25 mbarg MAP  

HRC005 19/04/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR 50 mbarg MAP  

HRC006 23/04/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR Closed thottle  

HRC010 26/04/02 AFR response 3000 rev/min WOT   

HRC011 26/04/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRC012 26/04/02 Ignition 
Investigation 

3500 rev/min Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRC013 26/04/02 AFR response 1000 rev/min WOT   

HRC014 26/04/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min WOT   

HRC015 08/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRC016 12/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRC017 12/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRC018 02/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

HRC019 02/12/02   AFR response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  Mass spectrometer 
attached 

HRC020 02/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

HRC021 02/12/02   AFR response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  Mass spectrometer 
attached 

Engine Build HRD 

HRD001 30/04/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRD002 03/05/02 Injection Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min  WOT  

HRD003 03/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR 50 mbarg MAP  

HRD004 07/11/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min  WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRD005 07/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRD006 08/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRD007 08/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRD008 02/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRD009 02/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRE 

HRE001 08/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRE002 08/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR Closed throttle  

HRE003 10/05/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRE004 14/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRE005 14/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRE006 14/05/02 Speed range   WOT Motored engine, 
cut down intake 

and exhaust 

HRE007 12/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRE008 12/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRE009 12/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRE010 12/11/02 SOI Timing 
response 

2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR WOT  
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response 

Engine Build HRF 

HRF001 17/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF002 17/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF004 21/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF005 21/05/02 Boost response 3500 rev/min    

HRF006 21/05/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR Closed thottle  

HRF007 14/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 30 °CA ATDC 

HRF008 14/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRF009 14/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRF010 14/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 120 °CA ATDC 

HRF011 14/11/02 SOI response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF012 14/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF013 14/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF014 14/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT  

HRF015 19/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
60ºC 

 

HRF016 19/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
70ºC 

 

HRF017 19/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
80ºC 

 

HRF018 19/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
90ºC 

 

HRF019 19/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRF020 19/11/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min WOT  SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRG 

HRG001 23/05/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG002 24/05/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG003 24/05/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG004 24/05/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG005 24/05/02 SOI response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR 200 mbarg MAP  

HRG006 24/05/02 AFR response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR 200 mbarg MAP  

HRG007 24/05/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR 250 mbarg MAP  

HRG008 24/05/02 AFR response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR 300 mbarg MAP  

HRG009 28/05/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG010 28/05/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG011 28/05/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG012 28/05/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG013 28/05/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRG014 28/05/02 AFR response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR 300 mbarg MAP  

HRG015 30/05/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRG016 30/05/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRG017 30/05/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRG018 30/05/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRG019 30/05/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRG020 30/05/02 SOI response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR 250 mbarg MAP  

HRG021 30/05/02 SOI response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR 250 mbarg MAP  

HRG022 30/05/02 SOI response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR 250 mbarg MAP  

Engine Build HRH 

HRH001 06/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH002 06/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH003 06/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH004 06/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH005 06/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH006 07/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH007 07/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH008 07/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRH009 07/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 
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HRH010 07/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRI 

HRI001 11/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI002 11/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI003 11/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI004 11/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI005 11/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI006 11/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI007 11/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRI008 11/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRJ 

HRJ001 13/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRJ002 13/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRJ003 13/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRJ004 13/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRJ005 13/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRK 

HRK001 14/06/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK002 14/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK003 14/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK004 14/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK006 20/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK007 21/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK008 21/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK009 21/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK010 21/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK011 21/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK012 27/06/02 Boost response 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK013 27/06/02 Boost response 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK014 27/06/02 Boost response 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK015 27/06/02 Boost response 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK01G 27/06/02 Boost response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK017 27/06/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min 200 mbarg MAP  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRK018 27/06/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min 150 mbarg MAP  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRL 

HRL001 22/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRL002 22/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 30 °CA ATDC 

HRL003 24/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 30 °CA ATDC 

HRL004 24/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRL005 24/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRL006 24/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 120 °CA ATDC 

HRL007 24/10/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR   

HRL008 24/10/02 SOI response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

HRL011 31/10/02 Ignition timing 
response 

1000 rev/min    

HRL012 31/10/02 Ignition timing 
response 

2000 rev/min    

HRL013 31/10/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min    

HRL014 31/10/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRL015 01/11/02 AFR response 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 30 °CA ATDC 

HRL016 01/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR  SOI 60 °CA ATDC 

HRL017 01/11/02 Load range 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 30 °CA ATDC 

HRL018 01/11/02 Load range 1000 rev/min    
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HRL019 01/11/02 Ignition timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP   

HRL020 07/11/02 Ignition timing 
response 

1000 rev/min 4 bar IMEP   

HRL021 07/11/02 Ignition timing 
response 

1000 rev/min 4 bar IMEP   

HRL022 07/11/02 HC confirmation 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

Engine Build HRM 

HRM001 08/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

HRM002 08/11/02 Speed range  Stoich. AFR WOT SOI 90 °CA ATDC 

Engine Build HRN 

HRN001 21/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP   

HRN003 21/11/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP   

HRN004 21/11/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  Single inlet port 

HRN005  21/11/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 4 bar IMEP  Single inlet port 

Engine Build SIB 

SIB003  19/09/02 Load range 1000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB004  19/09/02 Load range 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB005  24/09/02 Load range 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB006 24/09/02 Load range 2500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB007  24/09/02 Load range 3000 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB008  24/09/02 Load range 3500 rev/min Stoich. AFR   

SIB009  24/09/02 Load range 1500 rev/min WOT  Stratified 

SIB010 25/09/02 Ignition timing 
response 

    

SIB011 25/09/02 SOI response  1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB012 25/09/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB013 25/09/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB014 25/09/02 AFR response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB015 25/09/02 AFR response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB016 25/09/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP  Stratified charge 

SIB017 25/09/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP  Stratified charge 

SIB018 30/09/02 SOI response  2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB019 30/09/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR  

SIB020 30/09/02 Load range 1500 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 15 °CA ATDC 

SIB021 30/09/02 Load range 2000 rev/min Stoich. AFR  SOI 15 °CA ATDC 

SIB022 01/10/02 Load range 1500 rev/min SOI 290  Stratified charge 

SIB023 01/10/02 Load range 1000 rev/min SOI 290  Stratified charge 

SIB024 01/10/02 Load range 2000 rev/min SOI 280  Stratified charge 

SIB025 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap –3 
ºCA 

SIB026 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap –3 
ºCA 

SIB027 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap 15 
ºCA 

SIB028 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap 15 
ºCA 

SIB029 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap -21 
ºCA 

SIB030 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap –21 
ºCA 

SIB031 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response 

1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap 51 
ºCA 

SIB032 03/10/02 Ignition Timing 
response  

2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Valve overlap 51 
ºCA 

SIB033   03/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 
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SIB034   03/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB035   03/12/02 Ignition response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB036   03/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB037   03/12/02 Ignition response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB038   03/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB039   04/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB040   04/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB041   04/12/02 Ignition response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB042   04/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB043   04/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB044   04/12/02 Ignition response 3000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB045   05/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB046   05/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB047   05/12/02 Ignition response 1500 rev/min 4 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB048   05/12/02 Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Mass spectrometer 
attached 

SIB049  Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
50ºC 

SIB050  Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
60ºC 

SIB051  Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
70ºC 

SIB052  Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
80ºC 

SIB053  Ignition response 2000 rev/min 2.7 bar IMEP Stoich. AFR Coolant and oil 
90ºC 
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Appendix D. Gas-Dynamics 
Engine Modelling Example 

Example Ricardo WAVE File 
 
BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

throttle = 30 

back_pressure_valve = 10.0 

! 

ilash = 0.0 

elash = 0.0 

! 

iisd = 23.70 

ivp = 509.75 

ihs = 1.00000 

ivs = 1.00000 

! 

eisd = 22.70 

evp = 211.25 

ehs = 1.00000 

evs = 1.00000 

! 

te = 450 

th1 = 3.0 

co1 = 50 

hg1 = 100  

! 

th2 = 3.0 

co2 = 50 

hg2 = 100  

! 

th3 = 3.0 

co3 = 65 

hg3 = 100  

! 

cenhto = 1.25 

cenhtc = 1.50 

! 

cr = 11.7 

ncyc = 20 

! 

rpm = 1000 

burnfrac = 0.95 

fuel = 0.32 ! 0.26 

! 

inambp = 1.010 

inambt = 299.3 

tplenum = 304 

! 

thb50 = 11.5 

bdur = 15.9 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 12.42 

expipt = 305 

! 

t_head = 450 

t_pist = 450 

t_liner = 400 

! 

tin = 350 

tex = 350 
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exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

! 

acf = 1.00 

bcf = 0.0044 

ccf = 440 

qcf = 0.0 

BAS:GENERAL PARAMETERS ========================================================= 

{ncyc} 0.5 1.0 simm 

n n y 0.01 

<ind-43693.fue> 

BAS:OUTPUT & PLOTTING ========================================================== 

 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N -180 540 10 

postscript draft 

ALL null CASE 

N N 

case 25 

BAS:SUMMARY_TABLE ============================================================== 

<./stb_list1b.dat> Y N 

BAS:THERMOCOUPLE =============================================================== 

LEXTC:6017  # 

XTCD:0.5  # 

K SU 0.21                       ! TCTYPE&,TCGEO&,WIRED 

1.5 25.0 0.41 304SS             ! DSHEATH,LSHEATH,TSHEATH,TCMAT& 

BAS:TIME PLOTS ================================================================= 

TTITLES V3.6p2 

L:  0.857 

! 

P: 201   auto   auto 

D: 6017  

! 

P: 201   auto   auto 

D: 6018  

! 

P: 201   auto   auto 

D: 6019  

! 

P: 201   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 202   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 132   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 226   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 147   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 209   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 221   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 222   auto   auto 

J: 411  

! 

P: 224   auto   auto 

J: 411  

BAS:TITLE ====================================================================== 

HCCI Hydra - speed = {rpm} rev/min 

DUC:BENDS ====================================================================== 

6000 90 

6005 90 

6010 90.0 

6011 30 

6014 90 

6020 44.0 

6021 44.0 

6029 100.0 
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6033 45.0 

6039 90 

6043 90.0 

6047 90 

6049 90 

6053 90 

6054 90.0 

6057 90 

6061 110 

DUC:DUCT DATA ================================================================== 

1.0 1.0                ! CFRICG CHTRG 

" LEX   KJL   KJR   DL    DR   SDUCT  DX  TWALD  PDI  TDI   CFR CHT CP  CDL CDR" 

! 

6015  411  503 23.0 23.0 45.0 20.0 {tex}  1.0 700.0    50.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6016  411  503 23.0 23.0 45.0 20.0 {tex}  1.0 700.0    50.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6017  503 1000 40.0 44.0  105 20.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0  aut aut 

6034 1000 1042 44.0 47.5   90 20.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6000 1042 1002 47.5 47.5  165 20.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6002 1002 1003 47.5 47.5  310 20.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6003 1003 1004 47.5 47.5 1130 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6005 1004 1005 47.5 47.5  204 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6038 1005 1022 50.8 50.8  560 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6006 1022 1001 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6001 1001 1007 50.8 50.8  230 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6011 1007 1009 50.8 50.8  290 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6013 1009 1010 50.8 50.8  520 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6014 1010 1008 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6008 1008 1011 50.8 50.8  240 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6022 1011 1012 50.8 50.8  300 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6023 1012 1013 39.0 39.0  690 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO 0.60 

6026 1013  504 50.8 50.8  850 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 0.60 AUTO 

6027  504 1023 50.8 50.8  958 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6039 1023 1024 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6040 1024 1025 50.8 50.8 1500 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6041 1025 1014 50.8 50.8  900 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6060 1014 1020 50.8 50.8 3500 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6061 1020 1021 50.8 50.8  384 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6062 1021  304 50.8 50.8  300 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  50.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

! 

6009 1026  106 50.8 50.8 1600 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6010  106 1017 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

! 

6004  501  502 95.0 95.0  0.0  0.0 {tplenum}  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6012 1043 1018 32.0 32.0 70.0 30.0 {tplenum}  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6007 1017 1015 50.8 50.8  500 30.0 {tplenum}  1.0  298  1.0  1.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

! 

! split runner to get P in correct position 

6018  501  110   22   22 35.0 20.0  315  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

! split runner to get P in correct position 

6019  502  111   22   22 35.0 20.0  315  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6020  112  108   22   22 92.0 20.0  325  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6021  113  109   22   22 92.0 20.0  325  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6024  108  411   22   22 120.0 20.0 {tin}  1.0 450.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6025  109  411   22   22 120.0 20.0 {tin}  1.0 450.0  0.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6028 1018  501 32.0 32.0 32.0 30.0 {tplenum}  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6029 1015 1006 50.8 50.8  735 30.0 {tplenum}  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6030  303 1041  205  205  500 30.0 300.0  1.0 300.0  1.0  1.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6033  502  305 22.0 22.0 90.0 30.0 300.0  1.0 {tplenum}  1.0  1.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6035 1006 1043 50.8 32.0   50 30.0 {tplenum}  1.0  298  1.0  1.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6042 1030 1029 50.8 50.8 180.0 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6043 1031 1030 50.8 50.8 165.0 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6044 1033 1031 50.8 50.8 100.0 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6046 1034 1033  180  180  850 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6047 1029 1028 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6048 1028 1027 50.8 50.8 1040 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6049 1027 1026 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6050 1037 5005 50.8 50.8  490 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6051 5005 5000  1.0  1.0   55 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6052 1039 1038 50.8 50.8  270 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6053 1038 1037 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6054 1040 1039 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6055 5000 1036 50.8 50.8  400 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6056 1035 1034 50.8 50.8  100 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6057 1036 1035 50.8 50.8  165 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6058 5006 1040 50.8 50.8 154.6 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 
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6059 1041 5006 50.8 50.8  305 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

6063  504  306 50.8 50.8   80 30.0 {expipt}  1.0  500  1.0  2.0  0.0 AUTO AUTO 

6064  307 5006 50.8 50.8 174.6 30.0 298.0  1.0 298.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

60181  110  112 22.0 22.0   20 20.0  320  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

60191  111  113 22.0 22.0   20 20.0  320  1.0 350.0  1.0  1.0  0.0  aut aut 

ENG:GEOMETRY =================================================================== 

1 4 si 

74.0 75.5 120.0 0.0 

{cr} 

 1 

 0.0 

{acf}  {bcf}  {ccf}  {qcf} 

0  0  0 

ENG:HEAT TRANSFER ============================================================== 

{CENHTO} {CENHTC} 

{t_pist} {t_head} {t_liner} 

1.0 1.3 0.76 

ENG:OPERATING PARAMETERS ======================================================= 

{rpm} {inambp} {inambt} 

ENG:SI_WIEBE_COMB ============================================================== 

{thb50} {bdur} {wexp} {burnfrac} 

ENG:VALVES ===================================================================== 

"NC,KEXC, (LEXD,IED&,NVD--Repeated for each valve/duct)" 

1 411 6024 i #1 6025 i #2 6015 e #3 6016 e #4 

INJ:TYPE ======================================================================= 

1 

FMHR 

300.0 0.5 auto 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 

THETA:  

       0.0   {injdur} # 

PROFILE:  

       1.0        1.0 # 

THPRESS:  

       0.0   {injdur} # 

PRESSEI:  

       100        100 # 

INJ:VOLUME ===================================================================== 

1 1 411 0 0.0 

{fuel} null {SOI} 

JUN:JUNCTION DATA ============================================================== 

 KEX    KT1/KT2   AUX1    AUX2    AUX3    AUX4    AUX5 

 106     1     1 auto 

 108     1     1 auto 

 109     1     1 auto 

 110     1     1 auto 

 111     1     1 auto 

 112     1     1 auto 

 113     1     1 auto 

 303     3     1 auto {inambp} {inambt} auto 0.0 FIXED 

 304     3     1 auto {exambp} {exambt} auto 0.0 FIXED 

 305     3     1 0.0 {inambp} {inambt} auto 0.0 FIXED 

 306     3     1 0.0 {exambp} {exambt} auto 0.0 FIXED 

 307     3     1 0.0 {inambp} {inambt} auto 0.0 FIXED 

 411     4     1         

 501     5     2 

 502     5     2 

 503     5     2 

 504     5     2 

 1000     1     1 auto 

 1001     1     1 auto 

 1002     1     1 auto 

 1003     1     1 auto 

 1004     1     1 auto 

 1005     1     1 auto 

 1006     1     1 auto 

 1007     1     1 auto 

 1008     1     1 auto 

 1009     1     1 auto 

 1010     1     1 auto 

 1011     1     1 {back_pressure_valve} 

 1012     1     1 auto 

 1013     1     1 39.0 

 1014     1     1 auto 

 1015     1     1 auto 
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 1017     1     1 auto 

 1018     1     1 {throttle} 

 1020     1     1 auto 

 1021     1     1 auto 

 1022     1     1 auto 

 1023     1     1 auto 

 1024     1     1 auto 

 1025     1     1 auto 

 1026     1     1 auto 

 1027     1     1 auto 

 1028     1     1 auto 

 1029     1     1 auto 

 1030     1     1 auto 

 1031     1     1 auto 

 1033     1     1 auto 

 1034     1     1 auto 

 1035     1     1 auto 

 1036     1     1 auto 

 1037     1     1 auto 

 1038     1     1 auto 

 1039     1     1 auto 

 1040     1     1 auto 

 1041     1     1 auto 

 1042     1     1 auto 

 1043     1     1 auto 

 5000     5     2 

 5005     5     2 

 5006     5     2 

JUN:YJUNCTION DATA ============================================================= 

501 95 {tplenum} 1.0 298.0 726542 30591 1.0 1.0   ! TP2: DIA5 TWL5 PK5  TK5  VOL5 AHT5 

CFR5 CHT5 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6004 180.0 -90.0 90.0 auto auto 102.5 95.0 0.0 1.0 

6018 90.0 0.0 90.0 auto auto 95.0 95.0 0.0 1.0 

6028 0.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 102.5 95.0 0.0 1 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

502 95 {tplenum} 1.0 350.0 726542 30592 1.0 1.0   ! TP2: DIA5 TWL5 PK5  TK5  VOL5 AHT5 

CFR5 CHT5 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6004 0.0 90.0 90.0 auto auto 102.5 95.0 0.0 1.0 

6019 90.0 0.0 90.0 auto auto 95.0 95.0 0.0 1.0 

6033 180.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 102.5 95.0 0.0 1 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

503 38.9 {tex} 1.0 700.0 35654 3666 0.0 1.0   ! TP2: DIA5 TWL5 PK5  TK5  VOL5 AHT5 CFR5 

CHT5 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6015 180.0 90.0 90.0 auto auto 30.0 23.0 0.0 1.0 

6016 180.0 90.0 90.0 auto auto 30.0 23.0 0.0 1.0 

6017 0.0 90.0 90.0 auto auto 30.0 38.9 0.0 1.0 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

504 50.8 {tex} 1.0 700.0 162146 12767 0.0 1.0   ! TP2: DIA5 TWL5 PK5  TK5  VOL5 AHT5 

CFR5 CHT5 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6026 180.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 80 50.8 0.0 1 

6027 0.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 80 50.8 0.0 1 

6063 90.0 0.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 50.8 80 0.0 1 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

5000 85 300 1.0 300 85117 4005 1.0 1.0 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6051 180.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 15.0 1.2 0.0 6141 

6055 0.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 15.0 85.0 0.0 1 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

5005 85 300 1.0 300 85117 4005 1.0 1.0 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6050 0.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 15.0 85.0 0.0 1 

6051 180.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 15.0 1.2 0.0 6141 

------------------------------------------     !separator 

5006 50.8 300 1.0 300 102963 8107 1.0 1.0 

" LEX   VDIR1  VDIR2  VDIR3  DIA   CDK  DELX  DIAB  THICK  COUNT" 

6058 90.0 0.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 50.8 50.8 0.0 1 

6059 0.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 50.8 50.8 0.0 1 

6064 180.0 90.0 90.0 AUTO AUTO 50.8 50.8 0.0 1 

STR:COND ======================================================================= 

WARM1 STEADY 

10 0 
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STR:DUCT ======================================================================= 

6000 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6001 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6002 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6003 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6005 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6006 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6008 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6011 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6013 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6014 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6017 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6022 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6023 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6026 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6027 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6034 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6038 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6039 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6040 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6041 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6060 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6061 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

6062 {th1} 3.5e6 {co1} {hg1} {te} {te} 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.001 0.001 

VAL:VALVES ===================================================================== 

! inlet 

#1 LIFT {iisd} {ivp} {ilash} 

cam 0.0 {ihs} {ivs} 1.0 

FILE: <e16c_inl.val> 

VLI2:  

     0.000      0.042      0.084      0.127      0.169      0.211      0.253      0.295  

     0.338      0.500 # 

CDF2:  

     0.000      0.121      0.242      0.363      0.490      0.574      0.607      0.629  

     0.641      0.641 # 

CDR2:  

     0.000      0.121      0.242      0.363      0.490      0.574      0.607      0.629  

     0.641      0.641 # 

--------------------------------------------------- !(separator) 

! inlet 

#2 LIFT {iisd} {ivp} {ilash} 

cam 0.0 {ihs} {ivs} 1.0 

FILE: <e16c_inl.val> 

VLI2:  

     0.000      0.042      0.084      0.127      0.169      0.211      0.253      0.295  

     0.338      0.500 # 

CDF2:  

     0.000      0.121      0.242      0.363      0.490      0.574      0.607      0.629  

     0.641      0.641 # 

CDR2:  

     0.000      0.121      0.242      0.363      0.490      0.574      0.607      0.629  

     0.641      0.641 # 

--------------------------------------------------- !(separator) 

! exhaust 

#3 LIFT {eisd} {evp} {elash} 

cam 0.0 {ehs} {evs} 1.0 

FILE: <e16c_exh.val> 

VLI2:  

     0.000      0.040      0.081      0.121      0.161      0.202      0.242      0.282  

     0.323      0.563 # 

CDF2:  

     0.000      0.119      0.239      0.389      0.521      0.620      0.654      0.672  

     0.688      0.691 # 

CDR2:  

     0.000      0.119      0.239      0.389      0.521      0.620      0.654      0.672  

     0.688      0.691 # 

--------------------------------------------------- !(separator) 

! exhaust 

#4 LIFT {eisd} {evp} {elash} 

cam 0.0 {ehs} {evs} 1.0 

FILE: <e16c_exh.val> 

VLI2:  

     0.000      0.040      0.081      0.121      0.161      0.202      0.242      0.282  

     0.323      0.563 # 

CDF2:  
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     0.000      0.119      0.239      0.389      0.521      0.620      0.654      0.672  

     0.688      0.691 # 

CDR2:  

     0.000      0.119      0.239      0.389      0.521      0.620      0.654      0.672  

     0.688      0.691 # 

END =========================================================================== 

 

BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

cenhto = 2.25 

cenhtc = 2.25 

back_pressure_valve = 11.0 

ilash = 0.0 

elash = 0.0 

! 

rpm = 1501 

burnfrac = 0.90 

fuel = 0.40 ! 0.39 

! 

inambp = 1.000 

inambt = 300.4 

tplenum = 305 

! 

thb50 = 11.0 

bdur = 18.5 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 16.84 

expipt = 305 

! 

t_head = 460 

t_pist = 460 

t_liner = 410 

! 

exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

END =========================================================================== 

 

BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

cenhto = 2.00 

cenhtc = 3.25 

back_pressure_valve = 11.5 

ilash = 0.0 

elash = 0.0 

! 

rpm = 1991 

burnfrac = 0.90 

fuel = 0.46 ! 0.44 

! 

inambp = 0.985 

inambt = 303.4 

tplenum = 306 

! 

thb50 = 15.0 

bdur = 17.8 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 19.95 

expipt = 305 

! 

! 

t_head = 470 

t_pist = 470 

t_liner = 420 

! 

exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

END =========================================================================== 

 

BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

cenhto = 2.60 

cenhtc = 3.00 

back_pressure_valve = 12.8 

ilash = 0.15 
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elash = 0.15 

! 

rpm = 2500 

burnfrac = 0.90 

fuel = 0.43 

! 

inambp = 0.985 

inambt = 304.0 

tplenum = 306 

! 

thb50 = 10.5 

bdur = 13.8 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 22.95 

expipt = 305 

! 

! 

t_head = 520 

t_pist = 520 

t_liner = 470 

! 

exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

END =========================================================================== 

 

BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

cenhto = 3.25 

cenhtc = 3.00 

back_pressure_valve = 14.0 

ilash = 0.20 

elash = 0.20 

! 

rpm = 3002 

burnfrac = 0.90 

fuel = 0.42 

! 

inambp = 0.980 

inambt = 304.8 

tplenum = 307 

! 

thb50 = 7.9 

bdur = 15.5 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 23.96 

expipt = 305 

! 

! 

t_head = 530 

t_pist = 530 

t_liner = 480 

! 

exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

END =========================================================================== 

 

BAS:CONSTANTS ================================================================== 

cenhto = 3.50 

cenhtc = 2.75 

back_pressure_valve = 13.0 ! 12.0 

ilash = 0.20 

elash = 0.20 

! 

rpm = 3499 

burnfrac = 0.90 

fuel = 0.49 ! 0.48 

! 

inambp = 0.980 

inambt = 305.1 

tplenum = 307 

! 

thb50 = 5.4 
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bdur = 16.1 

wexp = 2.50 

! 

soi = 405 

injdur = 27.92 

expipt = 305 

! 

! 

t_head = 550 

t_pist = 550 

t_liner = 500 

! 

exambp = 1.005 

exambt = 500 

END =========================================================================== 
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Appendix E. Characteristics of 
CAI Combustion 

Hydrocarbon Speciation Test Results 
 

The following figures present the detailed hydrocarbon results summarised in Section 

6.6.3. The relevant tests are HRC018 – HRC021 and SIB033 – SIB048, conducted in 

December 2002. 
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